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Truth, Justice and the

encan

ilassic Fender instruments,

'updated to reflect the

evolution of today's players'

needs.

In the past 10 years, the

original models have

changed very little. But the

family has grown to include

left'handed models, a

5-string Jazz Bass, the famous

B-Bender Tele, and the

GR-Ready Strat.

With innovative features

and classic Fender tone, the

American Standard series

instruments will be

making history for years

to come.

^

Twenty'two

larger frets
open the door to
expanded sonic
possibilities

Many American

Standard models

are offered in a
left'hand version.

Thicker bridge saddles,

flat pole pieces and the
Delta'Tone™ electronics

system all contribute to
a killer tone.



Fender's Acoustic Guitar Value Pak

Everything's
included!

Complete with everything you need to get you

started—or keep you going! The Value Pak

makes buying a good-quality acoustic guitar simple.

Makes a great gift, too. It's truly one-stop shopping!

DG-3 ACOUSTIC GUITAR • GIG BAG • STRINGS • STRING WINDER
ELECTRONIC TUNER • GUITAR POLISH CLOTH • GUITAR POLISH

FENDER CHORD FINDER • PICKS • STRAP

©1997FMIC. For more information, send $3 shipping and handling to:
Fender Acoustic Guitar Value Pak, 7975 North Hayden Road, Suite C-100, Scottsdale AZ 85258 www.fender.com
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Frontline Readers Talk Back
FENDER'S BAJA 1000 ENTRY?

What if Fender had an off road truck racing

team? Well this might be what the truck

would look like, only bigger. I built this 1/10

scale, 4-wheel drive radio controlled off road

beast for Rick Anderson, from Fender's Ense-

nada, Mexico, factory. As you can see, Rick's

truck leaps tall P Basses in a single bound.

M. R. Ogle

Anaheim Hills, CA

Now we know why Rick's lunch breaks are always

50 long!

TAKE A LOAD OFF

For the past two weeks I've been helping my

dear old dad (83 years old to be exact) find a

suitable lightweight alternative to his

old Deluxe Reverb, which he now

finds a bit heavy to lift. We tried all

sorts of amps from several manufactur-

ers before he chose the Blues Junior at
31 Ibs.

I tried it and liked it so much I went

out and bought one for myself the same

day! It has that ballsy, open, natural
sound that I remember from Fender

amps of my youth in the '60s. I haven't had

so much fun in a long time. Well done, boys!

Richard Christie

N. Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada

Thanks for the endorsement Rich. Has dad let you

take any solos yet?

Too MUCH TIME ON Mv HANDS

I just wanted to share with you some of my

Etch A Sketch pictures I've created. I thought

the Stratocaster and Telecaster would be just

right for your magazine.

Richard A. Monte

Phoenix, AZ

What a talent! just imagine if he'd spent that

time actually playing the guitar.

LET'S HEAR IT FOR THE LADIES

As a male I am sick of the fact that music is so

male oriented and at times very, very sexist.

One reason for this is that ladies are not prop-

erly encouraged. That's a shame because

women are people too and should be judged

on their musical talents. I think it's time we

all appreciated what women have to offer

musically and stop judging them solely on

looks. I know this can't change overnight, but

for your part, Fender, you can continue and

even expand your coverage of quality female

musicians.

David Schmidinger

Flagstaff, AZ

We're trying to do just that David. That's why we

included three excellent female guitar players in

our cover story "Nine Names To Know." Thanks

for standing up for the ladies, too.

People Really Do Win!
What happens when people enter our contests? Just

ask David Goodroe of Houston, Texas. David entered

our Spring '97 giveaway and look what happened!

Here he is with his new Candy Apple Red Tex-Mex

Strat Special and Sunburst Tex-Mex Tele Special

(along with the Strat and Blues Jr. amp he already

owned). Don't

let your chance

to win pass

you by, enter

this issue's

contest

today!

Attention Frontline and Fender fanatics: We

enjoy printing your photographic contributions to
Frontline. Cet out those cameras and send us

something outrageous! To write, just address your

letter to Frontline Letters, 1 1999 San Vicente

Blvd., Suite 401, Los Angeles, CA 90049.
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ore than 40 years ago, Fender revolutionized the music

world with the introduction of a series of electric gui-

tars and basses designed for the working musician.

What made these instruments so successful was their very

practicality: each facet was (and still is) carefully Grafted to be both

functional and attractive. From their bolt-on necks (easier to

make—and replace, if necessary—than set-necks) to the bevels in

the body (carefully contoured for comfort in both standing and sit-

ting positions), these instruments are perfectly suited to the needs

of players.

They're tough, too! Ask a roadhouse warrior and you'll probably

hear a story about a Telecaster that survived falling off a truck—or

worse—after which it played and sounded just fine.

But you don't last long in this industry by resting on your laurels.

Just over a decade ago, Fender launched a new era in the history of

Stratocaster, Telecaster, Precision Bass and Jazz Bass instruments

with the introduction of the American Standard series.

Ironically, these high-quality American-made instruments were

anything but "standard." In fact they offered a combination of fea-

tures that could only be
termed "deluxe":

Innovative Bi-Flex

truss rods, graphite rein-

forcement to the bass

necks, larger frets,

Schaller tuning pegs and

strap locks, updated

bridges and pickups, the

TBX tone control; these

features, along with

world-class fit and fin-

ish, truly make the
American Standard

models the yardstick by

which other guitars and

basses are measured.

Like other original Fender instruments, the American Standard

series has stood the test of time, and after more than 10 years the

core models have changed very little. (Yet even these classics are

under constant review: the Strats and Teles recently received the

new Delta-Tone electronic system which includes a hotter bridge

pickup and a "no load" tone pot.)

However, the family has grown by leaps and bounds. From the

original four sprang left-handed models, a 5-string Jazz Bass, the

famous B-Bender Tele, and the GR-Ready Strat.

Actually, the initial concept of the American Standard series—

take a classic and tweak it!—has led to some hot new models.

Namely the Roadhouse, Big Apple, and Lone Star Strats: variations

on the American Standard theme.

What's the next episode in this series? You tell us! After all, the

inspiration of players everywhere has led to every significant devel-

opment in Fender history. Why quit now?

^uMJLC^-
Michael Caroff, Editor
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The City of Corona, California

recently marked a milestone

when it celebrated its 100th

anniversary. The past 100 years have

seen Corona grow from a small agricultural

community to a thriving city which became

home to Fender manufacturing in 1985. In a

partnership with the community/ a nonprofit

foundation has been established to create

The Fender Museum of the Arts. This muse-

urn will focus on Performing Arts educa-

tion, as well as celebrating the history of

the Fender guitar and its impact on the

world over the Last 50 years. The muse-

um site will also include a Walk of

Fame featuring some of the world's

most renowned Fender artists.

$250 donation: Have your name placed along the
edge of the Walk of Fame—placed there permanently
as a testament to your support for the Fender Museum

(

Join the Stars on
the Walk of Fame
A unique opportunity is being offered to a
select group of special contributors. By making

a contribution at one of the following levels,

you, your family, or company, can purchase a
limited edition piece of the Fender Museum's
outdoor Walk of Fame.

Platinum $10.000
Gold $5,000
Silver $2,500
Bronze $1,000

Only 50 Available
Only 100 Available
Only 250 Available
Only 500 Available

In addition to your name appearing on the

walkway of Fender Historic Artists, you will be
given the opportunity to choose a phrase, slo-

gan, song lyric, whatever you want to accom-

pany your name, that expresses your commit-
ment to the arts, your love of music, or your
support of musical education for children. For

example:

The John Smith Family
"Teach Your Children Well"

The ABC Corporation
"Committed to Arts Education"

(The size of the lettering and the length of the phrase will be linked to

the level of sponsorship. The plaques at these levels will be embedded

into the walkway.j

All benefactor plaques courtesy of Tim Shimp at The
Grand Craftsman, Corona, CA.

$100 donation: Donors at this level will have their
names etched or engraved in the museum. (Actual
location and format will be determined in the final
design stage.)

•antee their spot as a member of the Fender Museum's "Inaugural Season of

ion established to create and operate the Fender Museum of the Arts.

ORDER FORM

' '..-.I^W-'
:*' A _ll.l'.;'_.>CAcTtes

• City _ State Zip_

Phone ( )
(At least one number is required)

Email:

Fax

PLEASE CHECK ONE

a Walk of Fame Name Plate—Contribution of $250.00
a Etched Museum Name Plate—Contribution of $100.00
Q Please send me information on Additional Plaques

and Accessories

Name(s) as you would Like it to appear:
(Maximum 24 Characters, Including Spaces.)

Please print clearly in ALL CAPITAL LETTERS

T»
Corona, California

Make Check or Money Order Payable To:
The Fender Museum of the Arts

P.O. Box 6555
Corona, CA 91718-6555

(Please allow 6-8 weeks for confirmation of order.)



2000. The newi millennium, it's fast approaching and

many are wondering: who is going to build that bridge to the 21st centu-

ry, guitar-wise? While it is impossible to predict the future, the following

nine players certainly bear watching over the next few years.

Some of the names are familiar. They've already topped the charts and

graced the covers of all the prestigious magazines. Some are just begin-

ning their run to the spotlight. Regardless of musical style, they share

common characteristics: years of hard work, dedication to their craft and

probably more than a little rejection preceded the success they now enjoy.

By Adcam St. James

Nin

eredith
Brooks

Meredith Brooks claims to be a lot of things in her hit song "Bitch." Ironically, she leaves "guitarist" off

the list. Not that she needs to mention it; her playing speaks for itself. Still, a lot of listeners—imagining her

simply a singer—might not be aware of Meredith's six-string prowess.

"I played every single guitar on this album," she states proudly. "I did tons of experiments that, as far as

I know, no one's ever done."

Brooks has been performing as a lead guitarist and vocalist since the age of 14, inspired initially by Eric

Clapton's playing with Derek & The Dominos on the classic "Layla" and doing time as ex-Go Go Char-

lotte Caffey's guitarist in the short-lived Graces. Disappointed that she was not taken more seriously as a

player—she was forced to watch from the sidelines as studio guitarists (males no less) handled the Graces'

recording—Meredith set out on her own. Her million-selling album Blurring The Edges is the result. The Ore-

gon native hopes that her musical success, and especially her success as a guitarist, will help tear down a few

more of the walls that women face in their quest for musical equality.

"We need to get to a level and a place where it's the norm for women to be playing rock 'n' roll," she

opines. "And where it's not so hard to get on the cover of a guitar magazine when you play like I do."
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Tony
fdoin
Iver Road

Most people can say they learned at least a few licks off the radio. For lead

guitarist Tony Ardoin of the band River Road, it runs a lot deeper than

that. Though he got his first touring gig at age 17, slinging a six-string for

Louisiana R&B singer Johnny Alien, Tony would eventually spend 10 years
working as a radio DJ and program director. He learned a lot in that decade.

"Radio kept me close to music the whole time," he says, "especially when

I did night shifts. I sat in the control room the whole time, playing along

with records and stealing things off them. It was just me and the music and
four walls."

Mixing his own influences of R&B, traditional country, southern rock
and blues. Tony is knocking down walls and helping to bring a variety of styles to bear on modern country.

"I do think styles are getting mixed somewhat. On our record, John Jorgensen and Dan Huff played
some guitar. These guys have some tremendous rock 'n' roll backgrounds."

Tony's contribution to that rejuvenating musical mixture stems from his own varied listening habits: He

grew up playing traditional country tunes by Hank Williams Sr., nailed the southern rock riffs of Z.Z.

Top and Lynyrd Skynyrd, delved deeply into old soul and R&B singers and, as a self-proclaimed B.B.

King nut, borrows routinely from the blues.

"My thing is I'll jump around and play different styles from those people, from listening to those type
albums. My style has all of tKose elem.ents,"

Kenny w< ;/ne
Sheplierd

As a teen, Kenny Wayue Shepherd made an unforgettable entrance into bur musical

consciousness with his debut album Ledbetter Heights. The album went on to become

one of the best selling blues albums of 1996, earning Kenny all manner of accolades.

His opening slot on last year's G3 Tour turned into a co-headlining spot this year, and

his inspired new album Trouble Is... will surely propel him to new heights. Kenny admits

that the experiences of the past couple of years—the constant gigging, for the most

part—had a profound impact on his songwriting and his playing.

"After a year and a half of touring," he explains, "it was just a matter of taking anoth-

er step in another direction. I think we've all come a very long way so there's no doubt

that Trouble Is.... is definitely a step

ahead of the first album."

And the stadiums that Kenny has

been playing for the past 18 months are

definitely another whole level from

nightclubs. Still, he foresees both in his

future.

"I know I'll be playing clubs for a

long time. But we still get to do the

amphitheaters and the big venues and

the stadiums too. It's good to do both. I

don't want to be in a 100,000 seat

venue every night of my life. Some-

times I like being able to run up to the

front row of the audience and throw

my guitar in their face. Sometimes it's a

lot cooler to be in a small club."



onny
Long
Another amazing musician with talent

beyond his years, Jonny Lang plays and
sings with the understanding and emotion of

an old blues master, though he is only 16

years old. How did he develop that throaty,

growling voice; that burning lead guitar

style? Touring and recording Lie To Me with

the older, more seasoned musicians in his

band played a big part.
"It's a really great experience/' he says, "I

have the opportunity to tap into what they

have, and learn—I mean every minute I'm

with them—learn something, whether it's

about music or about their experiences or

just about playing. It's great."

Jonny has learned his lessons well, and

now he wants to do a little teaching too. He says he'd be happy to turn more of his genera-

tion on to the blues. That's not going to be difficult, he figures. The wayjonny sees it, Gener-

ation Next is already listening.

"Definitely. Everybody says, 'You know, you're sitting in your room listening to blues

records while everybody else your age is listening to alternative records' and that's not really

true, because there's a lot of people my age who are into it.

"That's another part of my goal," he continues. "Just to really try to turn some heads and

get people listening to the stuff that I started out listening to. There will never be another

Albert King, or another Albert Collins or B.B. King. They're just the greats, and I think

that's definitely who you should be listening to. [Editor's note: Robin Trower once said, "Lis-

ten to the originators, not the imitators."] If younger people can start getting into it and keep
it alive, that's just great."

na Carter
Inspiration came with equal doses of intimidation when Deana Carter was learn-

ing to play and write songs. Her father, Fred Carter Jr., was a highly regarded ses-

sion player, working regularly with and befriending such legendary performers as

Waylon Jennings, Willie Nelson, Gordon Lightfoot and Simon & Gar-

funkel. As such, Deana set high standards for her own music.

"There was such a level of excellence that we were raised around," she says, "that

we have absolutely no tolerance when people cheapen music or don't give it as

much energy or effort as it deserves. I was really hard on myself. It took a long, long

time to write what I thought were decent songs."

The title track from her debut album, Did I Shave My Legs For This?, as well as

another handful of solid cuts written by Deana prove she picked up at least a few

tips from her dad and his buddies. Now, along with younger brother and lead gui-

taristjeff Carter, Deana is forging a new blend of country music, one with at least

a taste of rock /n' roU—especially when it comes to improvisation, a rarity at many

country concerts.

"I was a huge Springsteen fan, growing up. My musical background is so varied.
I don't want to be fenced in as a country artist. Just because I'm in the country mar-

ket doesn't mean I can't jam a little bit. And nobody else is doing that. They don't

have little jam sessions in their concerts."
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Once in a while an artist comes along that makes you

wonder what you were doing while they were practic-

ing. You know the type: they can play circles around
you on your own instrument—and a half dozen oth-

ers. Anita Cochran is one of those people.

"I play lead and rhythm guitar, acoustic guitar,

high-strung guitar, mandolin, dobro, banjo," she says

matter-of-factly. "I think that's what's on the record."

She's talking about her debut album Back To You.

Anita wrote 90 percent of the music, sang all the lead

vocals, and produced the record as well. All that defi-

nitely makes her a new force to be reckoned with in

country music. Just ask any soundman who has

mixed one of her live performances.

"As a girl guitar player, at a lot of our shows, the

soundmen aren't familiar with us and the solo will

come up and they'll immediately go to the guy," she

says with a laugh. "And then they realize it half-way

through the solo. We went on tour for a few weeks

and we had the same soundman every day, and it

took him a couple of days to understand—and I'm

the only lead guitar player in my band! I'm now see-
ing, for the first time, the difference of a woman actu-

ally playing."
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Some careers take a long time to ignite. With his second album. Road to Zen,

Corey Stevens is now enjoying success after nearly 20 years slugging it out in

Los Angeles nightclubs. During that time he saw a lot of changing styles and he

noticed musical tastes repeatedly returning to the basics.

"I think there will always be some inventions and things that are going to

change music," he says. "But for me the whole tum-on for guitar is that it's so

crude and raw and simple. Especially when you go watch a blues guitarist. It's

usually just a guy working with his hands. It's pretty primitive."

Primitive rock struck a chord with Corey early on. He grew up near Chuck

Berry's hometown of St. Louis and was always aware of the legend's musical

legacy. Later he took inspiration from the Beatles, the Stones and albums like

the AIlman Bros/ Live at the Fillmore East and Derek Sc The Dominos' Layla.

Corey has worked all those influences into his bluesy, elemental playing. He has

a theory about the ever-increasing popularity of blues, too.
"Baby boomers are tired of the adolescent themes in rock music," he says.

"Blues is the hard truth, the reality. It's kind of like a New Orleans funeral: it's

depressing, but at the same time, it's a rejoice."

He sings, of coirr&|gl^g|||S||||^^||
guitar.

j|Bg^j||||i|^||fij|jj|;i|jJi|j
:nUaBS®|8^|^^<^llIanigiiail8lQi^
^Kg||^li|e^^||o|g|E?i||pa}||^gIe]Efc^
liiiSSWSNiTw^'EiiWiiijWiUMfi^
tidiiN|Eca;l^il''^®gg|||st^^

CJ|||E|s|i3fflsl|ff<s|j||j|e|§|^|^^
withfJ:Qi&|¥ateittS^^li|^;||t^^
Nigel:|Pu]^sfoi^^assi|fcJ|l|a^
sons mit^.; ^ 3EUmM;eiC?IKi:?Ri«lilI»i:n;;:

Goodri<age;'<aiuiiig^ej::|^E^i^
the imrrt^risely'^su^cessfall^^iteeft

stone and its-¥61K)w-y;B, Razorblade

Suitcase. :Gavin particularly

stretched the boundaries on the latter, experimenting with a broader emotional

palette and unorthodox chord and song structures. Where will he take us next? He's

as mystified as anyone.

"It's a really interesting journey for me because my whole existence is based upon

the meeting of my musical instinct with my musical knowledge. The more I play

and the more I listen, the more Ihear."

Gawin

of Bush



It's not surprising that No Doubt guitarist Tom Dumont relies on Fender's biggest,
baddest amplifier—the Tone Master—for his massive live sound.

Tom grew up listening to metal masters Black Sabbath, Judas Priest and Rain-

bow before moving toward the ska-based style that helped No Doubt sell several mil-
lion copies of Tragic Kingdom.

"Heavy metal seems really far away from what we do but as a teenager that was it for

me," he says. "When I joined No Doubt I tried to make it work. I didn't want to be the

obvious metal guy in a ska band, so I tried to really adapt my playing to what No Doubl
was doing. It took me awhile."

Dumont's efforts paid off. With his crisp

riff and rhythm playing, along with the
occasional solo, he has emerged as one of

the most precise players in modern rock. His

vision for the future won't be leading back

toward his early metal mentors' styles any

time soon, though.

What I have grown to really care about,

more than anything, is songwriting. Trying

to come up with cool textures as a guitarist,

to try to create a vibe with the three instru-

ments—guitar, bass and drums. I kind of

hope to get more of that on the next
record."

i.
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1 exas guitar legend Jimmie Vaughan

is synonymous with the often dark

and stormy sound called the blues. On

a recent sunny day. in Mexico, however, the

celebrated guitarist transformed himself into a

symbol of high-spirited fun by hosting a fiesta

for 800 of his closest friends.

The show was Jimmie's way of personally

thanking the employees at the Fender Ensena-

da, Mexico, plant. While most of Fender's pro-

duction originates at its 300,000-plus square
feet of manufacturing/warehousing facilities

in Corona, California, Fender's Mexico facility

has proven to be a reliable source of quality

guitars, basses, amplifiers, strings and elec-

tronics since its 1986 inception.

The Jimmie Vaughan Tex-Mex Stratocaster

is just the latest signature model to emanate

from the Mexico plant. Among the other

demanding players who rely on Fender's Ense-

nada facility for the manufacture of their sig-

nature guitars are Richie Sambora (Bon

Jovi, Bo Diddley) and James Burton

(Elvis Presley, Ricky Nelson). Stu

Hamm's innovative Urge Standard bass is

also assembled at the Mexico factory.
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"When I came down and saw the people

working it really got to me," Jimmie said of his

1996 visit. "Over the past 20 years I've basically

had any guitar I wanted, and I sort of forgot what

it takes to make one. They were all doing such a

good job down here, and it made me grateful."

Jimmie joked that he officially started

designing his signature model guitar, "when I

was about 12." Indeed, Jimmie has sampled

countless instruments over his 30 year career,

so he knows what he wants in a guitar. Thus

the Jimmie Vaughan Signature Tex-Mex Stra-

tocaster reflects the personality of its name-

sake^It's a reliable, no-nonsense axe with

loads of integrity and soul—a real workhorse.

The Tex-Mex is a contemporized recreation

of Jimmie's favorite early-'60s Stratocaster. It

features a solid poplar body, a specially shaped,

tinted maple neck equipped with medium

jumbo frets, Fender/Gotoh vintage tuning

machines and three Tex-Mex pickups, includ-

ing a specially-wound "hot" bridge pickup.

Toward Jimmie's goal of creating the ultimate

value, a Fender gig bag is

included with the guitar.

Says Jimmie: "I didn't want some

$2,500 custom guitar. This way kids can buy a

good piece of equipment. This guitar has a

'thing' about it, a vibe. I was trying to get that

thing in there, so that's what we did."

Hours later Jimmie and his six-piece band

took the stage for a rousing set of blues.

Accompanied by guitarist Billy Pittman,

organist Bill Willis, pianist Junior Brant-

ley, drummer George Rains and vocalists

Cal Burns and Dennis Cane, Jimmie

demonstrated the potent tone and die-hard

ruggedness of the Signature Tex-Mex Strat.

Taking turns on a pair of freshly-minted mod-

els, Jimmie showed off the silvery tone of the

rhythm pickup, the pugnacious snap of the

middle pickup, and the toothy bite of the hot

bridge pickup.

Dancing pandemonium

ensued as Jimmie delivered a

hard-rocking overview of his

illustrious solo career. Scftgs like

the gospel-tinged "Just Like Putty"

and the Chuck Berry-influenced
"Boom-Bapa-Boom" were culled from

Jimmie's 1995 debut solo album,

Strange Pleasure. New songs, like the fiery
r&b shuffle "Out There," and the ]'azz-

inflected blues ballad "i§H|re My Every-

thing," will be featured onjiffinie's forthcom-

^n^
o'^A ^ p^^^C^^-r^^ ~^% a

^
''^or^ ' ^<G

.^^".e
^;(e>

ing album, due out in early 1998.

Moreover, Jimmie played several songs in

memory of his late brother, Stevie Ray

Vaughan. Jimmie's simmering interpreta-

tion of "Texas Flood" was a highlight of the

show, as was his pumped-up rendition of

"DFW," the instrumental featured on the

1990 Vaughan Brothers

album, Family Style.
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Beethoven's fifth symphony defines classical music for a lot of

people. Likewise, Ritchie Blackmore's chunky, fire-and-brim-

stone guitar intro to Deep Purple's "Smoke On The Water" has

defined rock /n/ roll for generations of guitar players.

But both of those classic tunes are old news.

Blackmore has rolled on and Beethoven, well,

he's kept rollin' too.

Today, Ritchie Blackmore is enjoying him-

self. He's been touring the world these past 18

months, thrilling fans with the latest incarna-

tion of Rainbow and a killer collection of

tunes from the album Stranger In Us All. In late

1996 he contributed some sizzle to Pat

Boone's quirky In A Metal Mood. And this

summer he released the album he has wanted

to do for decades—a collection of Renaissance-

era tunes called Shadow Of The Moon he

recorded with his fiance, vocalist Candice

Night.
Surprised? Don't be. The man in black has

always had a kind of Middle Ages aura about

him. Shadow Of The Moon is simply a further

exploration of that side of his almost mystical

persona. ?s

"It's obviously not hard rock," Ritchie says.

"It's the other end of the scale. It's one of the

most satisfying records I've ever made. I've

always wanted to do it, but I just didn't have

the time or the expertise to pull it off.

"I don't think I'm good enough to be a

purist classical musician, but I do like stealing

parts," he says with a laugh. "There's a lot of

interesting |||g|gEg&sions in classical music. At

home I pla^lllliM^enaissance music. That's

my main musIc||{gS||;om blues to Classical to

BY ADAM ST. JAMES

Renaissance. Those are my three favorite styles

of music."

And his three favorite guitarists? Other than

boyhood idol Hank Marvin, Ritchie isn't

naming names. Marvin, he says, set the rules.

Today's players break them too often.

"I don't, as a rule, listen to many guitar play-

ers. I find myself listening to certain guitar play-

ers and saying, 'Wow, that's incredible/ but it

doesn't move me because I want to hear a rea-

son for them playing a tune. I want to hear a

melody and a progression, something that

moves me, not just a very fast exercise that's

clever and impresses all the other musicians. I'd

rather hear someone trying to say something

from the heart, rather than the head. I look at

competition playing as too much ice cream,

not enough meat and potatoes."

Of course Ritchie went through his ice

cream period early in his career too. It was

Deep Purple and Rainbow bassist and producer

Roger Glover who, he says, helped him rec-

ognize that speed was simply ego-fattening.

"If I found myself just running around,

especially on Purple records, Roger would
often say to me, 'Well that's a great exercise.

It's very fast, but it doesn't mean a lot.' At first

I would say, 'Well I think it does.' But then I

started to realize that it was true. It wasn't an

extension of what was going on in the song. I

was just being self-indulgent.
"So then I would stop and think, 'What do I

really want to hear?' And I find that much

more rewarding. It's kind of easy to run

around and play scales. It's much more diffi-

cult to slow down and just hold a note."

Slow down. Hold your notes. Great advice.

Ritchie laughingly makes one more suggestion:

"I would say that—actually I think Tony

lornnii said this originally—after you've

learned your second chord, get a really good

lawyer, because you will be ripped off. There

are no two ways about it. That's a very

good thing to remember."

BLACKM

THE RITCHJE BtACKMORE
I.IMITED EDITION STRAf

Ritchie was 15 when he first scalloped the
neck of his guitar, allowing him to have better
control of bent and slurred notes. Since then

he's insisted on scalloped necks on all his
favorite Strats.

The Ritchie Blackmore Stratocaster is an
exact reproduction of the guitar Ritchie played
in Deep Purple, complete with scalloped fret-
board, large frets, oversized vintage headstock

and with no middle pickup. Sadly, this is a
Limited Edition guitar, so pick up yours before
they all go up in "smoke."
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Getting Beat
The idea for the B-Bender came about during a Byrds

recording session. "Clarence was doing this lick where you

chime a string and pull it up over the nut on a Telecaster,"

Gene recalls. "He said, 'If I could do it up at the IV chord and

the V chord, I'd really have something. I need a third hand!'"

Inspired, Gene came up with a finely tooled string-pulling

device. Pressing down on the guitar's neck causes the guitar strap to

pull up on a lever attached to the strap button. The lever, via a series of rods and

springs, turns the pull hub that the B string is threaded through, raising the

pitch a full tone. The device, dubbed the Parsons/White String Bender, is fea-

tured in Fender's Clarence White Signature Series Telecaster and the American

Standard B-Bender Telecaster, and can be installed by the Fender Custom Shop on mandolins, Bajo

Sexto guitars, Strats—you name it.

"I designed a (one-piece assembly) unit that mounts directly to the back plate of the guitar," Gene adds. The result is a high-

quality instrument that's extremely wallet-friendly.

And the B-Bender is a universal tool. "Blues artists play Roy Buchanan-type licks where they bend the B string, then pull

it up two to two-and-a-half tones," says Gene. "Jazz guitarists play 13th or llth chords and then come up with this fluid note

provided by the B-Bender. There's a lot of incredible stuff you can do, in any genre of music."

Clarence White's B-Bender solo from "Deportee" from the Byrds album The Ballad of Easy Rider.

all bends with StringBender

A . D

n'Fri irrr-TJ'i^lf
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Selected Discagraphy
By no means comprehensive, the following discography represents

SOMBS

"All Of My Love"
"Eminence Front"

"I Go Wild," "Sparks Will Fly"
"Eileen"

"Box of Rain"
"Peaceful Easy Feeling"
"Coming Into Los Angeles"
"I Must Be A Tree"
"Deportee," "Tulsa County Blue"
"Chestnut Mare," "Truck Stop Girl"
"Lover Of The Bayou," "Positively 4th Street
"I'm On My Way Home Again," "Cuckoo Bird"
"C'est La Vie," "Poncho And Lefty"
"Dark End Of The Street," "Willin"'
"I've Been Looking"
"Rowboat"

"Buckaroo"

"Mama"

"Wheels"

"Hap Towne Breakdowne"

BAND

Led Zeppelin
Who
Rolling Stones
Keith Richards
Grateful Dead
Eagles
Arlo Guthrie
Gene Parsons
Byrds
Byrds

Everly Brothers
Emmylou Harris
Linda Ronstadt
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band
Johnny Cash
Flying Burrito Brothers
Metallica
IVIarty Stuart
Steve Wariner

some of the best B-Bender-punctuated tunes on the planet:
ALBUM EUITARIST

In Through The Out Door CSwan Song, 1979) Jimmy Page
/fs Hard (Warner Brothers, 1982) Pete Townshend
Voodoo Lounge (Virgin, 1994) Ron wood
Main Offender (Virgin, 1992) Keith Richards
American Beauty (Warner Brothers, 1970) David Nelson
The Eagles (Asylum, 1972) Bernie Leadon
Running Down The Road (Reprise, 1969) Clarence White
The Kindling Collection (Sierra, 1994) Clarence White
The Ballad Of Easy Rider (Columbia, 1970/97) Clarence White
Unfitted (Columbia, 1970) Clarence White

Heartaches And Harmonies (Rhino, 1994) Clarence White
Luxury Liner (Warner Brothers, 1977) Albert Lee
Heart Like A Wheel (Capitol, 1974) Bob Warford
More Great Dirt (Warner Brothers, 1989) Bernie Leadon
Unchained (American Recordings, 1996) Marty Stuart
California Jukebox (Ether Records, 1997) John Beland
Load (Elektra, 1996) James Hetfield
Love And Luck (MCA, 1994) Marty Stuart
No More Mr. Nice Guy (Arista, 1996) Steve Wanner

Also worth noting: Although they haven't committed their string-bending antics to tape at this point, Peter Buck (R.E.M.),
Richie Sambora (Bon Jovi), David Gilmour (Pink Floyd), Rick Neilsen (Cheap Trick) and Rich Robinson (the Black Crowes)

are also proud owners of B-Benders. Stay Tuned. The list is destined to grow.

Gene Parsons'
B-Benfler Bonanza

Ever wonder who the techno-mechanical brains are behind those intriguing, tone-stretching

B-Benders? It's multi-instrumentalist Gene Parsons, drummer, banjoist, pedal steel guitarist

and harmonica player with the Byrds.
A lifelong fascination started him on the path. "The bent note is so beautiful and haunting,'"

Gene says. "H you go from notes A to B, you're making a statement. But if you bend that note

from A to B you're making a journey."

In response to fellow-Byrd and best friend Clarence White's need for a "third hand" to mimic

a pedal steel guitar during a recording session, Gene created the Parsons/White String Bender.

Besides gracing subsequent Byrds releases, the Parsons/White String Bender was featured
on Gene's first-rate solo recordings. Others who have hopped on the String Bender band-

wagon include Jimmy Page, Pete Townshend, David Gilmour, Rich Robinson,

James Hetfield, Richie Sambora, Albert Lee, Bernie Leadon and Peter Buck.

Today, Gene is as busy ever. He's begun recording a new solo album and an album with his wife, vocal-

1st Meridian Green. He's also completed a B-Bender demonstration video and will soon hit the road

to conduct string-bending workshops at various Fender dealerships across the U.S.
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Cry Of Love guitarist Audley Freed plays a brand of rock some might consider
"old-school." Hard rock, soul and blues all blend in a mix reminiscent of

music's raucous pre-alternative days. Credit his early woodshedding: he

learned from the best of the past three decades. And in Audley's schoolyard

musical styles were seldom segregated.

"I never really ghetto-ized certain types of music," he recalls of his youthful

apprenticeship. "I always had an open ear."

Audley's open ear took in the sounds of the 70s with equal aplomb, groov-

ing to the Jackson 5 while also rocking with Joe Walsh and Alice Cooper.
Later he gravitated toward even more guitar-heavy fare by 1.1. Top, Led Zep-

pelin, Queen, Deep Purple, Lynyrd Skynyrd and the Allman Bros.
On Diamonds & Debris, Cry Of Love's latest CD, Audley relied heavily on his

Custom Shop Strat and Tele and his Tone Master amp. The combination of

classic sounds and new attitudes is undeniable.

"I still have a passion for finding new sounds, be

they new, or created 30 years ago," he says. ."If

you're a passionate listener and music fan,

it's almost your duty to forge your own path

as a listener, and as a player."

Smash mouth, the newest heroes on the mociern-day ska-punk-psychedelia

scene, owe much of their success to two people: an intuitive radio DJ (and

now MTV jock) named Carson Daly and guitarist preg Camp. It was Greg that,
having studied everything from funk to punk in his formative years, put togeth-

er the songs that would make up the group's hit album Fush Yu Mang, includ-
ing the irresistible single "Walkin' On The Sun."

Somewhere along the way Greg got caught up in the surf music scene,

especially its resurgent proponents like The Mermen and Man.....Or Astro-

man? Fittingly, he has made a habit of collecting items that keep the surfin'

'60s close at hand, like his '62 Reissue Strat, '60s-styled Jagmaster and '65

Reissue Twin Reverb.

like '60s guitars," he says. "I think every guitar I've ever played was either

from the '60s or brand new. My car is a '62,1 have a '62 Schwinn bicycle. For

some reason that's just the year for me."

Unless you count the past year. That's when Greg and Smash mouth

approached their local radio station with a self-produced demo, found a

receptive ear in one of the station's jocks, and started the

joyride that landed the group a major label deal and
airplay across the country.



matchbox 20

Some bands struggle for years before

achieving success. Rhythm guitarist and

Fender Strat and Tele fan Adam Gaynor
of matchbox 20 knows that struggle,
despite the band's quick rise to the

top of the charts. The group's Top
10 album Yourself Or Someone

Like You was recorded just two

months after all five members

were finalized, but Adam had

already spent years toiling in

obscurity. His most fortunate

move, it turns out, was to take a

job as a receptionist at a well-known

Miami recording studio.

"It was great," he recalls, "because I

got to put down my songs, figure out a

studio and get as much time in there as
could."

He met people too, like Collective Soul
leader Ed Roland, who encouraged-then

demanded-a tape of Adam's material. The

tape ended up in the hands of producer Matt
SerletlC, who put Adam together with the soon to
be chart-topping matchbox 20. Things moved

rather quickly after that.

"I thought it was so funny that this brand new band went right into the stu

dio after like two gigs," he says, "but we understood that our pre-production

time was not play time. The whole thing was totally backwards from what

you would normally do."

!e thing was totally
> from what you

David Ry an Harris

Bad Brains and Stevie Wonder, the Allman Bros. and Sly Stone-all played
a part in the development of David Ryan Harris. From his mom's John Lee
Hooker albums to his dad's love of jazz-along with his own passion for The

Police and Rush-David had an eclectic musical upbringing. After a stint with

the critically acclaimed Follow For NOW, and after serving as musical director

for pop chanteuse Dionne Farris, David decided to pursue his own musical

dreams.

"I'm uninspired by what's happening on the music scene now," he says,"so

I'm trying to fill the gap with what I want to hear."
And his hearing's just fine. David's self-titled debut showcases his lush

melodies, thoughtful lyrics, grandiose production and outstanding musician-

ship. Besides his '62 Relic Strat, '52 Reissue Tele, Tele Custom and Lonestar

Strat, David shines on vocals, drum programming and keys. He fills in the gaps

with slide guitar, E-bow and synth guitar, utilizing a special pickup he moves

from guitar to guitar.

"When Stevie Wonder put out a record, you never knew what he was going

to come up with, but you bought it because you knew it was going to be good,"

he says. "That's the kind of freedom I'm after."
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Right: Billy Gibbons and
Dusty Hill of Z.Z. Top;
below, Kid Ramos; below
right, Lynyrd Skynyrd
bassist Leon Wilkerson
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Catalina Island Blues Festival
Blue notes met blue water at the first annual Catalina Island Blues Fes-
tival, held in the historic Avalon Casino Ballroom on a semi-tropical Cal-

ifornia island paradise. Jimmie Vaughan and Tilt-A-Whirl headlined
the sold-out performance, with Jimmie strapping on and firing up the

one-of-a-kind Custom Shop Strat, Regina del Mare.

Actor/singer Jim Belushi and the Sacred Hearts Band also sailed across
the sea to tear through a hot set of blues classics, complete with funky dance

steps and enough comic hijinks to do Jake and Elwood proud.
The festival, sponsored by Fender and Guitar Player magazine, was kicked

off by The Alexander Band with a special guest appearance by nine-year-old

Strat slinger Erie Charles Friedman. Word has it that next year's festival
expand to three days.
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Rhythmeen-while...

Z.Z. Top continues touring with a

voodoo-like tribute to a Fender Tele-

caster on stage, while guitarist Billy
Gibbons and bassist Dusty Hill
sport their own Custom Shop Tele

and Jazz Bass.

Another big fan of the Tele, Kid
Ramos of The Fabulous Thunder-
birds also dragged along a beefy
Tone Master head and cabinet on the

T-Birds latest tour.

Robert Gray brought his signa-
ture model Strat along this year and

played tracks from his latest

release, Sweet Potato P/e, when he
joined a host

of other blues

masters for

Lynyrd
Skynyrd
bassist Leon
Wilkerson
changes hats

on every song
but he's much

more sensible

when it comes

to basses,

switching only
between two

trusty Fenders.

rthe B.B.

King Blues
Music Fest.
No Dixie Chick-

ens: Paul Barrere and
Fred Tackett of Little
Feat haven't shied from

the road, re-creating

their latest CD, Live From

Neon Park, by dueling on

Fender Strats.



Session ace Steve Hunter
spent the summer of '97 on the

road with the

ladies of the

Lilith Fair,
backing up
singer/song-

writer Tracy
Chapman.

Also out

on the road-

doing the clinic
thing for Fender-

Robben Ford demon
strated licks from his latest

release Tiger Walk.

Hair today: Hard rock-
ers Dokken-including'

bassist Jeff Pilson and
all the original members-

reunited for their first tour

since the early '90s.

Now Hear This:

The New Regime:
The Verve Pipe enjoyed a massive hit with "The Freshmen" while
guitarist A.J. Dunning enjoyed his Fender Strat.

Tonic guitarist and lead vocalist Emerson Hart, on the other
hand, is a Tele man, as are lead singer and songwriter Ed Roland

of Collective Soul and Michael Houser of Widespread Panic.
And, while all those American's rocked, a couple of English

bands were already rumbling: punkers Fluffy raged with the best,
with bassist Helen Storer holding down the bottom end on her
Jazz Bass, while Radiohead's Colin Greenwood thumped hard 'n'
heavy on his favorite Precision.

Dick Dale almost singlehandedly
created the concept of surf music.

Rhino's two-disc Better Shred Than

Dead, the Dick Dale Anthology, spans
five decades of his kingly shredding.

Instrumental rager Gary Hoey

teamed with legendary producer Roy

Thomas Baker for his latest offering of
musical mayhem, Bug Alley.

Still more instrumental brilliance:

Check out the Hellecasters' Hell III:
New Axes To Grind (call # 805-

532-9201) and see why Fender

gave all three of these guys their

own signature model guitars.

Speaking of hot places, give a lis-
ten to Generation Swine, the new

^ release reuniting Motley Crue
with original vocalistVince Neil.

Also back with a hot set titled

Now & Live is the golden-voiced

Paul Rodgers, who faithfully recre-
ates classics from his years with

Free and Bad Company, as
well as 11 new tracks that show

him in fine form.

Here's another must-have for

Stevie Ray Vaughan fans: Stevie Ray
Vaughan and Double Trouble Live at

Carnegie Hall. Recorded in 1984 with

the Roomful of Blues Horn Section and
special guests Angela Strehli, Dr.
John and Jimmie Vaughan, this is
perhaps the ultimate live SRV.

The Fabulous Thunderbirds
newest, High Water, highlights

more of the Tex-Mex-meets-Cal-

ifornia blues sound for which

the band is famous.

Emerging as a hot new blues

hero, Corey Stevens lays down 10
tasty tracks on his second release, Road

To Zen.

No, it's not a drum machine.

Robben Ford recruited the super-tight
rhythm section of Steve Jordan, Charlie

Drayton and Bernie Worrell-a.k.a. The
Expensive Winos-for

his most recent outing, Tiger Walk.
Florida blues-meister Eddie C. showcas-

es a love for the classics on his stormy

debut Tip Of The Iceberg.

There's more hot stuff from down south,

too. Studio session ace Brent Mason's

Hot Wired, Lee Roy Parnell's Ever/ Nights
A Saturday Night and a self-titled release

from Little Texas, highlight incredible play-
ers at the top of their game.

"Eric Johnson 2: The Fine Art of Guitar,"
a comprehensive two video set from Eric and

instructional video kings Hot Licks, is full of the

fret wizard's licks, tricks and tips,
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Do they get the blues in Russia? You bet! Guitarist
Sergei Voronov and his band The X-Roudz have
been providing their comrades with steamy blues

and blues rock for years, with a string of popular

albums, TV appearances and guest spots on shows

with Z.Z. Top, Big Brother & The Holding Com-
pany, Faith No More, Procol Harum and others.
Magazines have labeled Sergei "The No. 1 blues

man in the former Soviet Union."

The Sydney Hard
Rock Cafe hosted a

tribute to Jimi Hen-
drix that brought out
some of the hottest

pickers from Down

Under. Among those

who joined the party

were guitar hero lan

MOSS, who brought

along his favorite

'57 Strat Reissue.

Later Terry Mur-
ray, Jack Hous-
den and Jack
Jones jammed
on their favorite

Fender guitars.

The charity event

raised more than $11,000 and helped launch the

Jimi Hendrix Strat in Australia.
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Germany's Chainsaw
Hollies are Fender nuts
from guitarist Atze Lud-
Wig's Candy Apple Red
Jazzmaster, Tex Mor-
ton's 72 Tele Reissue

and Carsten Dresch-
er's '62 Vintage P

Bass right down to

their Fender Bass-

man, Hot Rod Deville

and BXR 300 amps
and their PX mixer.

Oh, and band mem-

ber Willi Henke
plays Schlaggzeug.

In Spain the name Javier
Vargas is synonymous with
blues excellence. Guests on

the Vargas Blues Band's five
albums have included Junior
Wells, Double Trouble, Carey
Bell, Lonnie Brooks and
many more.



Rui Veloso of Portugal
picks his Paisley Strat.

Portugal has been known throughout history as

a land of explorers. Guitarist Rui Veloso, the most

popular contemporary artist in Portugal, has con-
tinued that tradition of discovery over the course of

his eight albums. He has performed numerous

times with B.B. King, recorded with Nuno Betten-

Fender Amp Guru Eugenio
Rubio in his island paradise.

Eugenio Rubio enjoyed a lengthy career as a
bassist and guitarist, touring throughout Spain and

recording with famous Spanish rock and pop

artists. Now a studio owner in the Canary Islands,

Eugenio is the local Fender Amp Guru in Tenerife.

Mattias Torell is a true
terror on his '66 Tele.

court of Extreme and has toured
throughout Europe to enthusiastic
audiences.

Jazz guitarists like George Benson
and Pat Metheny had a profound
influence on Swedish studio musician

Mattias Torell. Today, almost any
track on Swedish radio is likely to dis-

play Mattias' trademark Fender

sound.
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POTUGUI
Steve Bertrand
As frontman for the Los Angeles

power pop quartet The Tones,
Steve Bertrand plays both leading
and supporting roles. His supple,

penetrating vocals are the band's

most prominent asset, while his sub-

tie rhythm guitar playing provides
additional melodic context.

Steve's guitar skills are amply

showcased on The Tones debut

album, Wonderful Life. Much like

many legendary frontmen of the

past, Steve views the guitar as a

composing and accompaniment

tool.

"I don't consider myself to be

much of a guitar player," he says.

"As far as influences, I would have

to cite guys like Robin Zander and
Ric Ocasek who used the guitar as
a way of communicating songs."

As a boy growing up in Vermont,

Steve enjoyed a lengthy stint in a
local country-rock band. The gig

helped sharpen his guitar skills,

especially his rhythm playing. "I

played rhythm four hours a night,

every Saturday for three years," he

recalls.

A "big fan of Fender," Steve plays

a 1997 Stratocaster, a '50s Telecast-

er Reissue, and a new Super-Sonic

through a '59 Bassman Reissue. "To

say that I'm really hard on my gear

would be an understatement," he

says. "I like Fender equipment

because it really holds up."

J.J. Farris
Shimmering pop chords, soulful tri-

ads and funky wah-wah fills-guitarist

J.J. Fams displays remarkable ver-

satility on The Tories debut album,

Wonderful Life. J.J. takes an accom-

panist's approach to guitar, foregoing

solo heroics in favor of confident,

assured rhythm work.

Hailing from Cleveland, Ohio, JJ.

started out playing hard rock and

heavy metal. Though he cites Jimi
Hendrix, Jimmy Page and Eric
Clapton as major influences, he also

confesses his admiration for pop-

DRIES
BY BRUCE BRITT

metal pioneers like Boston's Tom
Scholtz, Journey's Neal Schon and
the late Ozzy Osboume guitarist,
Randy Rhoads Unlike many of his
alterna-pop peers, J.J. doesn't dis-

avow his arena-rock influences.

"Anybody who can't admit they lis-

tened to Journey and those bands is

just lying. You have to be honest with

yourself."

Indeed, J.J. says he shares Neal

Schon's melodic approach to solo-

ing: "My hope is to have people sing

along with my solos. For some rea-

son I turned into a guy who plays

melody, and I hope to keep growing

in that direction."

Farris owns several Fender guitars

and amps, including a 1975 Squier

Bullet Strat, a 1992 Floyd Rose Strat
and a '52 Reissue Telecaster. During

the recording of Wonderful Life he
used a variety of amplifiers, including

vintage amps like a Twin Reverb, a

Vibrolux, a Super Reverb and a

Champ, as well as a new-issue Pro

Junior. "A lot of the over-the-top,

crazy guitar sounds on the album

were played through a Pro Junior just

turned up to 10," he explains. "It's

just a great, great sounding amp."

"^

James Guffee
Combining pop simplicity with old-
fashioned r&b flash, bassist James

Guffee is the secret weapon in The
Tories power-pop arsenal. Indeed, his
rock-steady rumble is the perfect foil

for the band's sunny harmonies and

twin-guitar assaults.

James' subsonic artistry isn't lost

on his fellow bandmates. Tories

drummer Brent Klopp is downright
effusive when describing James' abil-

ities. "It's really gratifying playing

rhythm with James. He plays amazing

counter-melodies that lock up with

the drums, yet fills up the entire bot-
torn end."

A native of Portland, Oregon,

James initially played guitar until a
friend suggested he switch to bass.

His first influences were renowned

bass minimalists like Sting, Lee
Sklar and Journey's Ross Vallory.
Berklee College of Music introduced

him to jazz stylists like Jaco Pastori-
ous and Ray Brown, as well as funk

icon, Marcus Miller.
"I never really got into the chops

guys," James says. "I tried. I don't

have the patience to sit down and

study 16th notes at 140 beats per
minute."

When it comes to conceiving his

own bass parts, James takes a pre-
meditated approach. "I'll just listen

to the track without the bass part

and sing what I want to play. Then I

try and figure it out in my head. The

stuff you hear in your head is always

so much better than whatever you

could just play."
Guffee obtains his fat-bottomed

tone with an all-stock 1964 Precision

Bass. "That's all I need," the bassist

says emphatically. "Even if I go out

of tune, I'll make the band stop

and retune rather

than grab my spare."
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sj Del-a-Vision

Artist Relations Director Del Breckenfeld's experience
includes more than a decade on the road with his own

bands, as well as years of daily contact with numerous

players.

A lifelong right-handed guitarist, fack Schwarz

nevertheless has a soft spot in his heart for lefties.

I N F 0» Z 0 N E

It's nearly midnight as David Letterman holds

up his next guest's multi-platinum CD. "Boys and

girls, please welcome No Doubt!" The band

explodes into their latest hit and camera three cuts

to guitarist Tom Dumont wailing through his

Fender Tone Master half-stacks. A flood offender

beams coast to coast in living stereo.

The Beatles' first appearance on "The Ed

Sullivan Show" launched millions into

music. Sullivan's show was an oasis on TV: the

only place to see the hottest bands performing
their latest hits on the newest Fender gear.

I watched the Beach Boys and dreamed of

playing my Fender gear on TV. The '70s
brought "Don Kirshner's Rock Concert,"

where bands got to perform more than just

one song. But it wasn't until the early '80s

and MTV that the boob tube offered bands on

a daily basis—even if it usually wasn't live.

Fast forward: most current prime time vari-

ety shows broadcast the Fender beat. There's

Aerosmith's Joe Perry and his two Tone

Master half-stacks rocking Letterman. Cut to

Steve Winwood's appearance on "The Late

Show" where his bassist's Rumble Bass shakes

the audience in their seats. Flip over to "The

Tonight Show" to catch guitar slinger/actor

Dwight Yoakam with his Vibro-King

amps and a Fender PA monitor system.

This is not just nighttime's domain, either.

Fender Signahire artist and King of Surf Gui-

tar Dick Dale recently rode the daytime

wave with an appearance on Rosie O'Don-

nell's hit show. Dick proudly held up his

"Generations" ad, featuring a portrait with

son Jimmy. Young blues phenom Jonny

Lang made the complete network circuit
too, from "Good Morning America" to "Rosie

O'Donnell" to "Sunday Morning." Signature

artist John Jorgensen (The Hellecasters)

accompanied Elton John on the "Today
Show" and "Late Night."

Our country kin, Lee Roy Parnell, pre-

sented "Prime Time Country" host Gary

Chapman and "Today's Country" co-host

Lori Ann Crook each with a new Road-

house Strat (to support his tour of the same

name). Triple platinum Fender artist Deana

Carter has made the rounds of virtually

every major variety/talk show.
It's enough to wear out your remote! But

that's what got me into this business in the

first place, and it's great that there are so

many more opportunities for today's musi-

dans to share and maybe even live out

that same dream.

Left-Handed. Not Left Out
|y dad is a southpaw, and it always

I surprised me that he wrote right-

I handed yet threw a baseball with

his left. Later, he explained that as a

young boy in school he'd had his "wrong"

hand tied behind his back so he would

learn to write "correctly!" (Ahhh...the

'good old days!)
"Sherman, set the Wayback

Machine to 1963," as Mr. Peabody

would have said. (Note: Thanks to Nick

At Night for preserving this part of our

valuable TV cultural heritage!)

I remember seeing the Beatles'

Paul McCartney playing a right-

handed bass—upside-down. Later, Jimi Hen-

drix also played his right-handed Stratocast-

ers upside-down.

Why?
Because that was just about the only

option they had in those days! (Other than

learning to play "right-handed," of course!)
Since there were so few left-handed guitars

made, players had to have right-handed gui-

tars modified to allow left-handed musicians

to play them.
Fender did offer dedicated left-handed gui-

tars back then, but the availability (and vari-

ety!) was very limited.

Today, Fender is the premier maker of

southpaw guitars and basses, offering about
15 various models. There's the tried-and-true

American Standard Strat and Tele as well as

the Jag-Stang (co-designed and made popular

by late Nirvana guitarist Kurt Cobain). Also, a
bound '62 Custom Tele Reissue, a cool '62

Jazzmaster Reissue, an American Standard P

Bass (the original workhorse), and many oth-

ers. In fact there are more lefty choices today

than ever before.

For example, the latest edition to the fami-

ly: the new left-handed Standard Stratocaster

(from Fender's state-of-the-art Baja California

factory). A mirror image of Fender's most

popular electric, it has a solid poplar body, a
one-piece solid maple neck (rosewood fret-

board optional at no extra charge), and

comes in your choice of five very cool colors.

Unlike like the "Wayback" times, when

lefties were relegated to a single, solitary gui-

tar stashed in the back of their local music

store, the "wronghanded" player now has a

choice of a wide range of models and features

to fit their style.
So, before you start butchering up a per-

fectly good axe to make it work "backwards,"

try out all the Fender lefty guitars at your

favorite dealer (and in the Gear section of

this mag). After all, you've got the "right"

to play a real axe!
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Bass Tweaks: Calling Dr. Feelgood

Fender Guitar Product Specialist
jack Schwarz hosts in-store clinics
worldwide, demonstrating or working
on Fender and Guild guitars. A guitarist

since age 10, he enjoys teaching people
how to get the best possible

performance from their guitars.

/ 6" machinist's rule

7 Polish and cloth
•/ Tape measure
-/ Phillips screwdriver

s/ Electric guitar capo

^ Electronic tuner

/ Set of automotive feeler gauges

(.002-.025)

/ Wire cutters

/ Truss Rod Alien Wrench (size varies

by model)
7 Bridge Saddle Alien Wrench

(size varies by model)

0

fhether from intense playing, traveling or just

'a change in weather, sometimes your bass

needs some minor surgery to get it back in

shape. Here's the prescription for making

your bass feel great.

STRUNG OUT? (GET WIRED)
Your strings can breathe life into your bass... or not.

In fact, friends, the tone starts here! (Hint, hint)

One string at a time, carefully cut each new

string to length, allowing for two or three neat

winds around the post and avoiding overlaps. After

the whole set is changed and tuned, give each string

a few higs—re-tuning as you go.

DIAGNOSIS (ROUGH INTONATION)
Double the measurement from inside the nut to the

center of the 12th fretwire. Adjust the Ist-string

bridge saddle to this length, measuring from inside

the nut to where

the string con- |||S|ij
tacts the saddle, i
Move the 2nd-

string saddle

back from the

first's by a dis-

tance equal to

the 2nd-string's

gauge. (If the gauge is .060", move the saddle back
.060".) Move the 3rd- and 4th- (and 5th-, if appro-

priate) string saddles back using the same method.

SET THE BONE (TRUSS-ROD)
Check your tuning. With a capo at the 1st fret,

depress the 4th-string at the last fret. Now, with a

feeler gauge, check the gap between the bottom of

the string and the top of the 8th fret—it should be

approximately .015".

{

Adjustment at headstock (Alien wrench): If

neck is too concave, turn truss-rod nut

counter-clockwise. Too convex—turn

clockwise.

Adjustment at neck joint (Phillips screw-

driver): If neck is too concave, turn truss-

rod nut clock-wise. Too convex—turn

counter-clockwise.

Check your tuning, then check the gap

with the feeler gauge. Note: With truss rod adjust-

ments, if you feel excessive resistance (or you're just

not comfortable performing this adjustment) take

your bass to an authorized Fender service center.

START THERAPY (ACTION)
Check tuning. Using the 6" machinist's rule, mea-

sure the distance between the bottom of the strings

and top of the 17th fret. Adjust the bridge saddles

until the string-to-fret measurement equals 6/64",

then re-tune. Experiment with the height until the

desired sound and feel is achieved. (Note: Players

with a light touch can get away with lower action,

others need higher action to avoid rattles.)

CHECK THE EARS (PICKUPS)
Setting pickups too high can cause a number of

weirdnesses. Depress strings at last fret. Using a 6"

ruler measure the distance from the bottom of the

1st and 4th

strings to top of

the pole piece.
Rule of thumb:

the distance

should be great-

est at the 4th

string neck pick-

up and closest

at the 1st string

bridge position. 8/64" is a good starting measure-

ment. The distance will vary according to the

amount of magnetic pull of the pickup.

STITCH 'EM UP (FINAL INTONATION)
Tune again. Now, with the pickup selector in the

middle and volume and tone controls to the max,

Compare each string's 12th fret harmonic to fretted

note. If it's sharp, adjust the saddle away from neck.

If flat, adjust the saddle toward neck. Take your

time. Retune, play and make additional adjustments

as needed.

POST Op
Remember to wipe your strings, neck, and bridge
with a lint-free cloth after playing. And avoid putting

your bass anyplace you wouldn't be comfort-

able—anyplace too hot, cold, humid or dry.
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ink Flow and Let It Go
common question I get at a lot of clinics is,

"How can I improve my phrasing?" I think

^ what people are really asking is, "How can I

express myself better on my instrument?"

It all comes down to groove and rhythm and your
own internal clock. It's great to practice with a drum

machine or metronome to improve your timing, but

at some point you need to shut off the machines

and just groove. Tap your foot and listen to your

own internal clock. You can use the machines, but

don't rely on them all the time.

An exercise that has helped me feel the groove is

to practice two measure phrases

using a rhythm pattern alternat-

ing with lead lines. To help you get started I've tran-

scribed a few phrases from a song called "Mustache

Muchacho," from my latest album Bug Alley.

Figure 1 is a funk rhythm part. Play the rhythm

for awhile before moving to Figure 2. Tap your foot
in time and funk out!

Figure 2 is the first phrase of the solo (it's around

2:30 on the CD). The phrase is two measures long,
just like the rhythm.

Figure 3 is the second phrase of the solo. It's also

two measures long. After you've mastered all the

exercises, play Figure 1, then play Figure 2, then

back to Figure 1, then Figure 3... do you see the pat-

tern of alternating two-measure phrases?

Try this with a friend and take turns. Soloing

within only two measures forces you to make every

note count. It s the silence you leave in a phrase

that gives it shape. Good luck with your phrasing

and remember: Think rhythm, think flow,
think groove and let it go!

ak^
Big Apple Strat Player Gary Hoey has
recorded seven solo albums and has
just released Bug Alley and Ho!Ho!

Hoey II, a Christmas album. Cary
has toured or recorded with Dick

Dale, Brian Setzer, foe Satriani,
Ted Nugent, Brian May, the
Doobie Bros. and Foreigner.
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Bass Ace
atching MTV recently, I noticed that

nearly every bass player was using a

Fender bass! Hmmm....whassup wit dat?

It had been a while since I experimented

with basses so I was looking forward to

having some fun, with a basso profundo axo. So, I

called my friends at Fender to ask them if I could

borrow their latest bass creation. (They always have

something cool in R & D.) Sure enough, a few days

later, the guy in the brown truck showed up with a
new California P-Bass Special.

At first glance, it looked pretty much like any

other P Bass I'd seen. But, a closer look revealed

some cool details that got my imagination fired up.

The alder (nice tone wood) body looks like a stan-

dard P Bass, but there's a Jazz

Bass pickup in the bridge posi-

tion as well as an American P

Bass pickup in the middle posi-

tion. (A lot of studio players I

During Michael Laskow's

20-year tenure as an engineer/
producer, he worked with Crosby,
Stills, Nash, and Young, Eric

Clapton, Cheap Trick, and
countless others. He's also the

founder of TAXI, an independent
AS R company that links record
labels with unsigned artists and

songwriters. You can reach TAXI
at 800-458-2111 or on the Web

at http://www.taxi.com.

f know have been

ff doing this to their
/ P Basses for years

and now I really

If know why!)
I was surprised by

Fender's choice of a

Jazz Bass neck on this

y^ model (this one was

maple, but a rosewood

fretboard is available at no

charge)—very comfortable

and easy for my fingers to

navigate. It looked great, and

played like a dream.

Very impressive!

It reminded me of a

bass owned by George

"Chocolate" Perry. I

worked with Chocolate in

the '70s on several projects.

He's probably best known

for his work with the Bee

Gees, Eric Clapton, Stephen
Stills and Neil Young. He

has a signature sound that is

so deep, rich and solid that, to my ear, it is instantly

recognizable.

Chocolate had an old Fender P Bass that never

saw the inside of a case and was typically left on the

front seat of his car in the summer heat of Miami.

He liked his strings set high (a good half-inch off

the fretboard) and the body was well worn, but the

sound was amazing. I always thought the secret was

his huge hands (Shaquille O'Neal should have fin-

gers this long). But after hearing the California P

Bass Special, I'm not so sure. This bass sounded so

good (and so much like his) it was spooky.

I also had the privilege of working several times

with the greatest bass player of all, a guy who

stopped at nothing to find unusual things to do with

his bass, the late Jaco Pastorious. So with Jaco's spirit

in mind, here are some cool tricks for the studio:

1

2

3

4

5

Whip out your trusty Coricidin bottle and try

some slide bass. Re-tune for particularly

haunting octave splits. If you want to get real-

ly tricky, mn the output in to an effects box

that gives you stereo delay. Set the left delay

to 70ms and the right to 140ms. For a slow,

trippy song, this will almost always sound

great. You need to adjust the delays to work

with the song's tempo.

For funkier tunes, run your axe through a

wah-wah pedal. Make sure the. fat end of the

wah coincides with the kick drum on the

down beat to maintain the maximum kick in

the chest effect.

One of my favorites (that got used a lot by

gmnge bands in the early to mid '90s) is the

bass through a distortion pedal. In the right

track this can sound great, but don't overdo it.

You may want to back the distortion off a bit,

but go for more top end on the bass to high-

light the distortion without muddying up the

track.

It's always a good idea to record two tracks

simultaneously: one clean to tape, and a sec-

and with the effect. If you change your mind

later you may not like the effect, or want less

of it. By cutting a clean track, you'll always

have a safety net.

My favorite trick of all really makes your bass

kick some serious butt in any mix: double the

bass part. Play it to one track of tape, then

pan that track full left. Then record it on a

second track that you pan full right. Because
it's in "stereo," it will sound rich and

transparent at the same time.
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POWER POINTS ••
Amplifier Product Specialist Shane
Nicholas travels the globe hosting

Fender amp clinics. An active
musician for over 20 years, he has
numerous album and commercial

jingle credits, as well as years of live

playing experience.

Piggy-Back to the Future
t's 1960. Dick Dale is looking for an amplifier that can surf over the roar of his big
dance band, and a new "look" to impress his young California audience.

It's the 1990's. Players like Richie Sambora (Bonjovi) and Tom Dumont (No Doubt)

are looking for an amp with an all-American "look" and sound to impress audiences around

the world.

The solution? A Fender "piggy-back" amplifier. This arrangement involves a head stacked on top of a

closed-back speaker cabinet. The sound is loud and full with lots of focused projection and accentuated

bass, well suited for big stages and clubs. This is why our Prosonic and Roe Pro amps are available in

head/cabinet format as well as great-sounding combos. And let's face it, a wall of Tone Masters behind

players like Aerosmith'sjoe Perry is a cool visual image. The amps sound and look unbelievable.

In the early 1960's Fender pioneered the Piggy-back concept with amps like the Showman, Bandmaster,

and Bassman. Surf music and "Frat Rock" gave way to Psychedelic Rock and

beyond. Today, players of all styles make use of Fender's collection of trailblazing

heads and cabinets. In fact, many Country players run heads direct to the mixer via a load box for fuller

"real amp" sound that stomps on most rack gear!

In the same way that you'd own multiple guitars for sonic variety, think about this: A small amp for

learning parts and multitracking. A medium-sized combo for jamming or club gigs. And a head/cabinet rig

when nothing else will do!

I think I'm in the mood to play with some feedback tonight...

Fender's Tone Master head comes from

our top-of-the-line Custom Shop series.

Handmade in limited quantities, it is

the choice of guitarists who want that

little "something extra." Its simple

tube circuitry provides raw, natural

tone from both clean and drive

channels, and it is tough to get a

bad sound out of it. Tone Master

212 or 412 cabinets with Vintage

30's complete the package.

Ga^Hoey goes fan s^e^it,,
a^^^^i"'

No Doui

For those needing a modern, aggres-

sive attack, may I humbly suggest
the Roe Pro 1000 Head. A hybrid

amp, it contains a 12AX7 preamp
tube for a taste of the fun the

other amps are having. Three

selectable channels, killer distor-

tion, and Fender Reverb provide

versatility. Many acts like Redd
Kross and Australia's Custard

choose the Roe Pro in its piggy-

back form for tight, percussive

heaviness and American-

made quality. Matching

GE412 cabinets sound great

and add that closed-back

thumping bass response.

The Prosonic Head has a dual

cascading preamp to shatter the

myth: "Fender amps are only

for clean tones!" If you wanna

shred, this is the one—and it

also has the classic Fender clean

channel. Match it up with

Prosonic 412 Enclosures and

stand back!

Redd Kross guitarist Eddie Kurdziel
with his Roe Pro 1000 heads
and GE412 cabinets.
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Sub-Standard Luxury

SOUND WAVES

othing rounds out your sound like the abdomi-

nal-pounding, "whoops, I cracked the earth's

mantle," low-end tectonics of pumping sub-

woofers. You hear them—and even feel them—

at every concert. Yet they're viewed as luxury items

by most self-schlepping musicians!

WHY SUBS HELP!
Subs get the kick drum, bass guitar, your guitarist's

mmbling dive-bombs and the keyboard player's left

hand into the ears and stomachs of your audience,

and free up your two-way PA speakers for more

accurate, less clut-

tered vocal repro-

Fender electronics marketing man
Richard McDonald has toured and
recorded with world beat artists The
Morning Star Band for 15 years,
and has played guitar for 23.

Subs
coverage

duction. This division of responsibility also pro-

longs the lifespan of your hard working two-way

speakers by removing the heavy load of reproducing

bass frequencies.

How THEY WORK
Speakers work best when horns or tweeters handle

the high frequencies, mids handle the midrange fre-

quencies, and so forth. While many sub-woofers

require a crossover circuit to isolate the low frequen-

cies, some subs (like Fender's new Artist Series) uti-

lize bandpass technology: High frequencies are nat-

urally filtered out by the cabinet design.

The fact that a crossover is not needed means less

Keyboards

Bass

Guitar

Voices
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Dive
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set-up hassles and more money left in your pocket!

In a well-engineered enclosure this natural filtering

of higher frequencies typically occurs between 100
and 200 Hz.

CHECK YOUR REFLEXES
Band-passed subwoofers come in single and dual

reflex bandpass designs. Single reflex cabinets have a

sealed chamber on one side of the driver and a vent-

ed chamber on the other. Dual reflex cabinets fea-

ture vented chambers on both sides of the driver.

PORT SEALED CHAMBER INSULATION

The speaker rests in an insulated chamber,

with only ports visible outside.

The advantage of single reflex bandpass technolo-

gy is increased power handling at very low frequen-

cies. In other words, you can safely pump more

power through a driver in a single reflex cabinet

than the same driver in a dual reflex cabinet. This

results in better reliability and longer speaker life.

REVIEW YOUR OPTIONS
Whether you choose a 15" or an 18" loaded cabinet

is, dare I say, a sub-jective decision. An 18" is bigger,

and as such, has a higher maximum sound pressure

level (it gets louder, Dude!). An 18" cabinet is also

able to respond to lower frequencies. But a 15" fits

in the back of the van better and costs less.

A couple of other points to bear in mind:

• Bass frequencies are not directional so you can get

away with only one sub for your system.

• You need power to push those long, low-frequen-

cy wave lengths. Make sure your power amps are

up to the task.

•Check your specs. 15" cabinets should offer a

response below 50 Hz, a roll-off point around 110

Hz (the point at which frequencies begin to be

reproduced by the enclosure), and at least 350W

(700W program) of power handling. 18" cabinets

should offer a response below 45 Hz, a roll-off

point around 110 Hz, and at least 450W

(900W program) of power handling.
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The Tone Starts Here By Sergio Villaneuva

ickel, bronze, stainless steel—what do

these metals have to do with the tone

and playability of your guitar or bass?

Everything.

They are the key ingredients in strings, and

as most guitarists, bassists and other string-

players discover sooner or later, strings make

all the difference in the world in the sound and

feel of their favorite instrument. Get the wrong

kind of strings and playing music will be not

only uninspiring, but downright painful. Buy

the right strings and your instrument becomes

an extension of your musical imagination.

ACCESSORIZER
But then, string-making is a long-practiced

artform unto itself, and one to which any

quality instrument maker must pay atten-

tion. In the 1940s, there were few manufac-

turers of professional quality strings to which

a guitar producer like Fender could turn. At

the time, Fender worked closely with an

already 50-year-old company called V.C.

Squier to supply strings for all the newfan-

gled electric guitars and basses Fender was

building. By the '60s, the guitar-playing

boom was in full swing and Fender, needing

a rapidly increasing supply of strings for
installation on all its new instruments,

bought the string maker outright.

Here we are in the late 1990s and by now,

Fender's string-making experience goes back

more than 50 years (actually, 100 years, with

the expertise acquired from V.C. Squier).

Along the way, the implementation of many

important discoveries and advances has made

Fender one of the leading manufacturers of

strings for guitars and basses.

Discoveries like the combination of nickel

(which has a soft, sweet tone) and steel (which

extends the life of the strings) for the popular

nickel-plated steel guitar strings that today's

electric players prefer. Findings like the perfect

blend of copper, tin and lead (80 percent cop-

per) for the resonant 80/20 and phosphor

bronze strings that sound just right on a fine

acoustic instrument.

Even the machinery that Fender and other

string makers use today had an evolution.

Regardless of the manufacturer, much of

today's string-making equipment descended

from early collaborations such as the one

between Fender and V.C. Squier.

The right strings do make a difference. If

you want more tone and volume from your

instrument, try a heavier gauge string. If you

want to make playing a little easier on your

fingers, move down a gauge. But either way,

if you want the great tone that your favorite

Fender had brand new, get the strings with

100 years of history. Get the strings

wrapped in the Fender logo.

Sergio Villaneuva is Fender's Director of String
Manufacturing and has worked with the string factor/ for
more than 10 years.

Almost 70,000 strings
are manufactured daily

at Fender's Ensenada,

Mexico, factory.
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Pickup Game
It's very simple to recognize your favorite pick-
ups in the new packaging. Whether you prefer
original style, Custom Shop, or the recently
released American Standard Strat Delta Tone™
system combo, you should be able to find
what you're looking for easily!

Watching Your Weight?
A svelte, double-bound, hollow ash body
with a single "F" hole sets the stage for the
'90s Tele Thinline. This eye-catching guitar
comes with American Standard hardware,

pickups and electronics, and a pearl pick-
guard ('69 Thinline style).

Here Comes
The Sunburst...
A member of our popular
prematurely-aged Relic
series, the '50s Relic Strat
is now available in a classic
two-tone Sunburst.

California P Bass
Special

Sound, Sealed and Delivered!
Perfect for small clubs or coffee houses, busi-

ness meetings, schools, churches and more,

the LTB (Little Tote Box) is a complete sound
system consisting of everything you will need
to get your sound up and running. Includes

an SOW 4-channel powered mixer, two 10"

two-way speakers, mic and cables.
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Spruce Up Your Sound!
Sweet-sounding spruce tops

accent our two newest acoustic

guitars—the DG-11 and the
DG-16—available in natural,

tobacco sunburst or black fin-
ishes. Both models offer incred-

ible value, and the DG-16
boasts deluxe features like
diecast tuners and snowflake
fretmarkers.

•IM

California Dreamin'!
Classic body and neck styling are a perfect
match for the unique Tex Mex pickup configu-
ration (Strat in the neck, Tele in the bridge) on
the California Tele. And you get the "best of
both worlds" with the California P Bass Special,
which features an alder body, tinted 20-fret
maple jazz Bass neck, P Bass pickup in the mid-
die and J Bass pickup in the bridge, gold
anodized pickguard, and more!

Double Up!
Sound systems almost always
work much more efficiently
when the speakers are raised,

and it's easy to do with the con-

venient ST-275 Stand Kit, which
includes two stands in a handy
carrying bag.

Fender Amps-Unplugged?
Designed to meet the challenge of amplifying an acoustic-electric
guitar, the Fender Acoustasonic jr.'s exclusive String Dynamics™

control (patent pending) responds to your attack, instinctively
adjusting the high frequency output to compensate for the varying
textures of your acoustic performance. Built-in chorus and reverb with

1/4" unbalanced and low-Z balanced inputs help deliver a sweet
acoustic tone.

California Tele

Acoustasonic j|
Junior
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A New Family on the Block!
Direct from our state-of-the-art factory in Baja

California, each member of this new series of Deluxe

instruments offers a little something extra.

Deluxe Nashville Tele
This Music City namesake includes an alder body with two Tex-Mex
Tele pickups (neck, bridge) and a Tex-Mex Strat pickup (middle), plus
a string-through-body bridge and 5-way Strat-0-Tone switching.
Yahoo!

Deluxe Powerhouse Strat
Still waters run deep: the newly designed
Fender Powerhouse ultra-quiet single-coil

pickup system combined with a 12dB
active mid-boost circuit packs an extra

powerful punch.

Deluxe
Active Jazz Bass

Time-tested Standard
Jazz Bass features com-

bined with our U.S.
Deluxe pickups and elec-

tronics give the Deluxe
Active jazz Bass some extra growl

for the gig.

Deluxe Super Strat
Seven combinations of
the Super Fat Super
Strat pickups are avaii-
able via the Deluxe
Super switching. The
ash body is perfectly
complemented by vin-
tage gold hardware and
brown shell pickguard.
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redd krass

Eddie Kurdziel of
"Redd Kross" with his Fender

Roc^Pro 1000 full stack & Big Apple Strat

;Be sure to check out "Redd Kross's" latest release
!UShow World" on This Way Up / Mercury Records.

:rai9i7'Jg}^iy' a? '^^^^^^^^^^"" shipping & handling to: Fender Guitars and Amps,

797r5N.ht^den Rd., 0-100, Scc^^ 85258 www.fender.com ¥



IIQUE CREATIONS FROM THE ARTISTS

FENDER'S CUSTOM SHOP
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A complete guide to Fender products

I Strings I
Electric Guitar String Sets

073-0150-002
073-0150-003
073-0150-004
073-0150-005
073-0150-006
073-0150-008
073-1550-000

073-3150-001
073-3150-002
073-3150-003
073-3150-004
073-3150-005
073-3150-006

073-0250-003
073-0250-004
073-0250-006
073-0250-007
073-0250-008
073-0250-009

073-3250-001
073-3250-003
073-3250-006
073-3250-008

Original 150/s : Pure Nickel Wound
Original 150's are the traditional electric guitar
string, with a pure Nickel cover wrap—lightly rolled
to reduce finger noise. Available in standard ball or
Fender's exclusive Bullet® end (patent pending.)

Ball End Sets:
073-0150-001 150SL. Super Light 008/011/014/022/030/038
150XL, Extra Light 009/011/015/024/032/040
1 SOL, Light 009/011/016/024/032/042
150LR, Light Regular 009/011/016/026/036/046
150, Traditional 010/013/015/026/032/038
150R, Regular 010/013/017/026/036/046
150M, Medium 011/014/018/028/038/048
1550, Medium 011/015/022w/032/040/048

Bullet End Sets:
3150SL, Super Light 008/011/014/022/030/038
3150XL, Extra Light 009/011/015/024/032/040
31 SOL, Light 009/011/016/024/032/042
3150LR, Light Regular 009/011/016/026/036/046
3150, Traditional 010/013/015/026/032/038
3150R, Regular 010/013/017/026/036/046

Super 250/s : Nickelplated Steel
Super 250's make any guitar come alive! The nickel
plating is carefully applied to the steel cover wrap
allowing greater volume and superior high-end
response.

Ball End Sets:
073-0250-001 250SL Super Light 008/011/D14A)22/TOO/TO8
250L, Light 009/011/016/024/032/042
250LR, Light Regular 009/011/016/026/036/046
250R, Regular 010/013/017/026/036/046
250RH, Regular Heavy 010/013/017/032/042/052
250M, Medium 011/014/018/028/038/048
250H. Heavy 012/016/024/032/042/052

Super Bullet® End Sets:
3250SL, Super Light 008/011/014/022/030/038
3250L, Light 009/011/016/024/032/042
3250R, Regular 010/013/017/026/036/046
3250M, Medium 011/014/018p/028/038/048

Stainless 350/s Stainless Steel
Roundwound

073-0350-001
073-0350-003
073-0350-006

073-3350-001
073-3350-003
073-3350-006

Brilliant tone, longer string life. Stainless steel wrap
stands up to vigorous playing; resists humidity, per-
spiration, skin oils, acids, without losing punch or
superior magnetic qualities.

Ball End Sets:
350SL, Super Light 008/011/014/022/030/038
350L, Light 009/011/016/024/032/042
350R, Regular 010/013/017/026/036/046

Stainless Bullet End Sets:
3350SL, Super Light 008/011/014/022/030/038
3350L, Light 009/011/016/024/032/042
3350R, Regular 010/013/017/026/036/046

Stainless Flats: Stainless Steel Flatwound

The choice of many jazz greats and studio musicians.
Flat winding reduces finger noise, gives a silky
smooth feel.

Ball End Sets:
073-0050-003 50L, Light 012/016/024/032/042/052
073-0050-008 50M, Medium 013/017/026/034/044/054

80/20 Bronze Wound
Special hexagonal steel core for brighter, more con-
sistent, longer lasting, lush overtones.

Ball End Sets:
073-0070-002 70XL. Acoustic Extra Light

010/614/022/030/040/048
073-0070-003 70L, Acoustic Ught

6?2/OT6/026/032?042/052
701VI, Acoustic IVIedium 013/017/026/036/046/056
70-12L, 12-String Light
oTo/01~4/b24/d30703§/048/010/014/009/012/017/028
Bullet End Sets:

073-3070-002 3070XL, Acoustic Extra Light 010/014/022/030/040/048
073-3070-003 3070L, Acoustic Light 01 2/016/026/032/042/052
073-3070-008 30701VI, Acoustic Medium 013/017/026/036/046/056
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Acoustic Guitar String Sets

PHOSPHOR BRONZE

Phosphor Bronze Wound

Get ready for rich, warm tone with brilliant_highs
and a long life from the ultimate Phosphor Bronze
string.

Ball End Sets:
073-0060-002 60XL, Acoustic Extra Light

B14/022/030/040/048
073-0060-003 60L, Acoustic Light

oi2/oT6^26/0327b42/052
073-0060-008 60M, Acoustic Medium 013/017/026/036/046/056
073-0060-123 60-12L, Acoustic Light

010/014/024/030/0316/048/010/014/009/012/017/028
Bullet End Sets:

073-3060-002 3060XL, Acoustic Extra LightOI 0/014/022/030/040/048
073-3060-003 3060L, Acoustic Light 01 2/016/026/032/042/052
073-3060-008 3060M, Acoustic Medium 013/017/026/036/046/056

Classical Guitar String Sets

Nylon Classical
Nylon cores are wound with silver-plated copper.
The three treble strings are available in either clear
or black nylon.

Tie End Sets:
073-0100-000 100, (Clear/Silver)

028/032/040/029/035/043
073-0120-000 120, (Black/Silver) 028/032/040/029/035/043

Ball End Sets:
073-0130-000 130, (Clear/Silver) 028/032/040/029/035/043

Individual Strings - Guitar

^'̂

Last three digits in each Individual string part number
indicates gauge of string. For example: 072-3250-
026 is a .026 gauge; -032 would be a .032 gauge.

Plain Gauged Singles
Ball End:
072-0000 Gauges:-008,-009, -01 0, -011, -01 2,

-013, -014,-015, -016, -017, -018, -020

Bullet End:
072-3000 Gauges: 008,-009,-01 0, -011, -01 2,

-013, -014, -015, -016, -017, -018, -020

Pure Nickel Wound

Ball End:
072-0150 Gauges: _-018, -020,-022,-024,-026,-028,

-030', -032, .634, •0367-038, -040;-042,'
-044,.046, 048, -050,-052,-054,-056

Bullet End:
072-3150 Gauges: -018, -020, -022, -024,-026,-028,

-030,-032,-034,-036,-038, -040,-042,-044,
-046,.048,-050,-052,-054, -056

Nickelplated Steel Roundwound
Ball End:
072-0250 Gauges:-018,-020, -022,-024,-026,-028,

-030,-032,-034,-036,-038, -040,-042,-
044,-046,-048,-050,-052,-054,-056

Super Bullet End:
072-3250 Gauges: -018, -020, -022, -024,-026,-028,

-030,-032,-034,-036,-038, -040, -042,044,
-046,-048,-050,-052,-054, -056

Stainless Steel Roundwound

Ball End:
072-0350

Bullet End:
072-3350

Gauges:-018,-020,-022,-024, -026,-
028,"-030,-032,-034,-036,-038, -040,
-042,-044,-046,-048,-050, -052,-054,
-056

Gauges:-018,-020,-022,-024, -026,-028,
-030,-032,-034,-036,-038, -040,-042,
-044,-046,-048,-050,-052, -054,-056

Stainless Steel Flatwound

Gauges:-024,-032,-034,-040, -044
Ball End:
072-0050

80/20 Bronze Wound
Ball End:
072-0070 Gauges: -022, -024, -026, -028,-030,-032,

-034,-036,-038,-040,-042, -044,-046,
-048, -050,-052,-054,-056

Bullet End:
072-3070 Gauges: -022, -024, -026, -028,-030,-032,

-034,-036,-038,-040,-042, -044,-046,
-048,-050,-052,-054,-056

Phosphor Bronze

Ball End:
072-0060 Gauges:-022,-024,-026, -028,-030,

-032,-034,-036,-038,-040, -042,-044,
-046,-048,-050,-052,-054, -056

Bullet End:
072-3060 Gauges:-022,.024,-026, -028, -030,-032,

-034,-036,-038,-040,-042, -044,-046,
-048,-050,-052,-054,-056

Tie End:
072-0100-028 .028 Clear
072-0100-032 .032 Clear
072-0100-040 .040 Clear
072-0120-028 .028 Black
072-0120-032 .032 Black
072-0120-040 .040 Black
072-0100-029 .029 Silver
072-0100-035 .035 Silver
072-0100-043 .043 Silver

Ball End:
072-0130-028
072-0130-032
072-0130-040
072-0130-029
072-0130-035
072-0130-043

.028 Clear

.032 Clear

.040 Clear

.029 Silver

.035 Silver

.043 Silver

Electric Bass String Sets

073-7150-006
073-7150-008

073-7250-005
073-7250-006
073-7250-008
073-7250-009

Original /ISO'S™: Pure Nickel
Roundwound — Long Scale (34")

Offer excellent tone and long sustain.

Ball End Sets:
073-7150-002 7150XL (Extra Light), 040/060/075/095
073-7150-003 7150L (Light), 040/060/080/100
073-7150-005 7150ML (Nled. Light), 045/065/080/100
7150M (Medium), 045/065/085/105
7150HM (Heavy Medium), 050/070/085/105

Super 7250/s : Nkkelplated Steel
Roundwound — Long Scale (34")

Nickelplated Steel Roundwound bass strings
increase maximum volume and give effortless, even
response for all playing styles.

Ball End Sets:
073-7250-003 7250L (Light), 040/060/080/100
7250ML (Med. Light), 045/065/080/100
7250M (Medium), 045/065/085/105
7250HM (Heavy Med.), 050/070/085/105
7250H (Heavy), 050/070/090/110
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073-5250-002

073-6250-006

073-7250-506
073-7250-556
073-7250-515
073-7250-606

073-7350-006
073-7350-008
073-7350-009

073-8250
073-8250
073-8250

•003
•005
•006

Super 5250/s: Nickelplated Steel
Roundwound — Short Scale (30")

Nickelplated Steel Roundwound bass strings
increase maximum volume and give effortless, even
response for all playing styles. Fits Mustang,
Bronco, Musicmaster and other short scale basses.

Ball End Sets:
5250XL (Extra Light), 040/060/075/95

Super 6250's: Nkkelplated Steel
Roundwound — Medium Scale (32")

Nickelplated Steel Roundwound bass strings
increase maximum volume and give effortless, even
response for all playing styles.

Ball End Sets:
073-6250-003 6250L (Light), 040/060/080/100
6250M (Medium), 045/065/085/105

Super 7250/s:
V/VI String Sets — NPS Roundwound

Nickelplated Steel Roundwound bass strings
increase maximum volume and give effortless, even
response for all playing styles.

Ball End Sets:
073-7250-503 7250-5L (Light), 040/060/080/100/115
7250-5M (Medium), 045/065/085/105/125
7250-5M130 (Medium 130), 045/065/085/105/130
7250 5 030ML, 030/045/065/080/100
7250 61VI, 030/045/065/085/105/130

Stainless 7350/s™:
Stainless Steel Roundwound

Provide great punch and high output.

Ball End Sets:
073-7350-003 7350L (Light), 040/060/080/100
073-7350-005 7350ML (Medium Light),

045/065/080/100
7350M (Medium), 045/065/085/105
7350HM (Heavy Medium), 050/070/085/105
7350H (Heavy), 050/070/090/110

Stainless 7350's: V/VI String Sets
Provide great punch and high output.

Ball End Sets:
073-7350-506 7350 5M, 045/065/085/105/125
073-7350-606 7350 6M, 030/045/065/085/105/130

9050/s: Stainless Steel Flatwound
Flat winding for less finger noise, smooth feel.

Ball End Sets:
073-9050-003 9050L (Light), 045/060/080/095
073-9050-005 9050ML (Medium Light),

050/065/085/100
073-9050-006 9050M (Medium), 055/070/090/105

Super 8250/s™: OEM Bass Set —
NPS Roundcore Taperwound

Specifically designed for Fender's new American
Basses. Nickelplated Steel Roundwound bass strings
increase maximum volume and give effortless, even
response for all playing styles. Taperwound "E" string
provides a super smooth low end.

Ball End Sets:
8250 OEM, L (Light), 040/060/080/105TW
8250 OEM, ML (Medium Light), 045/065/080/105TW
8250 OEM, M (Medium), 045/065/085/11 OTW

073-8250-503
073-8250-506
073-825(W56

Super 8250/s: OEM Bass Set (V) —
NPS Roundcore Taperwound

Specifically designed for Fender's new American
Basses. Nickelplated Steel Roundwound bass strings
increase maximum volume and give effortless, even
response for all playing styles, faperwound "E" and
"B" strings provide a super smooth low end.

Ball End Sets:
8250-5 OEM, L (Light), 040/060/080/105TW/125TW
8250-5 OEM, M (Medium), 045/065/085/11 OTW/130TW
825&-5 OEM, M135 (Medium-135), 045W5i/D85/110TW/135TW

9120/s™: Nylon Tape Wound

Unique pure Nickel roundwound string with nylon
tape cover for warmer tone, more sustam.

Ball End Sets:
073-9120-000 9120, 058/072/092/1 10

7120/s : Nylon Filament Roundwound

A black roundwound string designed specifically for
acoustic/electric bass.

Ball End Sets:
073-7120-000 7120,070/080/090/100

Bajo Sexto Telecaster

Nickelplated Steel gauged for Fender's Bajo Sexto
Telecaster.

Ball End Sets:
073-1090-000 1090(A-Tuning),

016P/b26P/D36We/D56/D66
073-1091-000 1091 (E-Tuning), 022/D32/D42/D52/D62/D72

Phosphor_7060_/s™:,
Acoustic Bass (BG-29) Phosphor Bronze

Gauged for Fender's BG-29 four-string acoustic
bass. 30" scale.

Ball End Sets:
073-7060-000 7060,045/055/075/095

Bass VI - Stainless Steel

Gauged for Fender's Bass VI reissue.

Ball End Set:
073-5350-000 5350,025/035/045/055/075/095

Individual Strings - Bass

Last three digits in each Individual String_part_number
indicates gauge of string. For example 072-3250-026
is a .026 gauge; -032 would be a .032 gauge.

Pure Nickel Roundwound — Long Scale (34//)

Ball End:
072-7150 Gauges: -030, -035, -040, -045,-050,-055,

-060.-065,-070,-075,-080, -085,-090,

-095. -100, -105, -120, -125, -130

Nickelplated Steel Roundwound —
Long Scale (34')
Ball End:
072-7250 Gauges:-030,-035,-040,-045,-050, -055,

•?Q. -065, -070, •075, -080, -085,-090,-095,
-loo, -105, -no, •us, -120, -Y25,•m
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Individual Strings - Bass
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Stainless Steel Roundwound —
Long Scale (34//)

Ball End:
072-7350 Gauges: -025, -030, -035, -040,-045,-050,

-055,-060,-065,-070,-075, -080,-085,
-090, -095, -100, -105, -120, -125, -130

Stainless Steel Flatwound —
Long Scale (34W)

Ball End:
072-9050 Gauges: -045, -050, •055, -060,•065,-070,

-075,-080,-085,-090,-095, -100, -105

Nickelpluted Steel Taperwound —
Long Scale (34//)

Ball End:
072-8250 Gauges: -105, -110, -125, -130, -135

Nickelplated Steel—Short Scale (30//)

Ball End:
072-5250 Gauges:-040,-060,-075, -095

Nkkelplated Steel—Medium Scale (32"}

Ball End:
072-6250 Gauges: -040, -045, -060, -065,-080,

-085, -100, -105

Phosphor Bronze—Short Scale (30W)

Ball End:
072-7060 Gauges:-040,-060,-075, -095

Black Nylon Filament Roundwound
Long Scale (34//)

Ball End:
072-7120 Gauges:-070,-080,-090, -100

Black Nylon Tape Wound — Long Scale (34//)

Ball End:
072-9120 Gauges:-058,-072, -092,-110

?kksJ
Classic Celluloid

Celluloid is the premier pick material.
Celluloid picks give the traditional
feel, with a smooth striking surface
and a warm, round, musical tone.
They are also very durable.

^^

346 Shape
098-0346-100
098-0346-300
098-0346-500
098-0346-600
098-0346-180
098-0346-380
098-0346-580
098-0346-680

Shell, Thin
Shell, Medium
Shell, Heavy
Shell, Extra Heavy
White, Thin
White, Medium
White, Heavy
White, Extra Heavy

351 Shape
098-0351-106 Black, Thin
098-0351-306 Black, Medium
098-0351-506 Black, Heavy
098-0351-606 Black, Extra Heavy
098-0351-150 Confetti, Thin
098-0351-350 Confetti, Medium
098-0351-550 Confetti, Heavy
098-0351-650 Confetti, Extra Heavy
098-0351-100 Shell, Thin
098-0351-300 Shell, Medium
098-0351-500 Shell, Heavy
098-0351-600 Shell, Extra Heavy
098-0351-180 White, Thin
098-0351-380 White, Medium
098-0351-580 White, Heavy
098-0351-680 White, Extra Heavy

Z^ri^

354 Shape
098-0354-180 White, Thin
098-0354-380 White, Medium
098-0354-580
098-0354-680

White, Heavy
White, Extra Heavy

355 Shape
098-0355-100 Shell, Thin
098-0355-300 Shell, Medium
098-0355-500 Shell, Heavy

358 Shape
098-0358-100
098-0358-300
098-0358-500
098-0358-180
098-0358-380
098-0358-580

Shell, Thin
Shell, Medium
Shell, Heavy
White, Thin
White, Medium
White, Heavy

451 JR Shape
098-0451-300 Shell, Medium
098-0451-500 Shell, Heavy
098-0451-600 Shell, Extra Heavy

551 JZ Shape
098-0551-300 Shell, Medium
098-0551-500 Shell, Heavy
098-0551-600 Shell, Extra Heavy

347 Shape
098-0347-300 Shell, Medium
098-0347-500 Shell, Heavy
098-0347-600 Shell, Extra Heavy

330 HP Shape
098-0330-300 Shell, Medium
098-0330-500 Shell, Heavy
098-0330-600 Shell, Extra Heavy

Premium Celluloid

351 Shape
098-0351-105
098-0351-305
098-0351-505
098-0351-108
098-0351-308
098-0351-508
098-0351-143
098-0351-343
098-0351-543
098-0351-157
098-0351-357
098-0351-557

White Moto, Thin
White Moto, Medium
White Moto, Heavy
Ocean Turquoise, Thin
Ocean Turquoise, Medium
Ocean Turquoise, Heavy
Black Moto, Thin
Black Moto, Medium
Black Moto, Heavy
Abalone, Thin
Abalone, Medium
Abalone, Heavy
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346 Shape
098-0346-105
098-0346-305
098-0346-505
098-0346-108
098-0346-308
098-0346-508
098-0346-143
098-0346-343
098-0346-543
098-0346-157
098-0346-357
098-0346-557

White Moto, Thin
White Moto, Medium
White Moto, Heavy
Ocean Turquoise, Thin
Ocean Turquoise, Medium
Ocean Turquoise, Heavy
Black Moto, Thin
Black Moto, Medium
Black Moto, Heavy
Abalone, Thin
Abalone, Medium
Abalone, Heavy

Thumb Picks - Celluloid

Heavy gauge celluloid thumb picks
in two sizes and three colors.

098-1002-300
098-1002-500
098-1002-350
098-1002-550
098-1002-380
098-1002-580

Shell, Medium
Shell, Large
Confetti, Medium
Confetti, Large
White, Medium
White, Large

California Clears™
Cool, clear and colorful. California
Clears are available in six transparent
vintage style colors.

;^J, ^c^8 
ŝ»t(/S-A*
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351 Shape
098-1351-102
098-1351-302

098-1351-502
098-1351-109
098-1351-309

098-1351-509
098-1351-144
098-1351-344
098-1351-544
098-1351-156
098-1351-356
098-1351-556
098-1351-157
098-1351-357
098-1351-557
098-1351-166
098-1351-366
098-1351-566

Lake Placid Blue, Thin
Lake Placid Blue,
Medium
Lake Placid Blue, Heavy
Candy Apple Red, Thin
Candy Apple Red,
Medium
Candy Apple Red, Heavy
Shoreline Gold, Thin
Shoreline Gold, Medium
Shoreline Gold, Heavy
Shell Pink, Thin
Shell Pink, Medium
Shell Pink, Heavy
Surf Green, Thin
Surf Green, Medium
Surf Green, Heavy
Burgundy Mist, Thin
Burgundy Mist, Medium
Burgundy Mist, Heavy

Delrin™-
Molded Knife Edge

Delrin, created by DuPont, is strong,
resilient and very long lasting.

Molded with a knife edge for clean
attack and sharp, vibrant tones.

351 Shape -
098-5351-100
098-5351-200

098-5351-300
098-5351-400

098-5351-500
098-5351-600

NEONPICTNeon")
Melon .50mm (Thin)
Orange .60mm
(Thin/Medium)
Yellow .73mm (Medium)
Lime .88mm
(Medium/Heavy)
Pink 1.00mm (Heavy)
Grape 1.14mm
(Extra Heavy)

351 Shape—
Phosphorescent (//GLO//)
098-6351-100 GLO .50mm (Thin)
098-6351 -300 GLO .73mm (Medium)
098-6351-500 GL01.00mm (Heavy)
098-6351-600 GLO 1.14mm

(Extra Heavy)

Delrin™-
Matte Rounded Edge

Delrin, created by DuPont, is strong and
resilient—extremely durable. Die cut and
tumbled for a smooth, rounded edge
resistant to chipping. Matte finish
improves grip, even after hours of playing.

346 Shape
098-7346-100
098-7346-200
098-7346-300
098-7346-400
098-7346-500
098-7346-600

Red .50mm (Thin)
Orange .60mm (TliiiVMedhm)
Yellow .73 MM (Medium)
Keen.88mm (Mediuntieawy)
Blue 1.00mm (Heavy)
Puiple 1.14mm (Extra Heavy)

351 Shape
098-7351-100 Red .50mm (Thin)
098-7351-200 Orange .60mm

(Thin/Medium)

098-7351-300
098-7351-400

098-7351-500
098-7351-600

Yellow .73mm (Medium)
Green .88mm
(Medium/Heavy)
Blue 1.00mm (Heavy)
Purple 1.14mm
(Extra Heavy)

Nylon

098-1829-049
098-1830-049
098-1831-049
098-1832-049
098-1629-049
098-1630-049
098-1631-049
098-1632-049

White, Thin
White, Medium
White, Heavy
White, Extra Heavy
Shell, Thin
Shell, Medium
Shell, Heavy
Shell, Extra Heavy

Nylon is strong and smooth, for fast
licks. Molded with a knife edge for
clear, vibrant tones.

See next issue for photo

351 Shape
098-4351-100
098-4351-200

098-4351-300
098-4351-400

098-4351-500
098-4351-600

Fender Pickpacks-
California Clears

Red .46mm (Thin)
Red .58mm
(Thin/Medium)
Red .71 mm (Medium)
Red ,88mm
(Medium/Heavy)
Red .96mm (Heavy)
Red 1.21 mm (Extra Heavy)

Packs of 12 each of colorful California
Clears picks.

r^4^t^8 ^
'^ HEAVY H^w

'

Pkkpacks
Packs of 12 each of these classic
celluloid picks.

^^A<"
'MEDIUM

351 Shape
098-1029-049 Confetti, Thin
098-1030-049 Confetti, Medium
098-1031-049 Confetti, Heavy
098-1032-049 Confetti, Extra Heavy

351 Shape™
098-1351-702
098-1351-802
098-1351-902
098-1351-709
098-1351-809
098-1351-909
098-1351-744
098-1351-844
098-1351-944
098-1351-756
098-1351-856
098-1351-956
098-1351-757
098-1351-857
098-1351-957
098-1351-766
098-1351-866
098-1351-966

Lake Placid Blue, Thin
Lake Placid Blue, Medium
Lake Placid Blue, Heavy
Candy Apple Red, Thin
Candy Apple Red, Medium
Candy Apple Red, Heavy
Shoreline Gold, Thin
Shoreline Gold, Medium
Shoreline Gold, Heavy
Shell Pink, Thin
Shell Pink, Medium
Shell Pink, Heavy
Surf Green, Thin
Surf Green, Medium
Surf Green, Heavy
Burgundy Mist, Thin
Burgundy Mist, Medium
Burgundy Mist, Heavy

Guitar and

Vintage Hardware

String Guide ^
099-0841 String Guides,

American Standard (2)
099-2010 String Guide, Vintage

Stratocaster (2)
099-2011 String Guide, Vintage

Telecaster
099-2012 String Guide, Vintage

P-Bass & J-Bass

Bridge Kits
099-0810 Tele Bridge Kit, 3 to 6-section

bridge conversion
099-2049 Tremolo Bridge, Vintage

Stratocaster
099-2051 Bridge Sections, Vintage

Stratocaster (6)

Fret Wire
099-2014 Fret Wire, Vintage Guitar
099-2015 Fret Wire, Vintage Bass
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Vintage Hardware
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Strap Security Lock Systems
Provides a secure connection
between strap and guitar, but snaps
on and off easily at the touch of a
button. Chrome covered.

099-0690 Locks & Buttons Set
099-0691 Buttons

Buttons
099-2013 Strap Button, Vintage

Guitar and Bass (2)

Knobs w ^~
099-1366 Chrome Knobs,

Tele & P-Bass (2)
099-2056 Dome Knobs,

Vintage Telecaster (2)
099-2035 Vintage Stratocaster,

1 Vol./2 Tone Knobs, White
099-1365 Black, Strat,

1 Vol./2 Tone Knobs

Strut® Accessory Kits
Includes tremolo tip, switch tip, two
tone knobs, one volume knob, back
plate(not shown), three pickup covers.
099-1362 Stratocaster White

Accessory Kit
099-1363 Stratocaster Black

Accessory Kit
099-1368 Stratocaster Aged White

Accessory Kit

9 <*
'w- ! '*

-^'
Pickup Covers
099-2034 Pickup Covers, White,

Vintage Stratocaster (3)
099-2037 Pickup Covers, Black,

Vintage Precision Bass (2)
099-2038 Pickup Covers, Black,

Vintage Jazz Bass (2)
099-1364 Pickup Covers, Black,

Stratocaster (3)

Additional Vintage Small Parts
099-2039 Tremolo Arm,

Vintage Stratocaster
099-2042 Nut Blanks, Vintage

Stratocaster & Tefecaster
099-2016 Pickguard Screws,

Vintage Guitar & Bass
099-2036 Thumbrest,

Precision & Jazz Bass
099-2055 Control Plate, Chrome,

Jazz Bass
099-2058 Control Plate,

Vintage Telecaster
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American Standard™
Hardware

A^
r1 ^
7"'

099-2050 Tremolo Bridge,
American Standard

099-2052 TBX Tone Control Kit
099-2053 Guitar Cable, 10 ft.

American Standard
099-2054 Tremolo Arm, American

Standard
099-0830 250KQ potentiometer,

Split Shaft
099-0831 250KQ potentiometer,

Solid Shaft
099-0840 Bridge Sections, American

Standard Strat/Tele (6)

Roller Nut
Lets strings slide easier, reducing
tremolo intonation problems.

099-0812 LSR Nut, universal,
8 to 56 string gauge

Hipshot® Trem-Setter

Adds return to pitch and string
stability to tremolo systems.

099-0811 Hipshot Trem-Setter Kit

Miscellaneous
Guitar Hardware

Pickup Selector Switches
099-2250-000 4-way Tele Mod
099-2041 -000 3-Way Switch, Vintage

Strat/tele
099-1367-000 5-Way Selector

Switch, Stratocaster

Tuners and Machine Heads -
Set of 6
099-2040 Machine Heads, Kluson

Style Strat/Tele (6)
099-0818 Fender/Schaller Locking

Tuners (6)

Pickguards

Pickguards-vintage or custom-in tradi-
tional and non-traditional configurations.

Stratocaster®:
/57/SRVStratocaster-8Hole
099-2017-000 White 1-Ply
099-2143-000 Gold Anodized

TBA: Tortoise Shell,
White Pearl, Black
Pearl, Black 3-Ply

/62 Vintage Stratocaster -
HHole

American Standard Strat® -
11 Hole
Strat Plus/Deluxe Strat Plus/Strat
Ultra/Strat Special & Standard Strat
(Mexico)
099-1359-000 Black 3-Ply
099-1360-000 White 3-Ply

099-2140-000 White Pearl
099-2141-000 Black Pearl

099-2142-000 Tortoise Shell
099-2144-000 Mint Green
099-2145-000 White Pearl 1 HB/2SC
099-2220-000 White Pearl 2MB
099-2230-000 White Pearl 2HB/1SC
099-2146-000 Black Pearl 1HB/2SC
099-2221-000 Black Pearl 2MB
099-2231-000 Black Pearl 2HB/1SC

Lone Star Strat - 1 1 Hole

Telecaster®
099-1355-000
099-1356-000

099-2150-000
099-2151-000
099-2152-000
099-2153-000
099-2154-000

TBA: White Pearl,
Tortoise Shell

White 3-Ply
Black 3-Ply

White Pearl
Black Pearl
Tortoise Shell
Gold Anodized
Mint Green

Telecaster:
/52 Telecaster - 6 Hole
099-2019-000 Black 1-Ply

Jaguar®
099-1353-000 Tortoise Shell

Jazzmaster
099-1354-000 Tortoise Shell

Precision Bass®:
/57P Bass-10 Hole
099-2020-000 Gold Anodized

/62P Bass®-13 Hole
099-2021 -000 '62 Tortoise Shell, 4-Ply
099-1361-000 3-Ply White

099-2018-000 White 3-Ply
TBA: Black 3-Ply,
Tortoise Shell,
Mint Green,
White Pearl, Black Pearl

American Standard P Bass
13 Hole
099-1352-000 3-Ply Black
099-2160-000 White Pearl

099-2161-000 Black Pearl
TBA: Mint Green

Jazz Bass: '62 Jazz Bass® -
11 Hole
099-2022-000 Tortoise Shell 4-Ply

American Standard J Bass® -
10 Hole
099-1351-000 Black 3-Ply
099-2170-000 White Pearl
099-2171-000 Black Pearl

TBA: White 3-Ply

Pickups
The pickups that started it all.

099-2043 Pickup,
'57 and '62 Stratocaster

099-2044 Pickup, Neck,
Vintage Telecaster

099-2045 Pickup, Bridge,
Vintage Telecaster

099-2046 Pickup, Precision Bass
099-2047 Pickup, Neck,

Vintage Jazz Bass
099-2048 Pickup, Bridge,

Vintage Jazz Bass

Stratocaster
099-2130-000 American Standard

DeltaTone System (3)
099-2130-001 American Standard

Bridge DeltaTone
099-2130-002 American Standard

Middle
099-2130-003 American Standard Neck

"Custom Shopw
Custom /54 Strat
Custom '54 Strat pickups provide
vintage Fender tone circa 1954.

099-2112-000 Custom'54 (3)
099-2112-001 Custom'54 Bridge

099-2112-002 Custom '54 Neck/Middle

Humbuckers
099-2135-000 Seymour Duncan

Pearly (Sates Plus

"Custom Shop" Texas Special™
Texas Special pickups provide classic
Fender tone with higher output.
099-2111-000 Texas Specials (3)
099-2111 -001 Texas Special/Bridge
099-2111 -002 Texas Special/Middle
099-2111 -003 Texas Special/Neck
099-2121-000 Texas Tele-

Bridge/Neck
099-2121 -001 Texas Tele - Bridge
099-2121-002 Texas Tele - Neck



"Custom Shop// Fat /50s™ Strat
Similar to Fender's Custom '54 Strat
Pickups but overwound for higher
output. The middle pickup is reverse
wound with reverse polarity for hum
cancelling. Features include FORM-
VAR insulation, beveled Alnico 5 pole
pieces and wax potting.
099-2113-000 Fat '50s Strat Pickups

- Set of Three.
Contains: neck pickup,
middle pickup, bridge
pickup, pickup screws,
latex tubing.

099-2113-001 Fat'50s Strat Pickup
- Bridge Pickup.
Contains: bridge
pickup, pickup screws,
latex tubing.

099-2113-002 Fat '50s Strat Pickup
- Middle Pickup.
Contains: middle
pickup, pickup screws,
latex tubing.

099-2113-003 Fat '50s Strat Pickup
- Neck Pickup.
Contains: neck pickup,
pickup screws, latex
tubing.

Telecaster
These pickups are equipped with
Fender's new "hot" design, as featured
on the American Standard Telecaster.
099-2121 -000 American Standard

DeltaTone System (2)
099-2121 -001 American Standard

Bridge DeltaTone
099-2121 -002 American Standard

Neck

Fender-Lace Sensors™

Low noise, high output units with
incredible response and sustain.
Available to retrofit most Fender style
guitars. Black (506), Chrome (100)
or White (000) covers as indicated.

Acoustic
Easy mount, drop-in units for acoustic
guitars.
099-2080-506 Bronze Acoustic, Black

Strutocaster
099-2000 Gold Strat™. Black, White
099-2001 Blue Strat™, Black, White
099-2002 Red Strat™, Black, White
099-2003 Silver Strat™, Black, White

Floyd Ro
Products

®

Floyd Rose Bridges

%3iW'•SStS^':

All Floyd Rose® parts are available
in chrome (100), gold (200) and
black (300). (Note: PRO' Nut
Assemblies must be used with PRO
Bridge Assemblies, and have differ-
ent color numbers.) Each kit comes
complete with all mounting hardware
and instructions. Order nut to match
your specific guitar.

Bridge Assemblies
Floyd Rose PRO tremolo bridges
offer Floyd's most recent innova-
tions, like low profile construction
for playing comfort.

199-6010 FR PRO bridge assembly

Floyd Rose "Original" tremolo
bridges—the incredible units that
started it all.
199-6210 FR "Original"

Bridge Assembly

Floyd Rose II tremolo bridges: same
look and feel as the originals, but
with a mellower tone.
199-6410 FR II, Bridge Assembly

Fender-Fjoyd Rose
Locking Tremolo
Innovative new bridge keeps guitar in
tune while retaining the feel of a vin-
tage tremolo. O.E.M. in Strat Plus
and Ultra. Easy retrofit for all previ-
ous American Standard and Plus
models. Best w/LSR nut and locking
keys.

199-6510-100 Fender-Floyd Rose
Locking Tremolo Assembly

Nut Assemblies

"Original" and II
Narrow nut. Width; 1-yi6"; Height:
.225"; Spacing: 1.30; Radius: 10".
199-6811 FR#1 nut assembly

Average Vintage Stratocaster width.
Width: 1-^8"; Height: .225";
Spacing: 1.37; Radius: 10".
199-6812 FR #2 nut assembly

Wide nut, narrow spacing for binding.
Width: 1-11/16"; Height: .275";
Spacing: 1.40; Radius: 10".
199-6813 FR #3 nut assembly

Wide width, wide space. Width: 1-11/16";
Height: .275"; Spacing: 1.43; Radius: 10"
199-6814FR#4 nut assembly

Extremely wide. Width: 1-y4"; Height:
.275"; Spacing: 1.50; Radius: 10".

199-6815 FR #5 nut assembly

Same as Nut #2, but with bullet nut
relief. Width: 1-^16"; Height: .225";
Spacing: 1.30; Radius: 10".
199-6816 FR #6 nut assembly

Same as Nut #2, but with bullet nut
relief. Width: 1-5/8"; Height: .225";
Spacing: 1.37; Radius: 10".
199-6817 FR #7 nut assembly

Same as Nut #4, but flatter radius.
Width: 1-11/16"; Height: .225";
Spacing: 1.43; Radius: 15".
199-6818 FR #8 nut assembly

PRO
Average Vintage Stratocaster width.
Width71-M"; Height: .225"; Spacing;
1.37; Radius: 10",

199-6812-110 FR #2 nut assembly, Chrome
199-6812-210 FR #2 nut assembly, Gold
199-6812-310 FR #2 nut assembly.Btack

Wide width, wide space. Width: 1-11/16";
Height: .275"; Spacing: 1.43; Radius: 10".
199-6814-110 FR #4 nut assembly, Chrome
199-6814-210 FR #4 nut assembly, Gold
199-6814-310 FR #4 nut assembly.Black

Same as Nut #4, but flatter radius.
Width: 1-1V16"; Height: .225";
Spacing: 1.43; Radius: 15",
199-6818-110 FR #8 nut assembly, Chrome
199-6818-210 FR #8 nut assembly, Gold
199-6818-310 FR #8 nut assembly,Black

091-9463 Standard Molded
Acoustic Case

Replacement Arm Kits
Replacement Arm Kits include new
bushings.
199-7000-100 Chrome
199-7000-200 Gold
199-7000-300 Black

Cases
Acoustic Guitar Cases

Hardshell Cases
Hardshell and molded cases protect
your guitar from almost anything, with
locking latch and metal hinges.
091-9461 Hardshell Case, fits:

Newporter, Redondo,
Catalina, Malibu, Del Mar,
La Brea, Santa Maria,
Concord

091-9462 Hardshell Case, fits:
Montara

Acoustic Guitar Cases

Economy Cases

Lightweight and convenient for
carrying a guitar anywhere.
091-9475 Economy Case, fits:

California and DG series
091-9465 Economy Case, fits

Avalon and nylon string
Bridge Kits

Electric Guitar Cases

te^-c...

Deluxe "Originals"

Black tolex cases with burnt orange
plush-lined interior and amp logo—
just like the originals.

005-0515 Stratocaster/Telecaster Case
005-0516 Jazzmaster/Jaguar Case

Deluxe
Hardshell and molded cases protect
guitar from almost anything, with
locking latch and metal hinges.

Tweed Case, Strat, Tele
(Right Hand only)
Deluxe Molded Shaped
Case, heavy duty hard
ware, fits: all Strats
and Teles
Hardshell Case, gray
textured "lizard-like"
Tolex, fits: Strats and
Teles
Hardshell Case, black
Tolex, fits: Strats, Teles
Hardshell Case, black
Tolex, fits: Jazzmaster
and Jaguar
Hardshell Case, black
Tolex, fits: left-handed
Jazzmaster and Jaguar
Hardshell Case, black
Tolex, fits: Mustang
Hardshetl Case, black
Tolex, fits: left-handed
Mustang
Hardshell Case, black
Tolex, fits: Stratocaster XII

003-7299

004-0901

003-6555

003-8977

002-5917

005-0309

004-0153

005-0308

002-8586

Standard
004-0900 Molded Shaped Case,

fits: all Strats and Teles
005-0509 Standard Case - P Bass

Black Acrylic Interior
005-0510 Standard Case - J Bass

Black Acrylic Interior

Bass Guitar Cases

Deluxe "Originals"
Black tolex cases with burnt orange
plush-lined interior and amp logo—
just like the originals.

005-0517 Precision Bass Case
005-0518 Jazz Bass Case
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Deluxe
Hardshell and molded cases protect
your bass from almost anything,
with locking latch and metal hinges.

Tweed Case, J-Bass
(Right Hand only)
Tweed Case, P-Bass
(Right Hand only)
Hardshell Case,J-Bass,
P-Bass (Left Hand only)
Hardshell Case, black
tolex, fits: Bass VI
Hardshell Case, fits 32"
Precision Bass
Hardshell Case, fits 32"
P-Bass (Left Hand only)
Deluxe Molded Standard
Case, heavy duty hard-
ware, fits P- and J- Bass
(Right Hand only)

002-3640

002-3639

002-5781

005-0310

002-5001

002-5873

004-9479

Standard
004-1692 Standard Molded Shaped

Case, fits: Jazz Basses and
Precision Basses (Right
Hand only)

004-8318 Small Body Molded Shaped
Case, fits small bass

Black Tolex Hardshell Cases
005-0509-000 Standard Case - P Bass

Black Acrylic Interior
005-0510-000 Standard Case • J Bass

Black Acrylic Interior

Deluxe
GOOD Cordura Nylon with 20mm foam
padding, three-zipper front pocket,
double removable shoulder straps,
protective interior nylon panels for
headstock and bridge, brass plate with
vintage Fender logo, luggage ID tag.
099-1512-000 Gig Bag, Electric Guitar
099-1522-000 Gig Bag, Electric bass
099-1532-000 Gig Bag, Dreadnought
099-1562-000 Gig Bag, Classical

Standard
Durable Cordura gig bag with 12mm
foam padding, front pocket, removable
shoulder strap, protective interior
panels for headstock and bridge.
099-1412-000 Gig Bag, Electric Guitar
099-1422-000 Gig Bag, Electric Bass
099-1432-000 Gig Bag, Dreadnought
099-1462-000 Gig Bag, Classical
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Harmonka/Harp Cases Mini Amp

Briefcases with internal organizer.
Ideal for picks, strings, accessories, or
paperwork.
099-1005-000 Briefcase, Tweed, 5" depth,

Red Poodle Plush Lining
099-1005-506 Briefcase, Black tolex, 5"

depth, Amp Logo, Orange
Plush Lining

Effects Bag
Musician's Effects Bag
Durable Cordura with padded com-
partments for effects, tickets, maga-
zines, etc.
099-1550 Musician's Effects Bag

Harp Cases
Harp cases hold two trays of nine
harps each (18 total), plus a chromatic
harp and a Bullet mic. Locking clasps.

099-1003-000 Mississippi Saxophone
Case , Tweed, Deluxe Red
Poodle Plush Interior

099-1003-506 Chicago Tool Box ,
Black Tolex, Deluxe
Burnt Orange Plush
Interior

General
Accessories
Cleaning And Tuning | | Guitar & Amp Stands

Polish Cloth
Fender's famous soft cloth.
099-0400 Polish Cloth
099-0404 Deluxe Polish Cloth
099-0405 Fender Strings Deluxe

Single Polish Cloths

Polish
Polish, safe for use on all instruments.
099-0501 Polish, 4 oz. Pump Spray

Tuning Forks
099-0955 Tuning Fork, A 440.0 Hz.
099-0956 Tuning Fork, E 329.6 Hz.

Slides TBA: Glass, Chrome,
Bottle Neck,
Pill Bottle

Deluxe String Winders
TBA: Guitar, Guitar
w/Wrenches, Bass

Auto/Chromatic Tuner
For electrics or acoustics, the AX-12
tuner features a highly visible LED
"needle," three tuning modes, low bat-
tery warning light, easy re-calibration
and optimal in-line operation.
023-9989 Auto/Chromatic Tuner

Guitar Stands
Guitar Stand features sturdy construction
for safety. Black with padded supports.

099-1800 Electric Guitar Stand
099-1810 Acoustic Guitar Stand

Amp Stand
One size fits all. Fully adjustable,
includes guitar holder.

099-1824 Amp Stand

Guitar Hanger
"Swivel" design safely holds instruments
with any headstock, surgical tubing pro-
tects finish.
099-1850 Guitar Hanger, Slatwall
099-1860 Guitar Hanger, Plate Mount

//Mini Twin™"
Fender's "Mini
Twin" features two
speakers, 1W, four
skirted Fender-style knobs (Gain,
Volume, Tone, Power). Battery operated.
Tilt-back stand included.
023-4809-000 "Mini Twin"

Strap & Strap Accessories

Guitar Straps
Our woven strap has a silver Fender
"running" logo®. Monogrammed straps
(shipped with Fender's American-made
guitars) are 2"-wide and include Fender
and Fender headstock logos®. The
1 "-wide Deluxe Vintage Leather strap is
an upgraded version of the standard
model with high-quality leather,
improved felt-lined shoulder pad and an
original '50s style cast buckle. Our 2"
Tweed (Fender's guitar case/amp cover
material) has an "F" Logo® on the end.

099-0671.000
099-0681-000

099-0681-500

099-0681-502

099-0681-543

099-0682-000

099-0683-000

099-0684.000

099-0689-000

099-0687-000
099-0669-000
099-0662-070
099-0662.015
099-0662-080
099-0662-043

Woven Strap, Black/Silver
Monogrammed Strap,
Black/Yellow/1
Monogrammed Strap,
Black/Yellow/Red
Monogrammed Strap,
Black/Light Gray/
Medium Blue
Monogrammed Strap,
Black/LightGray/DarkGray
Monogrammed Strap,
Red/White/Blue
Monogrammed Strap,
White/Brown/Yellow
Standard Vintage Leather
Strap, Black
Deluxe Vintage Leather
Strap, Black
Tweed Strap
2-1/2" Poly,Black/Gold logo
Z'Poly.Black/Yellowlogo
2" Poly, Black/Red logo
2"Poly,Black/Whitelogo
2"Poly,Btack/Pewterlogo

Premium Guitar Straps
These high-quality leather and cotton
straps were designed with the player's
comfort in mind—tailored to rest
comfortably on the shoulder while
balancing the instrument to decrease
fatigue.
099-0663- Strap, Leather w/Gold Logo

(-006 black, -050 walnut)
099-0664- Strap, Super Deluxe

Vintage Style (-006 black,
-021 walnut)



099-0665- Strap, Deluxe Leather w/Pad
(-006 black, -050 walnut)

099-0666- Strap, Leather w/Pad (-006
black, -050 walnut)

099-0667- Strap, Cotton w/Fender
Oval
(-009 red, -073 navy,
-062 olive, -021 tan,
-005 white, -006 black)

Amplifier Hardware

Educational
aferials

099-5010-000
099-5011-000

099-5012-000
099-5013-000
991-7000-000
991-7000-002

For every musician's library.

Ultimate Chord User's Guide
Fender Amplifiers, The
First 50 Years
Fender Custom Shop
Fender Classic Moments
Making the Connection
Making the Connection
(Spanish)

099-5000-000

099-5001-000
099-5002-000
099-5003-000

099-5004-000
099-5005-000
099-5006-000

099-5007-000

099-5008-000

099-5009-000

Fender Stratocaster,
40th Anniversary Edition
Guitar Identification
Fender Chord Finder
Guitar Method, Fender
Edition
The Fender Bass
The Fender Telecaster
The Fender Book,
Complete History
Guitar Classics, Strat,
Volume I
Guitar Classics, Tele,
Volume I
Guitar Classics, Bass,
Volume I

How to string, tune, clean and adjust
your guitar to factory specs for maxi-
mum playability.
099-5020-000 Video—Caring For Your

Guitar, VHS
099-5020-040 Video—Caring For Your

Guitar, PAL

Amplifier
ls^

Amplifier Tubes
Replacement Speakers

Finest quality available, consistently
producing the best sound.

099-5090 5881/6L6WGC, Pair
7025/12AX7A
12AT7
eve GT, Pair
5U4GB
6550A, Matched Pair
6CA7/EL-34, Matched Pair
5AR4
EL84

099-5091
099-5092
099-5093
099-5094
099-5095
099-5096
099-5097
099-5098

Standard
Replacement Speakers

Special design speakers—such as
those used in the Blues DeVille, '59
Bassman, Princeton Chorus, The
Twin, et. al—can be installed to bring
your amp back to factory specs, or to
upgrade your sound!

099-0780 10" vintage replacement spkr,
alnico magnet, 80,30w

099-0781 10" vintage replacement spkr,
ceramic magnet, 8Q, 30w

099-0782 10" original Oxford
replacement spkr, 8Q, 30w

099-0783 10" standard replacement
spkr, 8U, 75w

099-0790 12" vintage replacement spkr,
ceramic magnet, 8Q, 50w

099-0791 12" standard replacement
spkr, SO., 75w

099-0792 12" standard replacement
spkr, 40,100w

099-0793 12" standard replacement
spkr, 80,100w

1»
Amp Knobs
099-0930 Amp Knobs, skirted,

1-10, package of six
099-0931 Amp Knobs, Red Pointer,

package of six
099-0932 Amp Knobs, Black Pointer,

package of six
099-0933 White vintage knobs
099-0934 Brown vintage knobs
099-0935 Black chicken head
099-0936 Roc'Pro skirted knobs

Amp Handle
Include handle caps, screws, steel
insert'and vinyl handle.
099-0946 Amp Handle, Molded

Brown, with Hardware
099-0947 Amp Handle, Vintage, with

Hardware -1 screw
099-0948 Amp Handle, Standard,

with Hardware • 2 screw

Amp Corners
Amp corners for amp and speaker
cabinets with y4" walls; Universal
model for closed cabinet backs and
other three-screw applications. Sets
of four, mounting screws included.
099-1348 Amp Corners, two-screw with

lip, fits most amp fronts
099-1350 Universal Corners, three-

screw, fits most amp backs

Sphinx Glides
Glides include rubber inserts and screws.
099-3900 Sphinx Glides, Set of four

Casters
Casters make moving heavy amps easy.
099-4000 Casters, Set of four with

Hardware

Amp Legs
Replacement "tilt back" legs for
vintage and Reissue amps.
099-0712 Amp Legs, 1 6", with Hardware
099-0713 Amp Legs, 1 9", with Hardware

Amp Jewels
099-0951 Green jewel
099-0952 Red jewel

Amp Covers

Fender standard amplifier covers are
made of treated nylon that protects
amps from wear and tear. Black except
where noted. Premium amplifier
covers made of sturdy 600 D Cordura.
003-7965 Cover, '59 Bassman® (Brown)
004-7485 Cover, Blues Deluxe" (Brown)
003-7965 Cover, Blues DeVille 410

(Brown)
004-8916 Cover, Blues DeVille™ 212
005-0279 Cover, Blues Jr. (Brown)
004-8913 Cover, BXR 60
004-1539 Cover, BXR 1 00, side handles

top handle (004-1539-100)
005-0281 Cover, BXR 200
003-7967 Cover, BXR300C
002.9880 Cover, Champ® 12
004-0156 Cover, Champ 25
004-0155 Cover, Champ 25SE
004-1529 Cover, Champion 1 10"
004-1532 Cover, Concert™
002-9881 Cover, Deluxe 85
002-9881 Cover, Deluxe 112
004-7483 Cover, '65 Deluxe Reverb
004-8918 Cover, Dual Professional
002-9886 Cover, Dual Showman Head
005-0696 Cover, Hot Rod Deluxe
005-0697 Cover, Hot Rod DeVille 410
005-0698 Cover, Hot Rod DeVi He 212
005-0282 Cover. KXR 100
005-0283 Cover, KXR 200
004-1598 Cover, M-80 Bass
003-7964 Cover, M-80 Chorus

003-7962 Cover, M-80 Combo
003-7963 Cover, M-80 Head
002-9881 Cover, Performer" 650
002-9888 Cover, Performer 1000
004-1531 Cover, Performer 1000 Head
002-9885 Cover, Power Chorus
002-9883 Cover, Princeton® 85
002-9883 Cover, Princeton 112
005-0280 Cover, Princeton 112 Plus
002-9888 Cover, Princeton Chorus
002-9885 Cover, Pro 185
004-7484 Cover, Pro Junior (Brown)
005-0696 Cover, Prosonic™
004-1534 Cover, Roc«Pro™GE 412
004-9881 Cover, Roc'Pro 700
004-9888 Cover, Roc'Pro 1000
004-9051 Cover, Rumble Bass®,

Enclosure (premium)
004-9050 Cover, Rumble Bass, Head

(premium)
002-9888 Cover, Stage" 112SE
002-9888 Cover, Stage 185
004-1533 Cover, Super
002-9891 Cover, Super 60 (1-12' version)
003-7961 Cover, Super 112
003-7961 Cover, Super 210
002-9885 Cover, The Twin™
004-1537 Cover,ToneMaster®212

Enclosure (premium)
004-1538 Cover,ToneMaster412

Enclosure (premium)
004-1536 Cover, ToneMaster Head (premium)
004-8915 Cover, '63 Tube Reverb (Brown)
002-9885 Cover, '65 Twin Reverb®
002-9885 Cover, Twin Amp
002-9885 Cover, Ultimate Chorus"
002-9885 Cover, Ultra Chorus
004-1535 Cover, Vibro-King® (premium)
004-8917 Cover, Vibro-King 212

(premium)
003-7966 Cover, Vibrolux® Reverb (Brown)
005-0278 Cover, Vibrasonic Reverb (Brown)
003-7966 Cover, '63 Vibroverb (Brown)
002-9887 Cover, all 412 Enclosures
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ACQUStJCS (US/Canada/Export)
Six-String Acoustks

DG Series Steel-String Dreadnoughts

DG-3
(US/Canada only) A complete Fender acoustic outfit
including a guitar with a nato body and a spruce top.
You also get a gig bag, tuner, polish, cloth, picks, a
chord book and an extra set of Fender bronze strings!

095-0300-021 DG-3 Value Pak

DG-9
(US/Canada only) You get excep-
tional value from this particular
combination of satin-finished

mahogany body and select spruce top.
The sound and look of this instrument
is astounding.

095-0900-021 DG-9

DG-10LH
We were so knocked out with the rich tone
from this combination of satin-finished
mahogany body and spruce top (with
its just-right bracing) that we decided
southpaws should be able to get one.

095-1020-021 DG-10LH, Left-Handed

(US/Canada only) An ideal
first acoustic, this all-nato
dreadnought has a rosewood

bridge and fretboard. It's easy to
play and very affordable. Smooth, satin

finish and a black plastic pickguard.

095-0500-021 DG-5

Mm!
(US/Canada only) Great looking,
great sounding and affordable!
The DG-11 features a spruce top

with nato back and sides, and is
available in three gloss finishes.

095-1100-006 DG-11 Black
095-1100-021 DG-11 Natural
095-1100-032 DG-11 Sunburst

DG-7
The combination of meranti
back and sides and a spruce top

are highlighted by the high-
gloss_ finish and chrome tuning

machines. Consistently a best-seller, the
sound, look and value" are excellent.

095-0700-021 DG-7

[̂t1l1
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(US/Canada only) Spruce top,
mahogany back and sides,

grade-A rosewood fingerboard,
snow-flake position markers, die-cast

tuners and priced for the working musician.

095-1600-006 DG-16Black
095-1600-021 DG-16 Natural
095-1600-032 DG-16 Sunburst

* except where noted.



DG-20S
The sound of all of our solid
spruce top guitars improve as
they^ge.\0n this, our" most

solid top guitar, the
.neck, back and sides add a

warmth and clarity you'll hear and feel"
095-2000-021 DG-20S

DG-21S
This beautiful Indian rosewood

^guita^also has a solid spruce
top. The two woods worklr

, together produce a powerful-com!
^inatjon of^ strong bass and' briHJant
e. Die-cast machine heads"make

tune-ups quick and easy, too.'

095-2100-021 DG-21S

DG-22S
Flame-map Ie back and sides are
matched to a solid spruce top

for a bright, "unplugged" tone
cuts through with lots of mid

i,andj'ust ,enou9h .bass. Three'finishes"
all with'gold die-cast tuners.'""" '""u"^'

095-2200-021 DG-22S Natural Finish
095-2200-030 DG-22S Cherry Finish
095.2200-032 DG-22S Sunburst Finish

DG-24
Bucking tradition, the satin-
.finished, mahoganytop, backand

sides produce a sound that has'to
^be experienced. The pearT diecast

s, wood binding and wood ir
sound hole purfling adds tolhe beauty"
095-2400-021 DG-24

This six-string dreadnought also
a satin-finished, solid

^cedar top with mahogany back
,a,n(Lsides, .and_aTl-new'J pearl

.,£s!lu^g^
Lenflnced ,with wood -bind'ing'"and

attractive wood inlay'sounThole'p'^lhg"

095.2500-021 DG.25S

DG-31S

You,»rarely, ,find fine sc)lid Englemann
SP[uce_and Honduran mahogany on guitars

ge. The exceptional tone and
"^details of this model compete" with
other guitars costing hundreds more.
095-3100-021 DG-31S
095-3120.021 DG.31S Left.Handed

|̂8
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DG-41S
_0ur finest six-string acoustic.
Gorgeous rosewood body with a

solid Englemann spruce top, gold
tuners and special snowflake pbsFtion

markers. Strong bass and clear treble
with plenty of volume and complex tone.'
095-4100-021 DG-41S

g3w
sw
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GC Series Steel-String Grand Concert

GC-23S
Featuring a solid spruce top with
mahogany back and sides, this

smaller-body grand-concert size
guitar produces an amazing sound.

Chrome diecast machine heads add to
precise tuning.

095-2300-021 GC-23S

CG Series Nylon-String Acoustks

n

CG Series Nylon-String
Acoustics

The CG models are nylon string
guitars with great feel and sound.

classic shape; Neck: Nato,
rosewood fretboard.

094-0500-021

094-0700-021

CG-5, mahogany top,
meranti back and sides
(US/Canada only)
CG-7, spruce top,
meranti back and sides

Twelve-String Acoustics

DG Series Steel-String Dreadnoughts

DG-10-12
Our lowest price 12-string
sounds and plays like a much
more expensive guitar. The

satin-finished spruce top and
mahogany body have just the right bal-
ance of warmth and brightness and the
comfortable action makes it easy to play.
095-1012-021 DG-10-1 2 12-String

ears,

DG-31-12
A beautiful, high-gloss mahogany
12-string with a select spruce
top and die-cast tuners. Rich,

balanced tone with a nice low-mid
warmth makes it easy on your
Your fingers will appreciate" the

comfortable neck and easy action.

095-3112-021 DB-31-12
12-String

DG-41S-I2
Our best 12-string is equipped

gold die-cast tuners and
special inlays. But it's the beautiful

Indian rosewood and "Grade A" solid
spruce that make it sing. With powerful
bass and crystalline highs, you may never
want to put it down!

095-4112-021 DG-41 S-1 2 12-String

Acoustk-Electrks

DG Series Cutuway Dreadnoughts

DG-10CE
Our most affordable acoustic-elec-
trie, this model features a satin-

finished neck, mahogany body
and spruce top. The Fender Transducer
pickup system has onboard volume and
tone controls for convenience and
flexibility.

095-1005-021 DG-10CE

DG-20CE
Equipped with a Fender piezo pickup
and an onboard preamp with
active EQ, this guitar is ready for

stage or studio. There's beautiful, high-
gloss finished mahogany on the back and
sides and a select spruce top. Die-cast
tuners, too!

095-2005-021 DG-20CE
FENDER FRONTLINE • FALL 1997



JG Series Cutaway Mini-Jumbo

DG-22CE
The beautiful flame-maple top,
back and sides are available in

three colors. All have a Fishman
Acoustic Matrix pickup teamed with an

onboard preamp and powerful EQ for
excellent tone and control. Midas-touch
gold tuners, too!

095-2205-021 DG-22CE Natural
095-2205-030 DG-22CE Cherry Stain
095-2205-032 DG-22CE Sunburst

JG-26SCE
This Mini-Jumbo cutaway electric
has Fishman Acoustic Matrix

electronics. The satin-finished, solid
cedar top with mahogany back and sides
feature all-new pearl "diecast machine
heads. A must for every acoustic artist.
095-2605-021 JG-26SCE

CG Series Nylon-String Acoustk-Electric

The best plugged-in sound starts
with great acoustic tone. This

model has both, thanks to the
Fishman Acoustic Matrix system, a solid

Englemann spruce top and premium
mahogany back and sides. The sturdy
end-pin jack is a nice pro feature, too.

^

095-3105-021
095-3105-006

DG-31SCE Natural
DG-31SCE Black

CG Series
Nylon-String Acoustic

The CG 25SCE is an acoustic-electric
nylon string guitar with a great feel and

sound, both acoustically and electrically.
Body: cutaway, solid cedar top, ovangkol
back and sides; Neck: nato, rosewood
fingerboard; Electronics: one-way mono;
Other: gold tuners.
094-2505-021 CG-25SCE

v»
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m
Acoustk-Electric Bass

It's the top-of-the-line and proudly
looks, feels and sounds the part!

This rosewood and solid Englemann
spruce cutaway has the Fishman Acoustic

Matrix Professional pickup and preamp
system. With gold tuners, end-pin jack and
special inlays, look no further.

095-4105-021 DG-41SCE Natural

t VI
?»
So!
^^^

This sleek, shallow-body cutaway
acoustic-electric bass, fitted with a

Fishman Acoustic Matrix, sounds
warm and full, and plays like a dream.

095-2900-306 BG-29 Black
095-2900-321 BG-29 Natural

Fender acoustk-electrics
All Fender DG-31SCE and DG-41SCE acoustic-electric guitars come equipped
with the Fishman Acoustic Matrix® pickups and Fishman-designed
preamps. With a high-sensitivity copolymer material that senses the motion of
the entire guitar saddle, and a preamp with volume, bass and sweepable
mid-frequency controls—plus an end pin/output jack that preserves the structural
integrity of the instrument—your Fender acoustic is ready to sing at any volume.

Far left: DG-41SCE Electronics. Left: DG-41SCE end-pin jack.

7 Stute-of-the-urt
electronics

,/ Fishmun Acoustic
Matrix® pickup

»/ Excellent response/ balance
and tonal adjustability
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HI ACQUStJCS (Expert Only)
SJx-String Acoustics

An exceptional value with a spruce top, lauan
back and sides and rosewood fingerboard and
bridge. Available in three beautiful finishes,

CG-7
Sounds great, plays great. Looks
great too, with a gloss finish over

a spruce top and meranti back and
sides. Chrome covered machine

heads. A real beauty.

094-0700-921 CG-7

DG-17
Made in both an acoustic and an
acoustic/electric version, the
DG-17 is an incredibly versatile

instrument at an outstanding price.
Both feature spruce tops and nato back

and sides. The acoustic/electric includes a
piezo pickup with volume, treble, mid and
bass controls.

095-1700-921
095-1701-921

DG-17
DG-17E

095-0300-932 DG-3 Sunburst
095-0300-921 DG-3 Natural
095-0300-906 DG-3 Black

CG-3
Our most affordable nylon string classical
guitar features a spruce top, lauan back
and sides, rosewood fingerboard and
bridge and three in-line tuning machines..

094-0300-921 CG-3

Spruce and mahogany combine to
provide the DG-18 with rich, full tone.

Available in three finishes, with a
left-handed version too!

095-1800-932 DG-18 Sunburst
095-1800-921 DG-18 Natural
095-1800-906 DG-18 Black
095.1820-906 DG-18LH Natural

One of our most popular
acoustics, the DG-7 combines a
spruce top with meranti back

and sides and rosewood finger-
board and bridge for exceptional tone.

095-0700-921 DG-7
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DG-18-12
Twelve strings sparkle with
brilliant highs and deep, resonant

lows on the DG-18-12. Spruce
and mahogany again provide an

outstanding sound chamber. Gorgeous
tone in an affordable twelve-string guitar.

095-1812-921 DG-18-12

Our most affordable cutaway-
electric, the DG-18CE features a

spruce top, mahogany back and
sides, rosewood fingerboard and

covered machines. The electronics
include a Piezo pickup with volume,
treble, mid, bass and presence controls
and a battery check LED.

095-1805-921 DG-18CE

DG-19
This six-string dreadnought
features a solid spruce top with
rosewood back and sides,

mahogany neck with rosewood
fingerboard and bridge and chrome

diecast tuning machines.

095-1900-921 DG-19

' WvwSsySSSieSSSS}
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The sound of all of our solid spruce top
guitars improve as they age. The

I rosewood back and sides and
mahogany neck add a warmth and

clarity you'll hear and feel. This cutaway
acoustic/electric also features a Piezo pickup
with volume, treble, mid, bass and presence
controls and a battery check LED.

CG-17
The spruce top, nato back and
sides and rosewood fingerboard

and bridge on the CG-17'produce
smooth and mellow tones any

classical guitarist will love.
094-1700-921 CG-17

CG-18
I A mahogany body and spruce

top combine to produce excel-
lent tone in this classical beauty.

A rosewood fingerboard and bridge
make the CG-18 ultimately playable.

094-1800-921 CG-18

CG-19
Three in-line gold tuning
machines, a spruce top, rosewood

back and sides and rosewood
fingerboard make this good-looking

guitar sound even better.

094-1900-921 CG-19

095-1905-921
095-1905-932

DG-19CE Natural
DG-19CE Sunburst

CG-19CE
Featuring a solid spruce top with
rosewood back and sides, this

classic cutaway/electric guitar pro-
duces an amazing sound. Three in-line
gold machine heads add to precise tuning.

094-1905-921 CG-19CE
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Mutters
Portable Powered Console

SR-6520P

PX Series Powered Console

PX Series
(USA) Unique and innovative, these consoles offer
everything you need in one unit. The console and power
amplifiers are built into a road case that folds out into a
stand. Each channel has controls for TRIM, MON1,
MON2, AUX, EFFECTS and LEVEL, as well as a SOLO
button, PAN control, 3 band EQ, and MIC, LINE and
INSERT jacks. The master section features an extensive
patch bay with over 20 inputs and outputs, dual 9-band
EQs for use with your choice of L/R, MONO or MONI-
TORS, 2x12 segment LEDs, phantom power, BNC lamp
connector, over 100 digital effects, and multiple controls.

071-2207-000 PX-2208, 8 ch, Spring Reverb,
2x150W@40

071-2208-000 PX-2208D, 8 ch, 2x150W@4l2

071-2212-000 PX-2212D, 12 ch, 2x300W@4£2
071-2216-000 PX-2216D, 16 ch, 2x300W@4n

Powered Box-Top

LX-1504

LX-1506

LX Series
(USA) Simple and flexible, these units offer a user-friendly panel with a built-in
spring reverb andI extensive patching capabilities. Eacji Channel has level
controls for EFFECTS/REVERB, MAIN and MONITOR, as well as a two-band
EQ, and W phone and XLR input jacks. The Master section includes multiple
master leve[ controls, MAIN, MONITOR and EFFECTS output jacks, and
POWER AMP, AUX and TAPE input jacks.

071 -1504-000 LX-1504, 4 ch, 150W@4n

071-1506-000 LX-1506, 6 ch, 150W@4i2

Fender electronics are covered
by a limited 5-year trans-
ferrable warranty (U.S.A. and
Canada only). See back of
warranty tag for details.
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SR-8520P

SR-6520PD

SR-8520PD

SR-4150P

SR Series
(USA) Sophisticated powered mixers with our own DeltaComp™ protection
circuitry, spring reverb ('D' models have digital effects), phantom power and a
9-band master EQ. Each Channel has level controls for EFFECTS/REVERB, MAIN
and MONITOR, as well as a three-band EQ, and 1/4" phone and XLR input jacks. The
Master section includes multiple master level controls, MAIN, MONITOR,
EFFECTS and EQ output jacks; and EQ, POWER AMP, AUX and TAPE input jacks.
071-4100-000 SR-4150P, 4 ch, 150W@4«.2

071-6521-100 SR-6520P, 6 ch, 520W@2Q

071-8521-100 SR-8520P, 8 ch, 520W@20

071-6521-200 SR-6520PD, 6 ch, 520W@2^
071-8521-200 SR-8520PD, 8 ch, 520W@20

SRM 8302

SRM 6302

SRM Series
(Mexico) Clean, quiet, dual 150 Watt @ 4^2 power amps can be run in tandem or
configured mains/monitor with the push of a button. Assignable 9-band
graphic EQ, Channel features: mic/line inputs, main level, monitor level, 3-band
EQ, and EFX send. Footswitchable 3-spring reverb, convection cooling, RCA input
jacks for audio playback, record out control adjusts tape level for capturing live
performances, and 48V phantom power. These powerhouses deliver high quality
sound, and are incredibly reliable.

071-6321 SRM 6302, 6 ch, Dual150W@4n
071-8521 SRM 8302, 8 ch, Dual150W@4n



Passport
SPA-3000 Front

Passport

Passport
Totally self-contained* and road tough, Fender's Passport portable audio system
includes everything you need to provide great sound anywhere. Perfect for voices,
musical instruments, CD, tape playback and more. It is powerful, easily set up
in minutes, covers large audiences, is extremely simple to operate and works on
any AC voltage. Specs: 250W of stereo power, four high-efficiency 6.5" (165mm)
speakers per cabinet: Features: built-in digital reverb, V.I.P.™ (Vocal Input
Priority)—music is lowered when someone speaks into a mic. *Patent pending.

069-1001-003 Passport

Power Amps
SPL-6000 Front

SPL-9000 Back

SPL Power Amplifiers
(USA) These rugged and durable amplifiers have withstood the test of time with
exceedingly low THD and high power. Features include silent, delayed turn on
and off, two-speed fan, triac speaker protection, high current design and soft
clipping. 1/4" phone and XLR inputs. 1/4" phone and binding post outputs.
Stereo, dual mono and bridged mono (down to 40) operation.

071-6000-000 SPL-6000, 2 space, 300W/ch@4Q, 600W@8Q Bridged Mono

071-9000-000 SPL-9000, 3 space, 450W/ch@4n, 900W@8Q Bridged Mono

SPA-7500 Front

SPA-3000 Back

SPA-7500 Back

SPA Power Amplifiers
High power, low profile amplifiers that deliver. All models incorporate multi-rail
technology, ground lift terminals, our proprietary DeltaComp™ circuitry, dual
front panel level controls and_an optional D-sub accessory port. 1/4" phone, XLR
and barrier strip (except 7500) inputs.

071 -0030-000 SPA-3000,1 space, 150W/ch@4n, 300W@8Q Bridged Mono

071-0075-000 SPA-7500,1 space, 375W/ch@4n, 750W@8Q Bridged Mono

SPL-M500 Front

SPL-M500 Back

SPL Monitor Amplifiers
(USA) Powerful feedback control is essential for monitors and these two-space
amps have what it takes. Features include sweepable low and high pass filters,
DeltaComp™ speaker protection, three sweepable notch filters with -25 dB of
notch, input level fader and patch points between the control section and amp.

071-5000-000 SPL-M500, 500W@2£2

PCN2 Front

PCN4 Front

PCN Series
(USA) TDM design and -24 db per octave Linkwitz-Riley filters make these units a
magnificent value. Features include balanced XLR inputs and outputs, plexiglass
security covers and a CD horn boost switch.

071 -5510-000 PCN2, 2-Way Stereo, 3-Way Mono

071 -5520-000 PCN4, 3-Way Stereo
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Speakers Main Systems
1205A

1201 A

Monitor Systems

Xpander100

PowerStage Series
Features a detachable three-channel mixer with inputs for two mics, CD/tape,
keyboard, instruments and effects. Built-in 100W power amp, 12" Eminence speaker,
pole-mount adapter and handles.

071 -0100-000 PowerStage 1 00
071-0101-000 Xpander 100 (w/line input only)

Artist Series
Features include Kapton voice coil bobbins on woofers, wide angle horns with dual
piezos, metal feet and corners, pole mount adapters, daisy chain inputs, rugged
tolex or carpet covering, and a grill protecting entire front of cabinet
60-20kHz ±6dB. 111 OA "and 110-ELC have 94dB@1W/1m sensitivity and
113dB maximum output. 1201 A and 112-ELC have 95dB@1W/1m sensitivity
and 115dB maximum output. 1205A and 115-ELC have 95dB@1W/1m sensitivity
and 117dB maximum output.

071-1110-100 1110A, 1x10", Tolex, 160, 200W Program

071-1201-100 1201A, 1x12", Tolex, 8Q, 200W Program

071-1205-100 1205A, 1x15", Tolex, 80, 300W Program

115 ELC
1272A

112 ELC

Artist Series
Features include a sealed baffle, Kapton voice coil bobbins on woofers, wide

Ie horns with dual piezos, daisy chain inputs, front panel level controls,
30760790° tilt, metal feet for 30° and 60° angles, 60-20kHz ±6dB,
95dB@1W/1m sensitivity and 115dB (117dB for 1275A) maximum output.
071-1272-100 1 272A, Carpet, 1 xl 2", 160, 200W Program

071 -1275-100 1 275A, Carpet, 1 x15", 160, 200W Program

SPL-1285 Mk. II

SPL.1282Mk.ll

SPL Series
Features include an internal 4th order (24dB/octave) Linkwitz-Riley crossover,
biamp or full-range operation, dual W phone and Speakon™ jacks, vented
baffle, cast frame woofer with Kapton voice coil bobbin,40° x 90°'horn with 1"
exit titanium compression driver, 30760790° tilt, pole mount adapter, metal feet,
50-20kHz ±6dB and 95dB sensitivity @ 1W/1m. 1282 Mk. II features a 2.5"
woofer voice coil and 120dB maximum output SPL. 1285 MR. II features a 3"
woofer voice coil and 123dB maximum output SPL. Bugged carpet covering.

071-1282-100 SPL-1282 Mk. II, 1x12", 80, 300W Program

071 -1285-100 SPL-1 285 MR. II, 1 x15", 8^, 400W Program
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071-1100-000 110-ELC, 1x10", Carpet, 80, 200W Program

071-1200-000 112-ELC, 1x12", Carpet, 80, 200W Program

071 -1500-000 11 5-ELC, 1 xl 5", Carpet, 8^, 300W Program

nssA

115sA and 1 18sA Subwoofer
Theses subs feature one 15" (115sA) or 18" (118sA) 8 ohm woofer with a 2.5"
voice coil, bandpass design naturally rolls off high frequencies, so there's no need
for crossover networks. Parallel 1/4" inch jacks for "daisy chaining" additional
speakers, mounted side handles, rubber feet, covered in durable black carpet to
withstand "on the road" use.

071-1150-000 115sA, 1x15" Subwoofer, 80, 700W Program

071-1180-000 118sA, 1x18" Subwoofer. 80, 900W Program



Fender electronics are covered
by a limited 5-year trans-
ferrable warranty (U.S.A. and
Canada only). See back of
warranty tag for details.

SPL Series
Features include an internal 4th
order (3rd order Butterworth for
1211 'Mk. II) Linkwitz-Riley
crossover, biamp or full-range
operation, vented baffle, cast
frame woofer (except 1211 Mk, II)

with Kapton voice coil bobbins, 40° x 90° horn with 1" exittitanium compression
driver, pole mount adapter (except 1226 MR. II), metal feet and corners. 1211 Mk.
II features a 2.5" woofer voice coil,50-20kHz ±6dB, 95dB sensitivity @ 1W/1m,
117dB maximum output SPL. 1225 Mk. II features a 3" woofer voice coil, 50-20kHz
±6dB, 95dB sensitivity @ 1W/1m, 123dB maximum output SPL. 1226 Mk. II
features 2.5" woofer voice coils,38-20kHz ±6dB, 100dB sensitivity @ 1W/1m,
126dB maximum output SPL.

071-1211-100 SPL-1211 Mk. II, 1x15", 80, 300W Program, Rectangular,
Carpet Covered

071-1225-100 SPL-1225 Mk. II, 1x15", 8n, 400W Program, Trapezoid,
Carpet Covered

071-1226-100 SPL-1226 Mk. II, 2x15", 40, 400W Program, Trapezoid,
Carpet Covered

2912c

Accessories
RigSafe™ Flying Hardware
ATM Fly-Ware™ for use with the Tour Series and Contractor
Series loudspeakers. For descriptiqns of each part, refer to
our "Flying with Fender RigSafe™" manual (part number
004-9646-000 four pages).

RS-1/2-SPA Shackle

RS-2912-TTruss Module

RS-1x2-40 Connecting Bar

RS-1x2-SB Stacking Bracket

RS-1x2-SME Shackle Mount

RS-1x2-SME-AP Attachment Kit

RS-QRP-2.5 Quick Release Pin

RS-LSC9000 Carabiner
RS-FEB1 Forged Steel Eye Bolt
RS-Set Round Sling (6 feet)

I

071-1349-000

071-1350-000

071.1351-000

071.1352-000

071.1353-000

071.1354-000

071.1355-000

071.1356-000

071-1357-000

071.1358-000

Gooseneck Lamp
Gooseneck lamp. 12 volts, 5 watts, 12" (30.5 cm) flexible
neck length with an easily replaceable light bulb for use on
MX and PX series mixers.

071-1360-000 Gooseneck Lamp

ST-275
Speaker Stand

Tour Series
High-end flyable, painted loudspeakers
designed for the most discerning cus-

tomer. A special B&C
Italian 1" exit compres-
sion driver produces
clean, crisp highs for the
full-range cabinets. The
lows are reproduced by
Eminence woofers with
massive motor struc-
tures. Features include a
13-ply Baltic birch cabi-
net, multiple flypoints

(except 215s), pole mount adapter
(2912/2915), 4th order (24dB/octave) Linkwitz-

Riley crossover, biamp or full-range operation, dual 1/4" phone jacks
and Speakon™ connectors, vented baffle, cast frame woofer with Kapton voice
coil bobbin, 40° x 90° horn (with inserts it narrows to 60°).

071-1310-000 118s, 1x18" Subwoofer, 8Q, 800W Program

071 -1320-000 215s, 2x15" Subwoofer, 4n, I 600W Program

071-1330-000 2912,1x12" Two-way, 8n, 300W Program

071-1340-000 2915,1x15" Two-way, 8^, 400W Program

Tour Series Lite
Carpet covered versions of our popular Tour Series—without the flying hardware.
See Tour Series above for description.

071-1310-400 118s Mk. II 071-1320-400 215s MR. II

071-1330-400 2912 Mk. II 071-1340-400 2915

Speaker Stand
The Ultimate Support Systems™ tripod stand fits
both 1-3/8" and 1-1/2" standard adapter cups. The
Ultimate Support Systems™ mounting pole fits 1-
1/2" adapter cups and fits securely in the base of the
CS-215 and 215s(c) to mount speakers above the sub-
woofer.

071-0271-000 USS ST-75, Black

071 -1359-000 Mounting Pole for 215s(c)Subwoofer

Mounting Pole
27" pole from Ultimate Support Systems™
constructed ofanodized aluminum alloy tubing, inserts
into top of the 115sA or 11 8sA Subwoofer and holds
all mountable Fender speakers. 1-1/2" in diameter.

071 -1327-000 Mounting Pole For 115sA
or 118sA Subwoofer (Black)

Gig Bag and Speaker Stand
Two heavy duty tripod stands constructed of anodized aluminum alloy tubing, pin-lock,
rubber feet, 60 Ib. loudspeaker carrying capacity. Has both 1-3/8" & 1-1/2" diameters
to fit any loudspeaker. Gig bag included.
069-9001 -000 ST-275 Gig Bag and 2 Speaker Stands

Speaker Stand Adapter
Speaker stand adapter. Changes the Fender mounting cup diameter from
1-1/2" to 1-3/8".

005-0508-000 Adapter

Educational Materials
A complete self-teaching course on pro audio.
Covers' mixing consoles, block diagrams Ipud-
speakers, sound basics, microphones, amplifiers,
noise and distortion, specs on specs, gain struc-
ture, monitor mixing, grounding, equalizers,
reverb and delay, mic placement, cables and
cable making, balanced inputs and outputs and
determining the house system.

991-7000-000 'Making the Connection'—
English (250 pages)

991-7000-002 'Conectando'—
Espanol (200 pages)

004-9646-000 Flying with Fender Rig Safe™
(4 pages)
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Amp Custom Shop
These all-tube amplifiers are the result of 50 years of tube-tone knowledge. Hand-made
in the USA with features like point-to-point wiring, Birch plywood construction, custom
designed speakers and—Fender tone!—Custom Shop amplifiers are dripping with the
sound and feel that every guitarist's dreams are made of.

Dual Professional
Big brother to the Vibro-King, the Dual-Pro uses classic
Fender tone-shaping, vibrato and reverb. Specs: 100W RMS,
2-12" speakers; Features: Tube Reverb [controls: Dwell,
Mix, Tone], "Fat" switch, vintage Vibrato [controls:
Speed, Intensity], effects loop, dual selectable Volume
and "Fat" controls, Treble, Bass, Mid, Footswitch for
Volume select and Vibrato on/off. Weight: 76 Ibs. Size:
19.87"Hx26,15"Wx10,37"D

Fender electronics are covered
by a limited 5-year trans-
ferrable warranty (U.S.A. and
Canada only). See back of
warranty tag for details.
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Vibro-King®
The Vibro-King is 60 watts of pure tube heaven. Sporting
the classic 3x10" combo format first seen in the Tweed
Bandmasters of the '50s, it's a feast for the ears 3/?o'eyes.
Specs: 60W RMS, three 10" "vintage blue" speakers,
Features: Tube Reverb [controls: Dwell, Mix, Tone], "Fat"
switch, Tremolo [controls: Speed, Intensity], Effects loop,
Volume, Treble, Bass, Mid, footswiteh for tremolo and
"Fat." Weight: 73 Ibs. Size: 23"Hx25"Wx10.5"C

Tone Master®
The Tone Master is everything its name implies: great up-front
sound, with power to spare. Specs: 100W RMS; Features:
Point-to-point wiring, Two channels ("Vintage," "Drive") each
with [Volume, Treble, Bass, Mid, "Fat" switch], 2 effects loops
(1 per channel), chrome-plated slides for mounting to enclo-
sures, footswitch. Weight: 45 Ibs. Size: 9"H x 24"W x 9.5"D
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Tone Master Enclosures
Tone Master enclosures feature Celestion speakers,
Birch ^plywood_ closed-back cabinets, Blonde Tolex
covering andOxblood grill cloth. Tone Master 412
Endosure Weight: 88 Ibs. Size: 27.75"H x 27.25"Wx
IJDJone Master 212 Enclosure Weight: 74 Ibs.
Size:21"Hx32"Wx12"D

Tone Master 412 Enclosure,
4-12" Vintage 30 speakers

Tone Master 212 Enclosure,
2-12" G1280 speakers

Tone Master 212 Enclosure,
2-12" Vintage 30 speakers

Vibro-King 212 Enclosure
Features two 12" Celestion Vintage 30 speakers,
birch plywood closed-back cabinet, Blonde Tolex
covering, Oxblood grill cloth. Specs: 40, 140W
power handling. Weight: 55 Ibs. Size: 22"H x 25"W x
11.25"D
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Rumble Bass® Head
The Rumble Bass is the ultimate bass player's
machine: classic vintage looks, modern features and
brutal power. Mercy! Specs: 300W into 2 or 4£2.
Features: All-tube circuitry, dual channels [parallel
or independent operation, tone controls, mid cut

parallel effects loop with channel assign

switch and mix control, blonde tolex, oxblood grill
cloth, footswitch (channel select).Weight: 72 Ibs.
Size:10"Hx24.5"Wx13.5"D

Rumble Bass Enclosures
Overload protected bullet horn tweeter with three-
position level switch. When mated with the Rumble
Bass 410, the 410 Sub Enclosure may cause invol-
untary muscle spasms in the back rows Rumble
Bass 410 Enclosure Weight: 78 Ibs. Size: 24.5"H x
24.5"W x 18"D. Rumble Bass 410 Sub Enclosure
Weight: 78 Ibs. Size: 24.5"Hx24.5"Wx18"D

Rumble Bass 410 Enclosure
Rumble Bass 410 Sub Enclosure
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Guitar Amplifiers Fender electronics are covered
by a limited 5-year trans-
ferrable warranty (U.S.A. and
Canada only). See back of
warranty tag for details.

F.A.T. Series (Fender American Tube)

Hot Rod
Fender's Hot Rot Amps take you from '57 Chevy to fuel
injected rail with a stomp of the pedal, and are fueled by
three channels of unadulterated Fender American Tube
tone: Normal spans the clean, smooth tone of a '59
Bassman; Drive dirties it up and cranks it out; More Drive
takes that Fender Tone to the red line, smokin' the tires all
the way. These amps come fully loaded from the factory
with three-function/two-button footswitch, durable nylon
cover, genuine Fender reverb, extension speaker jack,
effects loop, and all the other player's extras that make
them race-ready out of the showroom. (Nomex suit
optional...) Hot Rod DeVille 410 Weight: 50 Ibs. Size:
23.5"H x 23,5"W x 10.75"D. Hot Rod DeVille 212 Weight:
53.5 Ibs. Size: 21 "H x 24.25"W x 10.75"D. Hot Rod
Deluxe Weight: 45 Ibs. Size: 18.75"H x 23.5"W x 10.5"D

Hot Rod DeVille 410, 60 watts, 4-10" Spkrs
Hot Rod DeVille 212, 60 watts, 2-12" Spkrs
Hot Rod Deluxe, 40 watts, 1-12" Spkrs
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Blues Junior"
The Blues Junior is proof that great tone comes in small
packages All-tube preamp and power amp circuitry
creates fat tone at moderate volumes. Specs: 15W, 121'
speaker Features: AIMube circuitry, "Fat" switch, spring
reverb, footswiteh jack for "Fat" o'n/off. Weiaht:'31 \bi
Size:16"Hx18"Wx9.18"D

Pro Junior"
The all-tube Pro Junior is a small amp in the classic
tradition of the Model "600" and "Champ": simple and
very effective. Specs: 15W, 10" speaker. Features:
All-tube circuitry, unique "clean" to "drive" volume con-
trol, tone. Weight: 20 Ibs. Size: 14.5"H x 15,25"W x
8.75"D
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Standard Series

From their signature clean sound to fluid overdrive, the Standard Series amplifiers
provide a range of Fender tones that cover every base. Innovative "loose damped"
power amp circuitry in every model controls the speaker in much the same way as
a tube amp, producing the warm musical sound you'd expect from Fender.

Bronco®

The Bronco is ideal for practice and recording. Classic
Fender clean as well as screaming distortion sounds are
easily coaxed from this little beauty. Specs: 15W, 8"
speaker. Features: Tweed covering, dual selectable
channels (normal, drive) w/separate volume controls,
three-band EQ, external speaker jack, headphone jack.

eight: 14 Ibs. Size: 12"Hx13.5"Wx7.5"D'

Fender electronics are covered
by a limited 5-year trans-
ferrable warranty (U.S.A. and
Canada only). See back of
warranty tag for details.

Bullets™
The Fender Bullets... Great sound and affordability make
a killer combo. Specs: 15W, 8" speaker. Features: Tube
emulation power amp, dual selectable channels (normal,
drive), three-band EQ, Volume, Gain, Drive, headphone
jack, external speaker jack. Weight: 15 Ibs. Size: 12.5"H
x13.25"Wx7.25"D

Bullet
Bullet Reverb, Internal Spring Reverb

3)^,\;11;\~,,;\,,\:^\.-. \.

Champion 110™
The Champion 110 is perfect for practice, home or studio.
Great sound in a surprisingly small package. One of our
most popular amplifiers. Specs: 25W RMS, 10" speaker.
Features: Dual selectable channels, reverb, external
speaker jack, headphone jack. Weight: 25 Ibs. Size:
15.5"Hx'17"Wx8.25"D

Prmceton@112Plus
The Princeton 112 Plus is a mid-sized amp with great
sound. Specs: 65W RMS, 12" speaker. Features; Dual
selectable channels with independent tone controls,
reverb, effects loop, headphone jack.
Size:16.5"Hx18.75"Wx9"D
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Deluxe 112 Plus™

The Deluxe 112 Plus has been designed to produce a broad
palette of great tones. Heard in clubs and garages 'round the
world. Specs: 90W RMS, 12" speaker. Features: Dual
selectable channels independent 'tone controls, reverb,
effects loop, headphone jack, two-button footswitch^
Weight: 33 Ibs. Size: 16.5"Hx 20.75"W x 9"D

Stage 112 SE™
The Stage 112 SE's "tube emulation" power amp offers all
the warmth of tone you would expect from a Fender. Packed
full of features that let you dial in a full spectrum of sounds.
Specs: 160W RMS @ 4 ohms, 12" speaker; Features: channel
switching, Channel one [three-band EQ with Mid Shift,
Volume], Channel two [three-band EQ, Gain, Vol, Contour],
Reverb, effects loop, line out, two-button footswitch. Weight:
45lbs.Size:18.5"Hx22.5"Wx10.25"D

Princeton® Stereo Chorus
Compact and highly efficient, the Princeton Chorus couples
rich sound and smooth distortion with Fender's
spacious stereo analog chorus. Specs: 2 x 25W RMS, two
10" speakers. Features: Channel switching, Ch 2 [Gain, Mid
boost, Limiter, Presence], three-band EQ, master volume,
stereo chorus, reverb, mono/stereo effects loop, two-button
footswitch. Weight: 48 Ibs. Size: 17,5"H x 22.5"W x 10.5"D

Ultimate Chorus7
Our most sophisticated chorus amp. Analog chorus and
extensive tone-shaping features make Jhe Ultimate Chorus
an amp that truly lives up tojts name. Specs: 2 x 65W RMS,
two 12" speaker. Features: Channel switching, Channel one
[Volume three-band EQ, Reverb], Channel two [Volume,
Gain, three-band EQ with Mid boost, Presence, Reverb],
Chorus rate and depth, mono and stereo effects loops,_two-
button footswitch [chorus, channel select]. Weight: 48 Ibs.
Size:18.5"Hx26.25"Wx10,25"D
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Acoustasonic™ Series
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Acoustasonic Jr.

Designed to meet the challenge of amplifying an
acoustic-electric guitar, the Fender Acoustasonic
Jr.'s exclusive String Dynamics™ control (patent
pending) responds to your attack, instinctively
adjusting the high frequency output to compensate
for the varying textures of your acoustic perfor-
mance. Individual notes ring with authority while the
brittle tone and distortion often experienced with
amplified acoustics are eliminated. Built-in chorus
and reverb with 1/4" unbalanced and low-Z balanced
inputs. Weight: 43 Ibs. Size: 15.5"H x 22.4"W x 10,2"D

Automatic Series: Two 25 watt amps, each voiced
for a cross section of musical tastes. Push-button
controls call up five perfect Fender tones.

Automatic SE
The Automatic SE is programmed to produce a wide array
of classic Fender tones.. . from clean to overdrive. Specs:
25W RMS, one 12" speaker; Fender reverb, mono
chorus, push-button selectable channels, tape/CD input
jacks, optional footswitch. Weight: 28 Ibs. Size: 17.5"H x
17"Wx'9,5"D

Automatic GT
The Automatic GT is an over the top demon, with two
clean channels and three crunchier settings ranging from
totally volcanic to apocalyptic. Specs: 25W RMS, one 12"
speaker; Fender reverb, mono chorus, push-button
selectable channels, tape/CD input jacks, optional
footswitch. Weight: 28 Ibs. Size: 17.5"H x 17"W x 9.5"D

Battery-Powered Portable Amp

The Amp Can
The ultimate in portable amplifiers, this is the amp for
musicians on the go. The Amp Can (patent pending) was
created for the player looking for a small, high quality amp
for acoustic guitar, voice, electric guitar, keyboard, etc...
SPECS: 15WRMS, Battery/AC power, one Fender Special
Design 6" speaker; Features: Two fully independent
channels (guitar & line-with distortion/mic), Line/Mic
channel has 1/4" input that will accept an assortment of
microphones, synths, drum machines, etc. .. Battery charger

;13lbs.Size:8.75"Hx7.75"Wx6.75"D
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Frontmun® Guitar Amp

Real Fender tone and craftsmanship have never been more
affordable. All Frontman amplifiers feature solid joined
cabinets, expanded metal grilles, headphone and extension
speaker jacks, and black Tolex covering.

Fender electronics are covered
by a limited 5-year trans-
ferrable warranty (U.S.A. and
Canada only). See back of
warranty tag for details.

Frontman 15G
Specs: 15W, 8" speaker; Features: three-band EQ,
volyme..JairL drive. Weight: 15 Ibs. Size: 12.375"H
x13,25"Wx7.125"D
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Frontman 15R
Specs: 15W, 8" speaker; Features: dual selectable
channels (normal and drive), three-band EQ, volume,
gain, drive, reverb. Weight: 15 Ibs. Size: 12.375"H x
13.25"Wx7.125"D

Frontman 25R
Specs: 25W, 10" speaker; Features: dual selectable
channels (normal and drive), remote channel switching
capability, three-band EQ, volume,jain, drive, reverb,
optional footswitch. Weight: 25 Ibs. Size: 15.5"H x
17"Wx8.5"D
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Roe. Pro™

These tough lookin' tube-driven hybrid amps are designed to rock from the inside out!
Deep within the molten core of the Tube Drive channel a real 12AX7/ECC83 tube glows
hot and heavy, creating tones most amps can only dream of.The Normal channel can
be set for pristine clean, or coaxed into edgy overdrive for that tone that has kept
Fender amplifiers at the top of the tone heap for 50 years.

Fender electronics are covered
by a limited 5-year trans-
ferrable warranty (U.S.A. and
Canada only). See back of
warranty tag for details.

î Roe. Pro 1000
The Roc-Pro 1000 offers real tube distortion and enough
wattage to let clean tones sparkle and distortion tones
claw through the band. Specs: 100W RMS, one 12"
Fender Special Design speaker; Features: Channel
switching, Normal channel [treble, mid, bass], Tube drive
channel [tube preamp, dual selectable gain,"treble, mid,
bass], reverb adjustable effects loop with mix control,
line out, external speaker out, three-button footswitch.
Roc.Pro Combo Weight: 41 Ibs, Size: 17.5"H x 22.5"W
x 10.25"D. Roc.Pro Head Weight: 24 Ibs. Size: 9.5"H x
22.5"Wx10.25"D

GE-112 Speaker Enclosure
The GE-112 speaker enclosure is designed for use with
Roc*Pro amps. Specs: QQ,, SOW power handling, one
12" Fender Special Design speaker; Features: Closed-
back, stacking cups, cast metal logo, heavy perforated
metal grille, black Tolex covering. GE-112 Weight: 41 Ibs.
Size:1'8"Hx22.5"Wx11"D.
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Roe Pro 1000
The Roc.Pro 1000 Head offers real tube
distortion and enough wattage to let clean tones
sparkle an^distort[on_tones claw throughThe band"
Specs^OOW RMS. Features: Channel'switchmg,
Normal channel [treble, mid, -bass],"Tube"driv3e
channel [tube preamp, dual selectable gain,~treble^
mid, bass], reverb adjustable effects loop with'mix
control; line^out, external speaker out, th'ree-button
foot-sw,itch^RO.C.*pr^ Combo Weight:' 41 Ibs'Size:
17.5"Hx22.5"Wx1(l25"D. Roc.Pro Head Weight:
24lbs.Size:9.5"Hx22.5"Wx10.25"D"

GE-412 Speaker Enclosure
The GE-412 Speaker Enclosure is designed for use
with ^ Roe. Pro\ amps. Specs: 8n, 300W power
handling, four 12" Fender Special Design speakers;
Features: Closed-back, stacking cups^ cast metai
logo, heavy perforated metal grille, black Tolex cov-
ering^GE-412 Weight: 60 "Ibs. Size: 27.5"H x
27.5"Wx13"D
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Roe-Pro 700
The Roe* Pro 700 is the 70w combo version of the
1000 models. Specs: 70W RMS, 12" Fender
Special Design speaker. Features: channel
switching, Normal channel [treble, mid, bass],
Tube Drive channel [tube preamp, trebie, mid,
bass], reverb adjustable effects loop, line out,
two-button footswitch. Weight: 33 Ibs. Size: 16.5"H
x20.5"Wx9,75"D
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Professional Tube Series

An awesome combination of Fender tube-tone, "Black-Face" styling and real "player's"
features, Pro-Tube Series amplifiers offer all the performance "extras"—like all-tube
circuitry, tube spring reverb, welded steel chassis, multiple gain and effects loop
options (on some models). These amps have all the useful features that modern
players demand.

Fender electronics are covered
by a limited 5-year trans-
ferrable warranty (U.S.A. and
Canada only). See back of
warranty tag for details.

Vibrolux Reverb
The Vibrolux is a worthy heir to the name. Not a reissue,
but an update of the sound and specs that have made the
Fender Vibrolux Reverb one of the most
collectable of vintage amps. The simple design and warm
overdriven tone are pure Fender heaven. Specs: 40W
RMS at 4^2, two 10" blue Alnico speakers. Features: Dual
channels (normal, bright) both with tube reverb and
vibrato, all-tube circuitry, two-button footswitch (reverb,
vibrate). Weight: 46 Ibs: Size: 19.37"H x 25"W x 8.62"D

SS^^^^^^^^^^^SasSSWSsa^t^^^^^^s^!^^^S!^8l^^"fS^!S^^^SaBSaniiBimZSa
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Twin Amp"
Known as the "Evil Twin™," this 100w gladiator is one of
the most versatile amps we make. A complete palette of
tone-shaping features lets you go from jazz fusion to
country, from blues to rock. Make no mistake-this Twin
don't surf! Specs: Switchable power levels (100W/25W),
two 12" speakers, selectable 4/8/16^ imp; Features:
Dual selectable channels with independent tone controls,
dual selectable gain in normal channel, spring reverb
with assign switch, variable effects loop with mix control
and channel assign switch, line out, external speaker out,
three-button footswitch. Weight: 77 Ibs. Size: 20,75"H x
26.25"Wx11.5"D
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Prosonic™

What do you get when yoimoss a classic Fender amplifier
with a flame-throwef? The Prosonic. Two channels:
Normal takes you from vintage clean to swampy grunge;
nail the Drive channel's dual cascading Gain controls and
wajtjor the cops to arrive! Specs: all-fube circuitry, 60W

i-wayrectifier switch (Class A/cathode bias, tube
bias/tube rectifier, Class AB/grid

Features: Dual selectable channels
independent cascading Gain controls (Drive

Prosonic combo
-tube

Prosonk Head
cross a classic Fender amplifier

a flame-thrower? The Prosonic. Two channels:
Normal takes you from vintage clean to swampy grunge;
nail the Drive channel's dual cascading Gain controls and
wait for the cops to arrive! Specs: all-tube circuitry, 60W
RMS, three-way rectifier switch (Class A/cathode bias, tube
rectifier, Class AB/grid bias/tube rectifier, Class AB/grid
bias/SS rectifier); Features: Dual selectable channels
(Normal, Drive), independent cascading Gain controls (Drive
channel), effects loop, external speaker out, two-button
footswitch, birch/maple ply cabinet. Prosonic Head

;351bs.Size:9"Hx2"4"Wx9.5"D

'Pt^0^. Q
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Prosonic/Tone Master Enclosure
The Prosonic/Tone Master enclosures are designed for
use with Prosonic heads. Specs: 280W power handling,
four 12" Celestion Vintage 30 speakers, 16Q imp;
Features: Birch ply construction, removable casters,
Weight: 88 Ibs. Size: 27.75"H x 27.25"W x 13"D
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Vintage Reissue Series n
Back to the source! Original schematics and circuits from the archives—when
possible, original vendors and materials—were used to re-create the instruments that
helped define the sound of modern music. A nostalgic feast for the eyes and ears, our
line of Vintage Reissues will take you back to a time when simple circuits and a "less
is more" approach gave birth to the timeless sounds of rock, country and blues.
Fender Reissue amplifiers include such features as solid steel welded chassis,
plywood construction, all-tube circuitry and carefully reproduced cosmetics like:
tilt-back legs; genuine Fender tweed covering; "dog bone" handles; Alnico speakers...

Fender electronics are covered
by a limited 5-year trans-
ferrable warranty (U.S.A. and
Canada only). See back of
warranty tag for details.

/59 Bassman®
The '59 Bassman is a reissue of the legendary "narrow
panel" Bassman amp of the late '50s, Utterly simple in
design and operation, this magnificent tone-dog can take
you on a tweed carpet ride back in time. Specs: 45W, four
10" speakers with Alnico magnets; Features: Chrome
control panel, controls that go to "12," Oxblood grill
cloth. Weight: 53 Ibs. Size:19;87"H x 23.5"W x 10.5"D

/63 Fender Reverb
The Fender Reverb is a replica of the original 1963 tube
reverb unit. Features: Dwell, Mix and Tone control, brown
with tan grillcloth. Weight: 13 Ibs, Size: 10.5"H x
18.825"Wx7.5"D
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'65 Twin Reverb®
The '65 Twin Reverb is a reproduction oftheoriginaj amp
to ride the wild surf, one of the all-time "hall of fame"
amplifiers. Clean as you want it to be with tone fatter than
the butcher's dog.'Specs: 85W, two 12" speakers.
Features: two channels, all-tube circuitry, tube-generated
vibrato, spring reverb, tilt-back legs. "Black Face"
cosmetics, two'-button footswitch. Weight: 64 Ibs. Size:
19.87"Hx26.5"Wx10.5"D

^s^
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/65 Deluxe Reverb®
The '65 Deluxe Reverb is the ultimate "club amp" for
blues, rock or country. Big enough to cut through the
mix, but small enough to turn up and wait. Features: two
channels (normal, vibrato), all-tube circuitry,
tube-generafed vibrato, tube reverb, "Black Face"
cosmetics, two-button footswiteh (reverb, vibrato);
Weight: 42 Ibs, Size: 17.5"Hx24;5"Wx9.5"D
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Bass Amplifiers
Frontman Bass Amps

Real Fender tone and craftsmanship have never been more affordable.
All Frontman amplifiers feature solid joined cabinets, expanded
metal grilles, headphones and extension speaker jacks and black
tolex covering.

Frontman 15B
Specs: 15W, 8" speaker; Features: three-band EQ.
Weight: 21lbs. Size: 15"H x 13.25"W x 9.75"D

BXR™ Series

Bass amplifiers present some of the biggest design challenges in
terms of volume, quality of tone and reliability. Some companies
simply recycle their guitar amps, add a few tricks, a bigger speaker and
that's it. At Fender we've been working on perfecting bass amplification
since day one—after all, we invented the electric bass guitar. Fender
bass amplifiers are serious business—we couldn't have it any other way.

BXR25
Great for practice and recording, the BXR 25 has been
turning up in some of LA'S top studios where it's being
used to "...give the tone some air." Features:
Three-band EQ, headphone jack, Tolex covering. 25W
RMS, 10" speaker, Hi/Lo inputs, tape inputs, effects loop.

it:32lbs.Size:18"Hx14.75"Wx10"D

BXR60
Our exclusive Delta-Comp™ power amp limiting keeps
the BXR 60 clean, letting you use all 60 watts. Specs:60w
RMS, 12" speaker. Features: Four-band EQ, mid notch
button, Delta Comp™ limiter, headphone jack, effects
loop, tape-in jacks, line out jack, 15W RMS,
8" speaker, external speaker jack. Weight: 45 Ibs.
Size:22.5"Hx18"Wx12"D

BXR 100
(USA) With enough power for home, rehearsal and club
dates, the mid-sized BXR 100 bass amp is one of our best
sellers. Specs: 100W RMS, 15" speaker. Features: Delta
Comp™ limiter, Seven-band EQ, high/low shelving,
high/mid/low enhance switches, headphone jack, effects
loop, line out jack. Weight: 64 Ibs. Size: 25,5"H x 21.5"W
x13.5"D
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Fender electronics are covered
by a limited 5-year trans-
ferrable warranty (U.S.A. and
Canada only). See back of
warranty tag for details.

BXR 200
Available in either combo or head formats, the BXR 200
is a _bass amp to be reckoned with. Specs: 200W
RMS@40. Features: Nine-band EQ, selectable Delta
Comp™ limiter, high and low shelving, high/mid/low
enhance selector switch, chorus with 'rate 'and depth
controls, line out, effects loop, footswitch (chorus select),
15" Eminence speaker, BXR 200 (combo) Weight: 72 Ibs.
Size: 25,5"H x 21.5"W x 13,5"D.'BXR 200 Head Weight:
27lbs.Size:7"Hx21.5"Wx13.5"D.

BXR 200
BXR 200 Head, 200W RMS@8Q

BXR 200 Enclosures
The BXR 200 enclosures are designed to be used with
the BXR amplifiers. Specs: 8Q impedance. Features:
Heavy perforated metal speaker grill, black carpet
covering, handles. BXR 115B Weight: 62 Ibs. Size:
25.5"Hx 25"W x 18,75"D. BXR 410H Weight: 75 Ibs.
Size: 25.5"H x 25"W x 18,75"D. BXR 210H"Weight: 58
lbs.Size:16.75"Hx25"Wx18,75"D

BXR 115B, 15" speaker, 300W Peak Power Handling

BXR 41 OH, four 10" spkrs, Bullet Horn Tweeter,
600W Peak Power Handling
BXR 21 OH, two 10" spkrs, Bullet Horn Tweeter,
300W Peak Power Handling

BXR 300
The BXR 300 is a deep-throated powerhouse which
proudly stands at the top of the BXR line.
Specs: 300W RMS, 15" Eminence speaker. Features:
Three-band EQ with sweepable mid, high frequency
boost/cut, low frequency boost/cut, high frequency low
frequency enhance, volume, selectable Delta Comp™
limiter, effects loop, external speaker jack, fan cooling.

107lbs.Size:25.5"Hx22"Wx16"D
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A full rang^e amplifier must be able to reproduce the most natural sound possible.Jn .that
sense the'KXR series amplifiers can be categorized as self-contained PA systems. Besides
performing great for electronic keyboards an^ drums, they are perfect for amplifying voice,
acoustic guitar or any other acoustic/electric instrument.

Fender electronics are covered
by a limited 5-year trans-
ferrable warranty (U.S.A. and
Canada only). See back of
warranty tag for details.

KXR™ 60
Medium powered and small enough to fit in the back
seat. The KXR 60 is an ideal amp for club or single gigs.
Specs: 50W RMS, 12" speaker and piezo-electric horn.
Features: Two channels with independent volume,
four-band master EQ, Delta Comp™ limiter, master
reverb, master volume, effects loop, tape-in jacks (RCA),
headphone jack, Tolex covering.Tolex covering. Weight:
46lbs.Size:22"Hx18"Wx12"D

KXR 100
Great sound and lasting value make the KXR 100 one of
our best sellers. Specs: SOW RMS @ 40,15" speaker
plus dual piezo horn, three channels with independent
volume, XLR in (channel one), four-band master EQ, Delta
Comp™ limiter, master reverb, master volume, effects
loop, record-out jacks (RCA), headphone jack, Tolex
covering. Weight: 55 Ibs, Size:27.5"H x 20.5"W x 12"D

'Q) -ft. <©/ •« P ft ft- ^ ©;•><»•

KXR 200
Guitar players a problem? Not to worry. The KXR 200 has
what it takes to let your sound be heard. Specs: 200W
RMS @ 4Q, 15" speaker plus dual piezo horn, four
channels with independent [EQ, volume, insert, reverb
send, effects send], XLR input in channel four, switchable
Delta Comp™ limiter, master reverb, master volume,
pop-in casters, recessed handles, Tolex covering.Tolex
covering. Weight: 88 Ibs, Size: 29.75"H x 21 "W x 12"D
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Stratocaster
Namesakes

^

Robert Gray
Stratocaster

gl (USA Custom Shop)
y The Robert Gray

Stratocaster, with its
non-tremolo bridge and

special neck shape (based on the
best qualities of his two old Strats), gives him

the sound, sustain and expression he's known for.
Features: Three custom wound vintage pickups,

white/black/white pickguard, chrome hardware, brown
tolex case.

Robert Gray Stratocaster
Colors: 800, 824, 826

Dick Dale Stratocaster
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(USA Custom Shop) The Dick Dale
Stratocaster (or as Dick calls it, "The

Beauty") honors the pioneer of Surf Guitar
and his unique sound and playing style. Features:

Reverse headstock, vintage tremolo, three custom '50s
pickups (bridge pickup is reverse angled), brown tolex
case with gold plush lining.

010-6100 Dick Dale Stratocaster
Color: 814

010-9900
010-9902
110-9900
110-9902

010-9970
010-9972
110-9970

110-9972

^^c^^
Contemporary Strat
(USA Custom Shop) Contemporary Strat

models are down-sized modern guitars
capable of putting your sound where you want

In their face! Features: Down-sized alder body with
contoured heel, figured maple top option, deluxe tremolo or

Fender Floyd option, two Texas Special single coils, one Seymour
Duncan double-screw JB humbucker,

Contemporary Strat, rosewood fretboard, Deluxe Tremolo (not shown)
Contemporary Strat, maple neck, Deluxe Trem (not shown)
Contemporary Strat, rosewood fretboard, Fender Floyd Option
Contemporary Strat, maple neck, Fender Floyd Option (not shown)
Colors for 4 guitars above: 844,859, 883

Contemporary Strat FMT, rosewood fretboard, flame maple top
Contemporary Strat FMT, maple neck, flame maple top
Contemporary Strat FMT, rosewood fretboard, tlame maple top
and Fender Floyd Option
Contemporary Strat FMT, maple neck, flame , „ ,
maple top and Fender Floyd Option » »J
Colors for 4 guitars above: 821,831,848

Set Neck/Contemporury

Set Neck Strut®
(USA Custom Shop) The Set Neck Strat is
a beautiful pairing of fine woods and a
rockin' pickup combination that results in

an instrument of tonal pleasure. Features:
Ash body, highly-figured maple top, two Texas

Special single coils, one Seymour Duncan double-screw
JB humbucker.

010-2700 Set Neck Strat
Colors: 821, 837

Curved Top Strut
(USA Custom Shop) The Carved Top
Strat's highly-figured bookmatched
maple top and internal electronics are

proof positive that it's not just for show. This
guitar has the stuff and looks gorgeous to boot!

Features: Ash body with carved highly figured flame
maple top, lightly-figured maple neck, Deluxe tremolo, two

Texas Special single coils, one Seymour Duncan double-
screw JB humbucker.
010-9700 Carved Top Strat, rosewood fretboard
010-9702 Carved Top Strat, maple neck

Colors: 821, 831, 837, 838, 848
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Relic Stratocasters
(USA Custom Shop) Relic Stratocaster gui-
tars? Check it out! Awesome reproductions of

classic '50s and '60s Strats that are cosmetically
aged by our Custom Shop. You have to see 'em to believe 'em.

Great feel, tone, and the time worn look of a classic. Features:
Ash body, maple neck, aged hardware and Custom '54 pickups

on the Relic '50s Strat. Alder body, rosewood slab board, aged nickel
or gold hardware and Custom '60s pickups on the Relic '60s Stratocaster.

010-5802 Relic '50s Stratocaster, maple neck
010-5812 Relic '50s Stratocaster, maple neck,

aged gold hardware
Colors for 2 guitars above: 803, 807

010-6400 Relic '60s Stratocaster, rosewood slab
fretboard

010-6410 Relic '60s Stratocaster. rosewood slab fret
board, aged gold hardware option
Standard Colors for 2 guitars above: 800,805
Optional Custom Colors: 802,804, 840,866

American Classic Stratocaster
(USA Custom Shop) American Classic

Stratocaster guitars are Custom Shop versions
of Fender's American Standard models. They offer a

choice of custom colors, custom detailing and a gold hardware
option. Build yourself a classic! Features: A classic Fender body

shape, lightly-figured hard rock maple neck, three Texas Special
single coil pickups, American Standard tremolo. and black tolex case.

010-4700 American Classic Stratocaster, rosewood
fretboard

010-4702 American Classic Stratocaster, maple neck
010-4710 American Classic Stratocaster, rosewood

fretboard, gold hardware option
010-4712 American Classic Stratocaster, maple neck, gold

hardware option. Colors: 800,801, 803, 805
*See color chart for Custom color options

^^. ^^

^y-

/69 Stratocaster
(USA Custom Shop) The '69 Strat represents

a pivotal time for both music and Fender
-^y guitars With its late '60s style large head-

stock, maple neck with maple or rosewood
round laminated fretboard, and a set of three custom

wound '69 single-coil pickups with staggered pole pieces,
/ this Stratocaster took us from WoodstockTnto a new era.

010-6900 '69 Stratocaster, rosewood fretboard
010-6902 '69 Stratocaster, maple fretboard ,«^<*

Colors: 800, 805, 806

^=^

1954Stratocaster
(USA Custom Shop) 1954 Stratocaster

models take you back to a year that wit-
nessed the birth of an era. True to form,

these too are built to stand the test of time.
Features: Ash body, lightly-figured maple neck with

soft "V" shape, custom '50s pickups, gold hardware option,
flame maple top option.

010-5402
010-5412

010-5472
010-5482

1954Stratocaster
1954 Stratocaster, gold hardware option
Colors for 4 guitars above: 803, 807, 878
1954StratocasterFMT
1954StratocasterFMT,
gold hardware option
Colors for 2 guitars above:
803,821,831

/58 Stratocaster
(USA Custom Shop) The '58 Strat has all

of the distinctive qualities that make
instruments from this period so sought

after by vintage coHectors Check out the
tone! Features: Special '58 neck shape, Custom

Shop Fat '50s single coils, aged knobs and pickguard,
gold hardware option, custom color options.

010-0802 '58 Stratocaster
010-0812 '58 Stratocaster, gold hardware option

Colors: 800, 801, 806
*See color chart for Custom color options
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1960Stratocaster
(USA Custom Shop) The 1960 Strat purrs
with a smooth, warm tone but can still rock

the house when needed. A true classic in
every sense of the word. Features: Alder body,

lightly-figured maple neck with '60s "C" shape, set of
three Texas Specials with aged covers, custom color

options, flame maple top option, gold hardware option.

010-6000
010-6010

010-6070
010-6080

1960Stratocaster
1960 Stratocaster, gold hardware option
Colors for 2 guitars above: 800, 805, 806
*See color chart for custom color options

1960StratocasterFMT
1960 Stratocaster FMT, gold hardware option
Colors for 2 guitars above: 800, 821,831

'57 Left Hand
Strut and /62
Left Hand Strat
(USA Custom Shop)
The '57 and '62 Left Hand , ^ ' - ^,
models are vintage classics built for '^SSil'^
all the southpaws out there who want to ^81:1
bend those strings and make 'em sing. '<s' :^
Features: Alder body, left handed Texas
Special pickups, soft "V" shape maple neck on the '57, '60s "C" shape
on the '62, aged knobs and pickguard on '62.

010-5722 '57 Stratocaster Left Hand
010-6220 '62 Stratocaster Left Hand

Colors: 805, 806

1997 Collector's Edition
Stratocaster
(USA) A classic guitar and a new tradition
rendezvous in the 1997 Collector's Edition

Stratocaster. Styled after a vintage '62 Strat with
3-color sunburst nitrocellulose lacquer finish, tinted neck

and_medium jumbo frets and outfitted with gold hardware and
three Texas Special single-coil pickups, it is'both familiar and

fiery. A special oval-shaped pearl inlay at'the 12th fret and serialized
neck plate mark the guitar as special for 1997. Each guitar will be
one of only 1,997 made and distributed worldwide.

010-1997 1997 Collector's Edition Stratocaster
Color: 800

Artist Signature

^^
Jimi Hendrix Stratocaster
USA) At last the Jimi Hendrix

Stratocaster takes its rightful place
among our Tribute/Signature series of

instruments! A mirror image of the Stratocaster
that gave a Star Spangled performance at the '69

Woodstock Music Festival, this guitar features the late '60s
style large headstock on a maple neck with a maple fretboard

and reverse staggered vintage pickups. Feel the experience!

010-6822 Jimi Hendrix Stratocaster
Color: 805

Jeff Beck Stratocuster
(USA) The Jeff Beck Stratocaster is the cul-
mination of Jeff's ultimate guitar needs. A

wide array of sounds can be coaxed from this
beauty. Incredible harmonies and so much

more. Features: Alder body, deep '50s neck shape, two
Gold Fender-Lace Sensors in the neck and middle positions,

dual Gold Fender-Lace Sensor in the bridge, deluxe tremolo.

010-9600 Jeff Beck Stratocaster
Colors: 841, 857, 876

Eric Clapton Stratocaster
\,,.,^, (USA)TheClapton Model was_ designed to

re-create the look and feel of Eric's favorite
Strat, Blackie, but with modern electronics

that coulrl produce a fatter sound when needed.
Features: Special "V" shape neck, three Gold Fender-Lace

Sensors, active mid-boost circuit, blocked vintage tremolo,

010-7602 Eric Clapton Stratocaster
Colors: 805, 806, 843, 858, 871

^S^Hff-
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Buddy Guy Stratocaster
(USA) The Buddy Guy model is a red hot

blues unit. Buddy's legendary sound
f" comes through. So can yours! Features: A

custom shaped maple neck, light ash body,
25db boost preamp, three Gold Fender-Lace Sensors,

vintage tremolo, tweed case.

010-7802 Buddy Guy Stratocaster
Colors: 803, 867
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Yngwie Malmsteen Stratocaster
•I, (USA) The Yngwie Malmsteen Stratocaster

incorporates ail of his favorite features,
resulting in a unique and truly innovative

design. Contemporary/ classic tone. Features:
Alder body, scalloped fretboard, two DiMarzio HS-3

pickups (neck & bridge), vintage pickup (middle), brass
nut, vintage tuners.

010-7700 Yngwie Malmsteen Stratocaster, rosewood
fretboard

010-7702 Yngwie Malmsteen Stratocaster, maple neck
Colors: 809, 841, 872

Bonnie Raitt Strutocaster
(USA) The Bonnie Raitt Stratocaster
emulates her favorite old Strat with some
attractive additions. A narrow neck shape

and relatively flat fretboard radius make for
excellent playability. Features: alder body, three

Texas Special single coils, white moto pickguard.

Bonnie Raitt Stratocaster
Colors: 800, 888

^y
Richie Sambora Sfratocaster
(USA) The Richie Sambora Stratocaster
combines flash with classic designs. Rock

this one. Features: Alder
body, maple neck with star inlays, two Texas

Special single coils (neck/bridge), one DiMarzio
P.A.F. Pro (bridge), Floyd Rose Original double locking

tremolo, mid-range boost circuit.

Richie Sambora Stratocaster
Colors: 830, 880

Richie Sambora Standard
Stratocaster
The Richie Sambora Standard Stratocaster

is modeled after his U.S. signature version.
Similar pickup combo, locking tremolo and

standard colors. No problem rockin' on this one
either. Features: Poplar body, rosewood fingerboard, two

special design single coils, one DiMarzio P.A.F. Pro, Floyd
Rose II double locking tremolo.

Stevie Ray Vaughan
Stratocast'er

.(USA) The Stevie Ray Vaughan
signature model respectfully reproduces

^Stevie's o[6 guitar. Pure Texas blues'guitar...Stevie
style_ Features: Select alder body, special oval neck

shape, Pao Ferofretboard, set of three Texas Special single
coils, vintage gold hardware, vintage gold left-handed tremdlo,

"SRV" initials engraved on black/white/black pickguard.

010-9200 Stevie Ray Vaughan Stratocaster
Color: 800

Jimmie Vaughan Signature
Tex Mex™ Stratocaster
The Jimmie Vaughan Signature Tex Mex
Stratocaster features simplicity of design,

directly reflecting his deep roots and traditional
K- '' playing style. Features include a poplar body, special
«. ' shaped tinted maple neck equipped with medium jumbo

frets, U.S. vintage hardware, straplock ready, Tex Mex single
coil pickups (neck and middle) plus an extra hot Tex Mex bridge

pickup, special wiring, single ply white pickguard. Deluxe gig bag
included.

013-9202 Jimmie Vaughan Signature Tex Mex
Stratocaster, maple neck
Color: 303, 305, 306, 309

U.S. Vintage Reissue

113-2700 Richie Sambora Standard Stratocaster
Colors: 502, 506, 525, 580

'57 Stratocaster and
/62 Stratocaster
(USA) U.S. Vintage Reissue models re-create

Fender's most famous '50s and '60s designs.
Combining various specifications of Stratocasters

from these 'periods, , two instant classics
were born. The maple neck '57 Stratocaster and the rosewood

fingerboard '62 Stratocaster represent jus] two examples of leg-
endary pieces in Fender and music history. Features: Rich lacquer

finishes, vintage frets, nickel plated hardware, three American vin-
tage single coil pickups with staggered pole pieces and cloth-
wrapped wire, tweed case.

010-0908 '57 Stratocaster
Colors: 803, 806, 809, 840, 841, 844

010-0909 '62 Stratocaster
Colors: 800, 806, 809, 840, 841, 844
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U.S. Plus/Deluxe

U.S. Strat Ultra
(USA) The ultimate in versatility best
describes the U.S. Strat Ultra. A multiple

Fender-Lace Sensor combination and some
special switching provide for a noise-free recording

live playing instrument with a wide tonal palette.
Features: Alder body with figured maple top and back, ebony

fretboard with mother of pearl dot markers, pearloid pickguard,
locking keys, LSR nut, Fender/Floyd tremolo.

110-9800 U.S. Strat Ultra
Colors: 806, 828, 836, 837

Strut
(USA) The Roadhouse Strat is a true work-
horse of a guitar. Sure to have pickers
blowing the roofs off every honky tonk, nite

club and big stage all across the country.
':y Includes three Texas Specials, 5-way switch pearl/shell
^f pickguards, cool colors, and American Standard hardware,

body and neck features.

010-7300 Roadhouse Strat, rosewood fretboard
010-7302 Roadhouse Strat, maple neck

Colors: 800, 805, 806,
809, 844, 845

Lone Star™ Strat
(USA) U.S. Lone Star Strat guitars are fat

sounding Blues/Rocktone machines. With a
"Rockin' in Texas" pickup combo that just

won't quit, cool colors and shell guards—you can't
lose. Tone on the Range! Features: two Texas Special sin-

gle coils, one Seymour Duncan® "Pearly Gates Plus™"
humbucker, American'Standard tremolo.

010-7900 Lone Star Strat, rosewood fretboard
010-7902 Lone Star Strat, maple neck

Colors: 800, 805, 806, 809, 844, 845

Big Apple™ Strut
(USA) The Big Apple Strat has a vibe all its

own with an awesome combination of
classic and modern tones. Dual Seymour

Duncan humbuckers in conjunction with a super 5-
way switch travel the tonal streets from crystal clean to warm

sustain to pure aggression. Includes pearl/shell pickguards, cool
colors, and American Standard hardware, body and neck features.

010-7200 Big Apple Strat, rosewood fretboard
010-7202 Big Apple Strat, maple neck

Colors: 800, 805, 806, 809, 844,845

U.S.Strat. Plus and U.S.
Deluxe Strat Plus

(USA) Special enhanced versions of our American
guitars come to light in the Strat Plus and Deluxe

Strat Plus models. Beautiful finishes combined with
locking tuners, advanced electronics, roller nuts and Fender-

Lace Sensor pickups make these fine-tuned instruments the choice of
many of today's modern players. Features Strat Plus: three Gold Fender-

Lace Sensors, LSR nut, shell pickguard, American Standard tremolo, ash
body option (for color 821). Features: Deluxe Strat Plus: one Red Lace Sensor, one Blue Lace Sensor,
one Silver Lace Sensor, shell pickguard, LSR nut, Fender/Floyd Rose tremolo, ash veneer top and back.
010-7500 U.S. Strat Plus, rosewood fretboard
010-7502 U.S. Strat Plus, maple neck

Colors for 2 guitars above: 802, 805, 806, 809, 821, 824, 832
110-9500 U.S. Deluxe Strat Plus, rosewood fretboard
110-9502 U.S. Deluxe Strat Plus, maple neck

Colors for 2 guitars above: 806, 828, 836, 837, 844

American Standard™
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American Standard Stratocaster
American Standard Stratocaster models

combine the classic look and feel of Fender's
original design with hardware and electronics

y's player's needs. Truly an industry
standard! Features: Alder body (color 721 has Ash body), 22 frets,

American Standard tremolo, three single coil American Standard pickups.

010-7400 American Standard Stratocaster,
rosewood fretboard

010-7402 American Standard Stratocaster, maple neck
Colors for 2 guitars above: 702,705, 706,
709,721,724,732



010-7420 American Standard Stratocaster, rosewood
fretboard, Left Hand

010-7422 American Standard Stratocaster, maple neck,
Left Hand
Colors for 2 guitars above: 705,706,709, 732

California Series™

American Standard Strat GR Ready
(USA) The American Standard Strat GR

Ready guitar is our_U.S. standard with the
addition of the Roland® GK2 pickup system. A

plethora of sounds can be obtained via this unit. Drive
Roland's GR synthesizers—changing patches directly from

the guitar's onboard controls—play it as straight guitar, or
utilize both sounds playing them simultaneously! Features: Alder

body, 22 frets, American Standard tremolo, Roland GK2 pickup.

010-7460 American Standard Strat GR Ready, rosewood
fretboard

010-7462 American Standard Strat GR Ready, maple neck
Colors: 705, 706, 709, 732

Floyd Rose Classic Stratocaster
(USA) The Floyd Rose Classic Stratocaster
guitar's blend of signature Fender sound, a

hot rockin' humbucker, and genuine Floyd
Rose Original tremolo with locking nut is the perfect

match between traditional design and modern rock and roll.
Features: DiMarzio PAF Pro humbucker, two American

Standard single coils, vintage tuners, alder body.

110-6000 Floyd Rose Classic Stratocaster,
rosewood fretboard

110-6002 Floyd Rose Classic Stratocaster,
maple neck Colors: 700, 706, 709, 741

^
A combined effort by our guitar makers in Corona, California, USA and Ensenada,
Baj'a California, Mexico, the California series of instruments represents one
of the best values in classically styled Fender guitars and basses. First the
bodies and necks are cut and shaped in Corona. Then they're sent
to Ensenada where they're painted and buffed. Final assem-
bly is then performed in Corona
using genuine Fender US
Vintage hardware and ^^V ^S^^0^
electronics. ^^^^B ,<fitilSS?^ryy

California Strat
_(USA) The California Strat features classic

_Strat design combined with our "Tex-Mex
Trio" pickups. A vintage feel and tone that

smokes with a south of the border flavor! Features
include an alder body, tinted maple neck equipped with

medium jumbo frets, U.S. vintage hardware and electronics,
plus a deluxe gig bag,

010-1400 California Strat, rosewood fretboard
010-1402 California Strat, maple neck

Colors: 306, 309, 332, 340, 341 ^ „ „ <.< ^ ^

^^ '
^

^•^^'^
^'.ss^
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California Fat Strat
(USA) A U.S.-made Tex Mex humbucker
paired with two single coil pickups (neck

and middle) from the Tex Mex Trio, gives the
California Fat Strat its extra firepower.Jrom

jalapeno to habanera! Features include an alder body,
tinted maple neck equipped with medium jumbo frets, U.S.

vintage hardware and electronics, plus a deluxe gig bag.

010-1500 California Fat Strat, rosewood fretboard
010-1502 California Fat Strat, maple neck

Colors: 306, 309, 332, 340, 341

Deluxe

5BB4

Deluxe Super Strut
Beautifully adorned and classical ly con-

toured, the Deluxe Super Strat features an
ash body, tinted maple neck equipped with

medium jumbo frets, vintage gold hardware, brown
shell pickguard and newly designed super fat Super Strat sin-

gle coil pickups. Deluxe Super switching gives you seven pick-
up "combinations to choose from. Deluxe gig bag included.

013-9400 Deluxe Super Strat, rosewood fretboard
013-9402 Deluxe Super Strat, maple neck

Colors: 306, 332, 338, 367
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Deluxe Powerhouse™ Strat
Boost your tonal vocabulary
Powerhouse Strat. Featuring a poplar body,

tinted maple neck equipped with 21 medium
jumbo frets, white shell pickfuard, vintage hardware and
newly designed Fender Powerhouse ultra quiet single-

coil pickup system combined with a 12db active mid boost circuit
for an extra powerful punch! Deluxe gig bag included.

013-9500 Deluxe Powerhouse Strat,
rosewood fretboard

013-9502 Deluxe Powerhouse Strat,
maple neck
Colors: 302, 306, 309, 380

Floyd Rose Standard
Stratocaster

The Floyd Rose Standard Stratocaster
expands on the Standard model with the addition of

a bridge postion humbucker and locking tremolo unit. Hot
rodded and still pure Stratocaster. Features: Poplar body,

five-way selector, two single coils and a humbucker, locking
nut, Floyd Rose II tremolo, chrome hardware.

113-1100 Floyd Rose Standard Stratocaster,
rosewood fretboard

113-1102 Floyd Rose Standard Stratocaster,
maple neck
Colors: 506, 580

^^

Fender Standard Stratocaster
The Standard Stratocaster is the foundation
from which all our models come. Classic

shape, traditional three single coils, vintage
style bridge. Where the tradition began and still

carries on today. Features: poplar body, five-way selector,
chrome hardware.

013-4600 Fender Standard Stratocaster,
rosewood fretboard

013-4602 Fender Standard Stratocaster, maple neck
013-4620 Standard Stratocaster Left Hand,

rosewood fretboard
013-4622 Standard Stratocaster Left Hand,

maple neck
Colors: 502, 506, 525, 532, 580

^y /s^!^%t^

Traditional Stratocaster
Traditional Stratocaster guitars are afford-

able, fine quality versions of Fender's Standard
models. Classic three single coil version,

left-handed model, and bridge position humbucker Fat Strat
models are available in this series. Features: Poplar body,

three-ply guards.

013-3600 Traditional Stratocaster, rosewood fretboard
013-3602 Traditional Stratocaster, maple neck
013-3700 Traditional Fat Strat, rosewood fretboard

Colors for 3 guitars above: 506, 558, 580
013-3620 Traditional Stratocaster, rosewood fretboard,

Left Hand. Colors: 506, 580

voo^f^
9%^ <-e/;%><e/?<
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'68 Stratocaster
The U-shaped neck, large headstock and
glossy maple fingerboard are unmistakable

features that defined an era. This beautiful
reproduction has it all... Vintage tuners and tremolo,

three-ply white/black/white pickguard and an ash body in all
the right finishes.

027-9202
027-9222

'68 Stratocaster
'68 Stratocaster, Left Hand
Colors: 500, 521, 541

Ritchie Blackmore Limited
Edition Stratocaster

Repeated from the instrument played dur-
ing his Deep Purple career, this Strato'caster is

now available with all of Ritchie's personal custom touch-
es: distinctive oversized vintage headstock, unique partially-

scalloped fretboard and no middle pickup (cover only!),
Basswood body, two Seymour Duncan "Quarter Pound" pickups,

70s style tremolo.

025-8400 Ritchie Blackmore Limited Edition Stratocaster
Color: 505

You can find even
more detailed info
on our Website at:
www.fender.com

^0'^
'60s Stratocaster
Aged knobs, pickup covers, pickguard,
tremolo and switch tips lend authenticity

to this classic collectable. C-shaped maple
neck with rosewood slab fretboard, vintage tuners and

tremolo, basswood body and lots of '60s vibe.

027-1000

027-1020

'60s Stratocaster
Colors: 500, 505, 506, 509, 556, 572

'60s Stratocaster, Left Hand
Color: 500

Hellecasters Jerry Donahue
Stratocaster

A wolf in sheep's clothing, this guitar gives
the string-bending king Tele and Strat sounds

in one axe. Numerous special features include a
Seymour Duncan custom Tele-voiced single-coil pickup at

the bridge with a steel tone plate under the pickguard for
enhanced tone, and a custom-wired five-way pickup selector with

an added two-position rotary switch. Wilkinson Wilkaloid self-lubri-
eating nut.

025-8900 Hellecasters Jerry Donahue Stratocaster
Color: 527

/50s Stratocaster
The axe that started it all... This gorgeous replica is true to its
school in every detail. Soft V-shaped maple neck with skunk stripe,
plugged headstock, single ply eight-hole pickguard, aged knobs
and pickup covers, vintage tuners, tremolo and the tonal flexibility
that would become an industry standard.

'50s Stratocaster
Colors: 503, 505, 506, 509, 556,572

'50s Stratocaster, Left Hand
Color: 503

/?/^^:y^..,.

Hellecasters John Jorgensen
Hellecaster
This highly-individualized instrument

reflects the eclectic taste and awesome tech-
nique of fret-wizard John Jorgensen._Gold sparkle dot

inlays, three custom-voiced Seymour Duncan split-coil
hum-cancelling pickups, Schaller locking tuners, two-pivot

point tremolo, back-routed body top (for extra tremolo travel),
Wilkinson Wilkaloid self-lubricating nut and much, much more!

025-8800 Hellecasters John Jorgensen Hellecaster

Color: 550
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Albert Collins Telecaster
(USA Custom Shop) The "Ice Man's" '66
Custom Tele is faithfully reproduced in the
Albert Collins Telecaster. The ash body

with a natural finish is complemented with white
binding on the top and back. The rich dark tone of the

humbucker in the neck position combined with the classic
vintage bridge pickup produces the essence of Collins tone.

010-8800 Albert Collins Telecaster
Color: 821 -S,-l£^l^

•^

Clarence White Telecaster
(USA Custom Shop) Pedal steel, rock and

country tones will emanate once you get
your hands on the Clarence White Tele.

His famous Tele lives on in this
custom model with its Texas Tele bridge pickup,

'54 Strat neck pickup, Scruggs tuners on both "E" strings,
and the most unique Parsons/White B-Bender mechanism.

010-5602 Clarence White Telecaster
Color: 803

Jerry Donahue Telecaster
(USA Custom Shop) The beautiful birds-
eye maple neck, top and back of the Jerry

Donahue Tele complemented with a cool elec-
tronic and pickup combination makes for one

gorgeous looking, unique sounding guitar. Features: Ash
body with birdseye maple top and back, gold hardware, cus-

torn Seymour Duncan Strat style single coil neck pickup and
custom Tele-style bridge pickup.

010-8902 Jerry Donahue Telecaster
Colors: 800, 827, 838

Wuylon Jennings Tribute
Series Telecaster

(USA Custom Shop) The
Jennings Tribute Series Telecaster is based

on Waylon's floral patterned '63 Tele. In addition
to the leather "White Rose" inlay, the guitar comes with

Texas Tele pickups, Scruggs tuner on the low "E" string,
and Waylon's trademark "flying W" logo inlayed at the twelfth
fret. In honor of country music's famous Outlaw.

010-0302 Waylon Jennings Tribute Telecaster
Color: 806

Danny Gatton Telecoster
(USA Custom Shop) The Danny Gatton
Telecaster is based on his heavily
customized '50s Tele. The cubic zirconium

side markers on the neck reflect light on any
darkened stage. A set of custom twin blade Joe

Barden pickups provide a brilliant tone with zero hum. A
terrific guitar from the late, great Telecaster master. Features:
lightweight ash body, stainless steel bridge.

Merle Haggard Tribute
Series Telecaster
Merle's honky tonkin' Tele is

Thinline design that features a figured maple
top, a highly figured set-in maple neck adorned

with Merle's "Tuff Dog Tele" peghead inlay, Ivoroid pickguard
and binding, gold hardware and keys with pearl tuners. A Texas

Special neck pickup, Duncan Tele bridge and custom wiring with a
four way Tele switch, just the way Merle likes it, completes the package.

010-8700
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Danny Gatton Telecaster
Colors: 867, 879

010-0402 Merle Haggard Tribute Telecaster
Color: 803



Set Neck/Contemporary

Tele Jr.®
(USA Custom Shop) Cut loose and cut
through with the Custom Set-Neck Tele Jr.
A Honduran mahogany body equipped

with 11-tone chambers and two different
Seymour Duncan "Hot Soapbar" P-90s, together

our Custom Shop's novel type "set neck" process,
gives this model a powerful "fat" tone.

010-3400 Tele Jr.
Colors: 821, 837, 838, 841

/50s Relic Nocuster
(USA Custom Shop) In the same manner as

f- our "Relic" Strats comes the '50s Relic
Nocaster. Cosmetically aged by our

Custom Shop, this reproduction of the early
'50s transitional model Tele features vintage Tele

pickups, aged vintage bridge and nickel hardware, and
a honey blonde ash body.

010-5102 '50s Relic Nocaster
Color: 867

^a:A»̂

American Classic Telecaster
(USA Custom Shop) American Classic
Telecaster guitars are Custom Shop

versions of Fender's American Standard
models. They offer a choice of custom colors, cus-

torn detailing, and a gold hardware option. Build yourself a
classic! Features: A classic Fender body shape, lightly figured

hard rock maple neck, two Texas Special Strat pickups, one Texas
Tele Bridge pickup, American Standard Tele bridge, black tolex
case.

010-4800 American Classic Telecaster, rosewood
fretboard

010-4802 American Classic Telecaster, maple neck
010-4810 American Classic Telecaster, rosewood

fretboard, gold hardware option
010-4812 American Classic Telecaster, maple neck,

gold hardware option
Color: 800, 801, 803, 805
*See color chart for Custom color options

•'50s

/50s Telecaster
(USA Custom Shop) The classic '50s
Telecaster guitars conjure up images of

early Rock &'Roll and Country music. The
Tele has an ash body, vintage Tele

pickups and optional gold hardware, These models will
honk and talk with the best of them.

010-5002 '50s Telecaster, nickel hardware
010-5012 '50s Telecaster, gold hardware option

Colors: 801, 803, 806

/60s Telecaster Custom
(USA Custom Shop) The classic '60s
Telecaster guitars conjure up images of

early Rock & Roll and Country music. The
'60s Telecaster Custom has an alder body,

bound top and back, Texas Tele pickups, plus gold hard-
ware and custom color options.

010-6300 '60s Telecaster Custom, nickel hardware
010-6310 '60s Telecaster Custom, gold hardware option

Color: 800,806
*See color chart for Custom color options

Bajo Sexto Telecaster
(USA Custom Shop} Vary your tone with the
totally unique Bajo Sexto baritone

Telecaster. A thick, meaty sound comes from
a pair of Texas Tele's wired in series. This 30.2" scale

length beauty features a two-piece ash body and a lightly
figured maple neck. •

010-4002 Bajo Sexto Telecaster
Color: 803, 867
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(USA Custom Shop) Want a big, full
Vi sounding electric 12-string that stays in

tune? Our custom Telecaster XII is just the
ticket. Precision design went into this model

featuring a two-piece ash body, figured maple neck with a
'60s "C" shape, and a set of Texas Tele's wired in series.

010-4100 Telecaster XII, rosewood fretboard
010-4102 Telecaster XII, maple neck (not shown)

Colors: 800, 803, 807, 849

*-^

J.D. Telecaster

An affordable version of Jerry Donahue's
Custom Shop Tele. Features: Basswood

body, rock maple neck, chrome hardware,
vintage-style bridge with brass saddles,

special five-position selector switch, custom-
wound pickups.

027-9702 J.D. Telecaster
Colors: 500, 506, 527, 538

U.S. Vintage Reissue

Custom Classic
'52 Left-Handed Tele
(USA Custom Shop) A left-h
version of our most classic Telecaster
comes in the form of the Custom Classic '52 Tele Left Hand.
A rich lacquer finish and a set of left handed vintage Tele pickups
wired in series are featured. The soft "V" shape maple neck will
lay perfectly in any southpaw's hand.

010-5222 '52 Telecaster Left Hand
Colors: 803, 867

Artist Signature

/52 Telecaster
(USA) U.S. Vintage Reissue guitars
recreate Fender's most famous '50s and

'60s designs. The '52 Telecaster is a standout
from this era, the ultimate classic Telecaster because

of its tone. Features include an ash body, vintage style
pickups with cloth wrapped wire, and a kit of modem

retrofitting parts.

010-1303 '52 Telecaster
Colors: 806, 850, 884

James Burton Telecaster
(USA) The James Burton Telecaster is
equipped with a few of the modern

features found in our instruments today but
retains the same vintage feel and sound that

James likes. A new look to James' trademark
paisley graphic and solid color options with black or gold

hardware lend a distinctive appearance.

U.S. Plus/Deluxe

010-8602 James Burton Telecaster
Colors: 810,811, 823, 877

M^'-
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James Burton
Standard Telecasfer

A more vintage look is found on our James
Burton Standard Telecaster. A model that reflects this

great player's roots with it's 50s styling and with a set of
Texas Tele's that deliver pure Tele tone!

y ^sss^

013-8602
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James Burton Standard Telecaster
Colors: 503, 506, 509, 541

Tele Plus
(USA) The Tele Plus provides the ultimate

in features and design. Zero in on a multi-
tude of tones via the special design wiring and

three special design Gold Fender-Lace Sensors.
The alder body is capped top and back with an ash veneer,

single ply white binding on the top.

010-8500 Tele Plus, rosewood fretboard
010-8502 Tele Plus, maple neck

Colors: 806, 828, 836, 837, 845



American Standard

^<^^SI

California Series

^^^^•^^^'

i®p American Standard Telecaster
(USA) American Standard Telecaster
guitars combine the classic look and feel of

Fender's original design with hardware and
electronics reflecting the evolution of today's

player's needs. Truly an industry standard.

010-8400 American Standard Telecaster,
rosewood fretboard

010-8402 American Standard Telecaster,
maple neck
Colors for two guitars above: 702,
705,706,709,721,724,732

010-8422 American Standard Telecaster,
maple neck, Left Hand
Colors for guitar below: 705,
706, 709,732

American Standard B-Bender Telecaster
(USA) The American Standard B-Bender Tele is our U.S.
Standard Tele with the addition of the Parsons-Green
B-Bender system. The smooth action of the bender allows
for effortless control. Add a whole new arsenal of steel
guitar sounds to your repertoire: bent single notes, double
stops, and chimed harmonies.

010-8442 American Standard B-Bender Telecaster,
maple neck
Colors: 705, 706, 709, 732

American Standard
B-Bender Telecaster

A combined effort by our guitar makers in Corona, California,
USA and Ensenada, Baja California, Mexico, the California
series of instruments represents one of the best values in classi-
cally styled Fender guitars and_basses. First the bodies and
necks are cut and shaped in Corona, Then they're sent to
Ensenada where they're painted and buffed. Fmal assembly is
then performed in Corona using genuine Fender US
Vintage hardware and electronics.

California Fat Tele
(USA) The California Fat Tele features a
U.S.-made Tex Mex Tele neck position

humbucker paired with a Tex Mex Tele bridge
pickup. Features include an alder body, a tinted

maple neck equipped with medium jumbo frets, U.'S. vintage
hardware and electronics, plus a deluxe gig bag. From warm

sustaining leads and cool, clean single notes to'vintage Tele snap.

010-1702 California Fat Tele, maple neck
Colors: 306, 309, 332,
340, 341

The California Tele features classic
and neck styling combined with the

unique pairing of a Tex Mex single coil Strat
in the neck position and a Tex Mex Tele bridge

pickup. Features include an alder body, tinted maple
equipped with medium jumbo frets, U.S. vintage six

bridge, string thru body design, a three-way selector
switch plus a deluxe gig bag.

010-1600 California Tele, rosewood fretboard
010-1602 California Tele, maple neck

Colors: 306, 309, 332, 340, 341

Spedal/Deluxe Series

Deluxe Nashville Tele
Down home and versatle, the Deluxe
Nashville Tele has an alder body, outfitted
with two Tex Mex Tele pickups, neck and

bridge positions, and a Tex Mex Strat pickup jn
the middle. This Music City namesake also includes a vin-

tage six saddle bridge, string thru body design, five-way Strat-
-tone switching, brown shell pickguard and a deluxe gig bag.

013-5300 Deluxe Nashville Tele,
rosewood fretboard

013-5302 Deluxe Nashville Tele, maple neck
Colors: 306, 309, 332, 380
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'90s Tele Thinline
A beautiful, double-bound, hollow ash body

a single "F" hole sets the stage for the
'90s Tele Thinline, This eye-catching Tele

Thinline comes with American Standard
hardware, pickups and electronics and a pearl pickguard

('69 Thinline style). Includes a black tolex case with red brick lining.

010-8200 '90s Tele Thinline, rosewood fretboard
010-8202 '90s Tele Thinline, maple neck

Colors: 800, 806, 821, 838

/90s Telecaster Custom
A modern version of the luxurious
Telecaster Custom, with special attention to

details like pearloid body binding and shell
pickguard. Body: Basswood with double binding; Neck:

oval-shaped maple neck with rosewood fretboard, 21 frets,
7.25" radius; Electronics: two vintage style Tele pickups, vol-
ume, tone; Other: three-position selector switch, six-section
modern "string-thru-body" bridge, gold

025-2500 '90s Telecaster Custom
Colors: 505, 506

'90s Telecaster Deluxe
The best of both worlds, this Telecaster borrows
some of the Strat's most popular features.

Body: Alder with Strat-style contours; Neck:
neck with rosewood fretboard, 21 frets, 9.5" radius;

Electronics: two vintage Strat-style single coil pickups (neck, mid),
vintage Tele-style pickup (bridge), five-position selector switch,
modern Tele bridge with six individual saddles, pearloid pickguard.

025-9000 '90s Telecaster Deluxe
Colors: 500, 506, 509, „ v vy'&^L
541,572

Telecaster Acoustk-Electric
Want the rich sound of an acoustic with the con-
venience of an electric? Try this semi-

hollowbody Telecaster, which looks as good as it
sounds. Body: Bound with spruce top and mahogany back

and "F" hole; Neck: Rosewood fretboard/22 frets, 12" radius,
25^.125" scale; Electronics: piezo pickup system (bridge), single
coil pickup (neck), active electronics, Volume, TBX, Pan; Other:
Rosewood string-thru-body bridge.

025-2400
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Telecaster Acoustic-Electric
Colors: 500, 506

Telecaster Classical Thinline
Part classical guitar, part electric, the
Telecaster Classical Thinline gives you the

best of both worlds, yet maintains a sound all
its own. Body: Basswood single-bound; Neck:

Rosewood fretboard, 22 fret; Electronics: piezo saddle pickup,
active electronics; Other: Gotoh Rotomatic tuners, rosewood bridge.

025-2600 Telecaster Classical Thinline,
nylon string
Colors: 500, 506

Hellecasters Will Ray
Jazz-a-caster™

Designed for the unique super-charged coun-
try-blues licks made famous by Will, this Tele

includes two Seymour Duncan special designed reversed-
wound Jazzmaster pickups, a small-style Strat headstock,
Hip Shot Will Ray model "B" Bender, Vintique™ knob on
master volume control (with added capacitor to maintain
consistent tone at all volume levels), gold foil leaf finished
basswood Tele body—plus additional custom features.

025-8700 Hellecasters Will Ray Jazz-a-caster
Colors: 550

Standard

Standard Telecaster
The Standard Telecaster is the foundation
from which all of our other Tele models

eome. Classic shape, traditional two single
coils and a vintage style six-saddle bridge. The

Tele tradition starts here.

013-5202 Fender Standard Telecaster,
maple neck
Colors: 502, 506, 525,532, 580

Traditional mm:*^v^y
V-
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Traditional Telecaster
Traditional Telecaster guitars are
affordable, fine quality versions of Fender's

Standard models. Traditional two single coil
pickup combination, poplar body, chrome hardware.

013-3202 Traditional Telecaster, maple neck
Colors: 506, 558, 580



/72 Telecaster Thinline
Exquisite natural finished ash semi-hollow
body Telecaster. Humbucking pickups,

white shell pickguard, string-through-body
bridge, maple neck and signature F-hole accent

this faithful 70s reproduction.

027-3202 '72 Telecaster Thinline
Color: 521

'69 Telecaster Thinline
Selected mahogany graces this semi-

hollow body collectable. Vintage Tele
bridge, two single-coil pickups, white shell

pickguard, maple neck and a look all its own.

027-7702 '69 Telecaster Thinline
Color: 521

//Paisley// Tele

Basswood body finished in the flamboyant
"summer of love" paisley pattern. Maple

neck, vintage bridge with brass barrel saddles,
two single-coil pickups, vintage tuners and nickel plated

hardware complete this tasty 'reproduction of a highly
sought after instrument.

027-4902 "Paisley" Tele
Color: 550

72 Tele Custom
Ready to rock! This guitar delivers a Tele
twang with a brawny neck-position

humbucker. Two volume, two tone, three-
way toggle switch, black/white/ black pickguard.

027-7602 '72 Tele Custom
Color: 500, 506

'62 Custom Telecaster
Bound for glory... White binding front
and back sets this Tele apart from the

crowd. Vintage-style bridge, white/black/white
pickguard, rosewood fingerboard, two single-coil

pickups and chrome plated hardware highlight this classic.

027-5100 '62 Custom Telecaster
027-5120 '62 Custom Telecaster, Left Hand

Colors: 500, 509

/50s Telecaster
Pomona Avenue 1950., .The genesis of the

electric solid-body guitar is artfully cap-
tured in this timeless reissue. Basswood

body, maple neck with tinted finish, two
single coil pickups, single-ply black pickguard,

three barrel saddles and round string retainer.

027-1202 '50s Telecaster
Colors for guitar above: 501, 503,
506, 509, 556, 572

027-1222 '50s Telecaster, Left Hand
Color for guitar above: 501
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Jaguar
The Jaguar is a re-creation of Fender's premier gui-
tar from the '60s, re-popularized by the recent
spate of Alternative bands. Body: basswood;

neck: rosewood fretboard, 22 frets, 7.25" radius,
24" scale; electronics: Two single-coil pickups each

with on-off slide switch, "Lead" circuit [volume, tone, tone
switch], "Rhythm" circuit [volume, tone], circuit selector
switch; other: floating bridge tremolo with "Tremolo Lock."

027-7700 Jaguar
Colors for guitar above: 500, 509, 541

027-7720 Jaguar, Left Hand
Color for guitar above: 500

Jag-Stang
A collision of contemporary features fused
together. This model was co-designed by
the late Kurt Cobain of Nirvana fame. Body:
basswood; neck: rosewood fretboard, 22 frets,
7.25" radius, 24" scale; electronics: vintage
strat pickup (neck), humbucking pickup
(bridge), two three-position selector switch,
volume, tone; other: floating bridge with
"Dynamic" Fender vibrato tail-piece.

025-4200 Jag-Stang
025-4220 Jag-Stang, Left Hand

Colors: 540, 572

A remake of the guitar that was at the heart of surf
and other '60s instrumental music. Plug in your
amp and ride the wave! Body: basswood; neck:

rosewood fretboard, 21 frets, 7.25" radius;
electronics: two single-coil pickups, "Lead" circuit

(volume, tone, three-position toggle), "Rhythm" circuit
(volume, tone), circuit selector switch; other: floating bridge
tremolo with "Tremolo Lock."

027-7800

027-7820

Jazzmaster
Colors for guitar above: 500, 509, 541
Jazzmaster, Left Hand
Color for guitar above: 500

Mustang
A reissue of Fender's deluxe 24" short-scale
guitar from the '60s—perfect for smaller

hands. Body: basswood; neck: rosewood
fretboard, 22 frets, 7.25" radius; electronics: two

single-coil pickups,'on-off slide switch for each pickup,
volume, tone; other: Mustang Dynamic vibrato.

027-3700 Mustang
027-3720 Mustang, Left Hand

Colors: 541, 572
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Duo-Sonic
The Duo-Sonic guitar revisits Fender's
original short-scale electric from the '50s.
Features include a poplar body with two

single coil pickups and a maple neck. The
instrument's design results in easier playability, perfect

for the player new to the guitar.

013-0202 Duo-Sonic
Colors: 506, 558, 580

D'Aquisto Deluxe and Ultra
(USA Custom Shop) The late master
luthier James D'Aquisto collaborated

with our Fender Custom Shop on this
line of absolutely beautiful Jazz guitars. The

D'Aquisto Deluxe features a laminated figured
maple body (15.75"), bound ebony fretboard, and a

special design humbucker for a cool mellow tone.
The D'Aquisto Ultra is a gorgeous hand-carved model

featuring a spruce top, figured maple back and sides, multiple
bound, gold hardware, and a bridge and tailpiece made
of ebony. A custom Kent Armstrong floating pickup is available
as an option.

010-2030 D'Aquisto Deluxe.
Colors for guitar above: 821 , 837,838

010-2070 D'Aquisto Ultra
010-2080 D'Aquisto Ultra w/Kent Armstrong pickup

Colors for 2 guitars above: 821,837

Robben Ford Ultra and Elite
(USA Custom Shop) The Robben Ford
signature models are cutting tone guitars

featuring Seymour Duncan humbuckers,
versatile electronics, and Honduran mahogany bodies

and set in necks. The Ultra models have multi-bound
ebony fretboards, special tone chambers and are available

with flame maple or carved spruce tops. The Elite features a
Pao Ferro fretboard, hand-carved figured maple top and solid
Honduran mahogany body.

010-3060 Robben Ford Ultra FM.
Colors for guitar above: 800, 838

010-3050 Robben Ford Ultra SP
Colors for guitar above: 800, 806, 838

010-3040 Robben Ford Elite.
Colors for guitar above: 800, 838

D'Aquisto Deluxe
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Custom Classic ^

Vintage Precision Custom Bass
(USA Custom Shop) The Vintage Precision
Custom Bass has the look of the classic '51

P Bass with its Tele-style head-stock and
vintage hardware. It comes with a semi-figured

hard rock maple neck, 2-piece swamp ash body and a
combination of one vintage P Bass and one Vintage

J Bass pickup, neck and bridge respectively.

019-5602 Vintage Precision Custom Bass
Colors: 803, 867

'57 Precision Bass Left Hand
(USA Custom Shop) The '57 Precision Bass
Left Hand model is a vintage classic built
for all those southpaws out there holding
down the bottom end. An alder body, vintage
nickel hardware, and vintage P Bass
electronics are featured.

019-5722 '57 Precision Bass Left Hand
Colors: 805, 806

U.S. Vintage Reissue

'57 Precision Bass and
/62 Precision Bass
(USA) U.S, Vintage Reissue Precision bass

models are available in two familiar forms. The '57
P Bass features a traditional maple neck, alder body,

vintage hardware and gold anodized pickguard. The '62
P Bass has a rosewood fingerboard, an alder body, vintage
hardware and 3-ply or tortoise shell pickguards.

019-0115

019-0116

'57 Precision Bass
Colors for guitar above: 803, 806, 841

'62 Precision Bass
Colors for guitar above: 800, 806, 841

U.S. Plus/Deluxe

'57 Precision Bass
Left Hand

Precision Bass Deluxe
(USA) Precision Bass Deluxe models offer tons
of tonal variations. The three-band active EQ

electronics combined with a vintage P Bass pickup
and a special design humbucker make this an axe that

can cut any gig. Other features include a graphite reinforced
neck, downsized alder body with ash veneered top and back, and

a strings-thru-the-body or top-load bridge.

019-4200 Precision Bass Deluxe, rosewood fretboard
019-4202 Precision Bass Deluxe, maple fretboard

Colors: 806, 828, 836, 837, 844, 845
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American Standard

w^'^^^^
^%<^.,.A

American Standard Precision Bass
(USA) American Standard Precision Bass

models combine the classic look and feel of
Fender's original design with subtle changes

reflecting the evolution of today's player's needs, A
vintage P Bass pickup, graphite reinforced neck, and the

strings-thru-the-body bridge provide a distinctive tone for all
bottom dwellers! Lefty and fretless versions available.

019-2200 American Standard Precision Bass,
rosewood fretboard

019-2202 American Standard Precision Bass,
maple fretboard
Colors for 2 guitars above: 702, 705,
706,709,721,724,732

019-2208 American Standard Precision Bass,
Fretless w/fretline markers

019-2220 American Standard Precision Bass, Left Hand
Colors for 2 guitars above: 705,706,709,732

< s.
^;s;

Special/Deluxe

Precision Bass //Lytew
The Precision Bass "Lyte" is a smaller, lighter, updated

version of a classic P Bass. But don't think any
sound is sacrificed for the "Lyte" body weight! Body:
"downsized" modern contour shape (very lightweight); neck:
rosewood fretboard, 22 frets, 9.5" radius, "slim" shape;
electronics: one P Bass (split coil) pickup, one J Bass pickup,
master volume, pan, active bass boost/cut, active treble
boost/cut; other: graphite nut, special design bridge, Gotoh
"mini" tuning keys, no pickguard.

025-9500 Precision Bass "Lyte" Standard, basswood
body, chrome hardward
Colors for guitar above: 537, 555, 564, 577

025-9800 Precision Bass "Lyte" Deluxe, mahogany
body, goldplated hardware, USA-designed
electronics and humbucking pickup (bridge)
Color for guitar above: 521

/51 Precision Bass
A recreation of the original '51 P Bass," the
first solid body electric bass. With its invention,

bass players could finally be heard—and get their
instrument in a car! Ash body in blonde or

two-color sunburst, single coil pickup, maple neck and
fingerboard, vintage two-saddle bridge.

027-1902 '51 Precision Bass
Colors: 501, 503

ffi?S[lll1

California P Bass Special
(USA) The California P Bass Special features the
"best of both worlds" combo with an alder

Precision Bass body, tinted maple Jazz Bass neck,
and vintage spec. P/J pickup configuration. A U.S, vintage

bridge, gold anodized pickguards, and deluxe gig bag
complete the package.
019-1800 California P Bass Special,

rosewood fretboard
California P Bass Special, »
maple neck ^» <v 3
Colors: 306, 309,
332, 341

019-1802

Standard Precision Bass
The Standard Precision Bass is the foundation

'/ from which all our P Bass models derive. It
features familiar classic styling, a poplar body,

maple neck with a rosewood fingerboard, and one standard
P Bass pickup. The original "new playing sensation".

013-6000 Standard Precision Bass
Colors: 502, 506,
525, 532, 580

Traditional Precision Bass
Traditional Precision Bass guitars are
affordable, quality versions of Fender's

Standard models. Classic design, traditional single
P Bass pickup, a poplar body, maple neck with a

rosewood fingerboard.
013-3400 Traditional Precision Bass

Colors: 506, 558, 580
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Jazz Bass
Relic

U.S. Plus/Deluxe

/60s Relic Jazz Bass
(USA Custom Shop) The Relic '60s
Jazz Bass conjures up images of almost
every classic electric group one can

think of. Cosmetically aged by our
Custom Shop, this model features an alder

body, vintage Jazz pickups and aged nickel hardware.
Great feel, warm, throaty tone, feels like home.

019-6300 '60s Relic Jazz Bass
Colors: 800, 805

Custom Classic

jlC^.^

Jazz Bass Deluxe
(USA) Jazz Bass Deluxe models incorporate many

design updates into the classic Jazz Bass. A three-
band active EQ electronics system and special design

Jazz pickups are featured along with a graphite reinforced
neck and a downsized vintage style body with ash veneer top and

back. Shell or perloid guards and cool colors make these models
a beautiful combination of function and form.

019-4400 Jazz Bass Deluxe, rosewood fretboard
019-4402 Jazz Bass Deluxe, maple fretboard
019-4500 Jazz Bass Deluxe V String, Pao Ferro fretboard

Colors for 3 guitars above: 806, 828, 836,
837, 844, 845

019-4408 Jazz Bass Deluxe Fretless (not shown)
Colors: 806, 837, 844, 845

/62 Jazz Bass Left Hand
(USA Custom Shop) The classic '62 Jazz
Bass left hand is our Custom Shop version of
the U.S. Vintage right hand '62 model. It features an
alder body with a "C" shaped maple neck equipped w
a rosewood fingerboard. All the right stuff in your left hand.

American Standard

019-6120 62 Jazz Bass Left Hand
Colors: 805, 806

U.S. Vintage Reissue

'62 Jazz Bass
(USA) The '62 Jazz Bass recreates the
revolutionary bass design that shook the

foundations of the music world. Incorporating
the "stacked" concentric controls of the early sixties

with two vintage Jazz pickups this model features an alder body
available in classic finishes, vintage hardware, and three-ply or
tortoise shell pickguards.

019-0209 '62 Jazz Bass
Colors: 800, 806, 841
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American Standard Jazz Bass
(USA) The American Standard Jazz Bass models
are a combination of the classic look and feel of

Fender's original design with some subtle changes
reflecting the evolution of today's player's needs. Graphite

reinforced necks, strings-through-the-body bridge, and vintage style
pickups enhance the tone of these industry standards.

019-2400 American Standard Jazz Bass,
rosewood fretboard

019-2402 American Standard Jazz Bass,
maple fretboard
Colors for 2 guitars above: 702, 705, 706,
709,721,724,732

019-2500 American Standard Jazz Bass V String,
Pao Ferro fretboard
Colors for guitar above: 702, 705, 706, 709,
724, 732



75 Jazz Bass
The continuing evolution of Fender electric
basses, revisited. Rectangular block inlays and a

bound fretboard are standout features of this 70s
J Bass. Two volume and one master tone control, 34"

scale, 20 frets, 7.25" radius ash body and all that Jazz.

027-3500 '75 Jazz Bass, rosewood fretboard
027-3502 '75 Jazz Bass, maple neck

Colors: 500, 521

Standard Jazz Bass
Nothing extra—just the time-tested features that

have rendered the Jazz Bass one of the most played
instruments in modem musical history. Body: offset waist

shape; neck: rosewood slab fretboard, 20 standard frets, 7,25"
radius, polyurethane finish; electronics: two J Bass pickup, two
volume, master tone; other: tri-laminate (white/ black/white)
pickguard, chromeplated hardware.

013-6500 Standard Jazz Bass,
Colors for guitar above: 502, 506, 525, 532, 580

013-6508 Standard Jazz Bass, Fretless w/fretline markers
Colors for guitar above: 502, 506, 525, 532, 580

027-6720 Standard Jazz Bass, Left Hand,
rosewood fretboard

•/^te^. Colors for guitar above: 500, 541

Traditional Jazz Bass
The Traditional Jazz Bass model is an
affordable, quality version of Fender's Standard

model. Classic designs, traditional two Jazz bass
pickups, a poplar body, maple neck with a rosewood

fingerboard and single-ply pickguard.

013-3500 Traditional Jazz Bass
Colors: 506, 558, 580

Deluxe

Deluxe Active Jazz Bass
The time tested features of our Standard Jazz Bass, combined with
our U.S. Jazz Bass Deluxe pickups and electronics give the Deluxe
Active Jazz Bass some extra growl for the gig. Classic Jazz Bass
offset waist shape, rosewood fretboard, brown shell pickguard and
Deluxe gig bag included.
013-6700 Deluxe Active Jazz Bass,

rosewood Fretboard
Colors: 306, 309, 332, 380

Noel Redding Limited Edition
Jazz Bass
A meticulous reproduction of the one-and-only

bass that was Noel's sunburst soul mate during his
Hendrix Experience career. Vintage '65 specs, alder

body, rosewood fretboard with 20 frets, two volume controls,
master tone, two single-coil Jazz Bass pickups.

025-8600 Noel Bedding Limited
Edition Jazz Bass
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I Special Ba
Artist Signature

Roscoe Beck V Bass
(USA) The Roscoe Beck V String is truly a
one-of-a-kind design. Players will love the
traditional Jazz feel combined with a graphite-
reinforced neck, Pao Ferro fretboard, special
dual Jazz V pickups and special switching for
a wide variety of killer tones!

Roscoe Beck V
(Five String) Bass
Colors: 800, 809, 844, 845

Stu Hamm Urge Bass
(USA) The Stu Hamm Urge Bass combines all of
the tonal magic of classic Jazz and Precision basses

with active electronics and contemporary contours and
styling. Features include a down-sized alder body, Pao Ferro
fretboard, and white pearl pickguard.

019-1400 Stu Hamm Urge Bass
Colors: 802, 846, 864, 866

w"

.^e'^
^u

Stu Hamm Urge Standard Bass
The Stu Hamm Urge Standard is modeled

after the U.S. version and features a poplar body,
rosewood fretboard, and active electronics.

013-1400 Stu Hamm Urge Standard Bass
Colors: 502, 506, 525, 580

Bass VI
bass... half guitar... all Fender. Tuned one

octave below a guitar, this six string baritone is
in a league of its own. 30" scale, 21 frets, three

special full range single coil pickups, alder body with
rosewood fingerboard.

027-7600 Bass VI
Color: 500

Roscoe Beck V Bass
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How To Use The Color Chart:
Guitar color options are listed as three digit numbers throughout
the Frontline "Gear" section. The first number of the three digit
color code denotes whether or not the guitar comes with a case,
with "8" representing a deluxe case, "7" a molded case, and "3" a
gig bag. Guitars with color codes beginning with "5" do not include
a case. The last two digits of the code correspond to the colors list-
ed on the following chart. Production model guitars are available
only in the colors listed. Custom Shop guitars can be ordered in
any color on the chart, or any other desired color (there may be an
additional charge for this—see your authorized Fender dealer).
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When'they. write the book'of Who's Who in Texas
'<^*:":'»"~ '.. ~^~ ' ^»w"~ ." " -*

^ Blues, you'll find an entire chapter on
^liunr^" -r^» - .^.-
<i^^Shannon. He was with Johnny Winter at

^^^^%*. ^^
^Woodstock, Stevie Ray Vaughan

*«,&^t

through the Double Trouble years1
.^~ sr

and now anchors the rhythm section
^••fif, wnn »

of Austin's all:star group Storyville.

< t

Tender's been writing the book on
..'t^f^MS^m- .ias-w;1' . '• . •

Felectric bass since we invented

Ethe first one in 1951.-And,
f-yefs:, • : • t

thanks to input from top
^ 'y"':*" ^

players like Tommy, today's
^

1ff 'lyB1 Fender basses are our

best ever. Check
^.-

one out at your
\ - . ^_

favorite Fender
»

dealer today.

^l&97 FMIC F6r more info send ^5 sn
A-. <QdH30ClHng to: Fencler|a^ies, ^975

--<^ •• ••..••'.•—-':/.'-'- -•:;.;:;
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